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7.

Amendment to Itpm 11 (limited English ymfiriencv) - December 14, 2000
a.

Please provide assurances that national origin minority students
will not assigned to classes for the disabled because of their lack of
English skills.

Students who lack English skills will not be assigned to classes for the disabled
due to their LEP status regardless of their national origin or status as a member
of any minority group. As described below, OWN Charter School will seek to
identify these students as soon as possible so they receive special language
instruction. OWN will be working to include these students in the regular
classroom environment so that they are immersed in the English language.
There is one scheduled change that all LEP students will receive while they have
this designation. That is, to avoid any unnecessary language confusion, these
student will not be involved in the Spanish language classes until they have
exited from this program.

3/1
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Amendment to Item 22 (limited English proficiency)
b.

Please provide assurances that LEP students will not be excluded
from curricular and extra-curricular activities in the School
because of an inability to speak and/or understand the language of
instruction.

With the exception of Spanish language classes as noted above, LEP students will
not be excluded from curricular or extra-curricular activities at OWN Charter
School because of their inability to speak and/or understand English.

?/i
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7.

Amendment to Item 22 (limited English proficiency)
c.

Please provide assurances that parents/guardians whose English is
limited receive notices and other information from the School in
their dominant language.
N

OWN Charter School will work to ensure that written communications to
parents and/or guardians wiITfee sent in their dominant language. The student
database will capture the dominant language of the child's family to facilitate the
translation and communication process.

311

B^

^oidentifypotential^EPstuden^sat the timeof enrollment, all parentsor
guardians will be required to completeahome language questionnaire ^he
purpose of thisc^uestionnaire will be to determine whether the dominant
language used at home isalanguage other than English and to gather
informationfrom the parents or guardians about thechild^s^illsin
understanding, speaking, reading, and writing English Eor continuing and
transfer students,adetermination will be made as to whether the student shows
limited English proficiency,as defined byascore at or below the 40th percentile,
or its.ec^uivalent, on an English language assessment instrument approved by
the^lew^or^^tatecommissioner. Inaddition,a^ew^or^^tatecredentials
^E^^teacherwill conduct interviews with students whose home language is
no^ English to identify students^with limited English proficiency ^EP^, to mal^e
recommendations for placement in the Portal Program as needed, and to gather
information for the preparation of each students personalised learning plan.
Entering students who speal^ no English will qualify for placement in the Portal
Program. Entering students who demonstrate some English-speaking ability
during the informal inte^iew will be tested with an approved oral English
language assessment instrument Entering students who score at or below the
"cutoff point^on the oral English language assessment will also qualify for
Portal Program placement. Entering students who score above the "cut-off point"
on the approved oral English language assessment instrument, and are not of
pre-reading age, will then have their English reading skills assessed with an
approved English language reading skills assessment instrument, ^hose
entering students who score a^ or below the 40th percentile will also qualify for
Portal Program placement ^hose entering students who score above the 40th
percentile will be assigned ^o mainstream classes.
Instructional time^
^ 450 minutes combined E^ and E^math^science per weel^^during
the ^0 minutes of language ^rts time each mornings
^ ^0 minutes compass learning per weel^
^ ^0 minutes E^ social stud^es^ac^ulturationcurriculum^during
Spanish time^
^o^alE5^ time for^^^ Portal Program^50 minutes per weel^

^

^dditionally,all^^N students performing ^low grade levelin language ^rts
and mathematics will heeligihlefortuitionfree tutorial ^sistance in compass
learning to accelerate them up to grade level at their individualized rate of
instruction.
Transitional services will he provided for former ^l^studentsduringtheirfirst
year in the mainstream program. These may include counseling groups, cultural
awareness activities, specific interest groups, additional compass earning
tutorial w^ork if needed, enhancement of puhlic speaking skills, and other
guidance and assistance as needed.
Toidentify potentially^ students, at the time of enrollment, parents will he
asked whether the dominant language at home isalanguage other than English
and whether thechild is hilingual. ^ language assessment battery will then he
given to all students who are not native English language speakers, bilingual
New York State certified school psychologists would conduct further evaluations
and then work with the schools professional staff to personalise the programs
for the students
The overriding philosophical approachto^V^Ns^educational program, hoth the
core curriculum ^momi^gprogram^and^aragon^afternoonprogram^, revolve
around individual student needs, as assessed hy the educational team, to
determine appropriate educational strategies and personalised learning plans.

^

^he ^Portal Program^isarocusedhrst-yearprogram consisting o^ESl^
instruction, corecontentinstruction in EnglishsupportedhyESl^ methodologies,
and English language immersion.During the morning language ^.r^stime^
Portal Program students will he pulled out to receive intensive ES^ms^ruction
rroma^ew^orkStatecredentialed^ES^instructorandheintroducedtocore
content in Math andScience through an ESl^approach.Portal Program students
will further huild their language arts and math skills during two sessions each
week with Compass,aso^tware tutorial that emphasises masters. Compass is
individualized to the needs o^ each student and also provides tools ^or ongoing
evaluation, so that each individual students progress can he monitored ^see^.
During the morning Math and Science times. Portal Program students will take
part in hands-on activities with mainsrream students in anEnglish immersion
environment, ^oprovide support ^orl^EP students in the immersion
environment, all classroom teachers at C^^^ will receive specialised pre-service
training conducted hyl^lew^ork state credentialed^PES^ instructors.^he
immersion experience gets students speaking English inameaning^ul,
communicative way ^uickly,and makes use o^ the younger childs greater
natural facility ^or foreign language acquisition, ^sing English ror real
communication as soon as possihle in their educational experience increases
student chances r^or long-term success in mastering in written and spoken
English Portal Program students will develop skills in understanding, speaking,
reading, and writing English and will immediately hegin using these skills to
communicate as they explore core content in language arts, mathematics and
science.
^he immersion environment will continue each afternoon, as Portal Program
students work together with mainstream students to leam social studies content
during the hands-on, interdisciplinary Paragon Curriculum sessions. During the
two a^ternoon^essionso^Spanish instruction ^or mainstream students. Portal
Program students will he pulled out to receive instruction in core social studies
content through an ESl^ approach, andaspeciali^ed acculturation curriculum
featuring l^S customs, cultures, and related language, ^hese social studies topics
will draw ^rom and extend the afternoon Paragon Curriculum, huildingEEP
students vocabulary and conversationpractice, and providing them with the
linguistic too^s with which to take disadvantage o^ the learning opportunities
a^ordedhy Paragon. ^dditionally,hecause Paragon isamulticultural, hands-on

^

^oumeyth^oughtimeand place, OWN teacherswill^h^^^entand student
supporttoenrichthestudy of the countries of origin ^p^^nted by thecharter
schoolsculturally diverse community of learners.
InkeepingwiththephilosophyofOWN, linguistic and cultural diversitywill be
celebrated asatrue asset throughouttheeducational program. OWN will create
aschool environment in which all students and their families can feel free to take
part in curricular and extracurricular activities regardless of^nglish language
proficiency. When possible, OWN will make native language versions of the
language arts curriculum and other materials available to parents for
supplementary workat home and for use in after^school tutorial programs, ^s
needed, OWN will make translations of school noticesavailable to families of
1^^ students in their home language.

^

^5

Each l^EP student willhaveapersonalized learning plan developed bv the
educational team^includingthe^E^^teacher^grade level teacher^and other
staffs in accordance with ^^^50verriding educational philosophv^which
revolves around meeting individual studentneeds.C^ngoing informal
evaluation ofl^EP student progress will take place durmgtheschoolvear
through class workand their individualized work with the Compass program as
described in B^E above. 5tudentportfolios will be evaluated ar^d report Cards
issued^ at least three times per vear. In additions each I^EP student will he
assessed each vearwithacommissionerDapproved English language assessment
instrument to determine whether or not he/she continues to be limited English
proficients as defined bvascore of at or below the^thpercentile on the
approved assessment instrument.
students will e^it the Portal program at such time that thevachievealevel of
English language skills that enable them to perform successfully in the
mainstream program. I^EP students scoring above the ^Othpercentile on the
annual English language assessment will be eligible to transition out of the Portal
Program into the mainstream program of instructions subject to instructor
recommendation Ifastudent does not reach this level of achievement at the end
of the first vear^ he/she mav continue in the Portal program for one additional
vear^sub^ect to instructor recommendation and parental approval. It is expected
that after no more than two vears of instruction in the Portal Programs students
will meet the e^it criteria and be able to make the transition to full-time
mainstream instruction

^
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7.

Amendment to Item 22 (limited English proficiency)
g.

Please provide a process for continued program assessment and
modification where needed.

The CAO/Principal will have a master list of all students identified as LEP. The
CAO/Principal and teaching staff will monitor the progress of all LEP students
on an ongoing basis over the course of the school year, both through their class
work and through their work on their individualized Compass tutorials and will
determine appropriate modifications to the "Portal Program" and individual
children's personalized learning plans, as needed on an ongoing basis. Annually,
LEP student scores on the New York State approved English language
assessment instrument will provide additional data which will be used by the
CAO/principal and school staff to assess and modify the overall program.
The plan for school-wide evaluation of pupil performance, for both LEP and
mainstream students, will include the following:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

the required state assessment for the implementation of the grade 4
New York State English and Language Arts, Mathematics, and
Science Assessments; and grade 5 New York State Social Studies.
When OWN eventually expands to K-8, it will also participate in the
required New York state assessments for grade 8.
Norm-referenced achievement tests: OWN will use the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills (ITBS) and administer it to each student within 45 days of
entry into the school and within 30 days of the end of each school
year.
Compass Learning reports of student learning path, time on task, quiz
scores, and grade level and month status in language arts and
m&thematics
English Language assessment instrument approved by the New York
commissioner.
Criterion-referenced tests in reading/language arts, mathematics and
science.
Student portfolios
Paragon Performance Assessments
Student report cards at least three times per year.

The results of the above assessments will be reviewed by teachers and
administrative staff to determine the effectiveness of instruction with concurrent
suggestions Tor modifications and improvement in methodology or curricular

m

strategies.Theimplementationofprogrammodif^h^nswill be facilitated
throughweeldvgradegroupmeetingswhileschool^sinsession^ and through
pre^service meetings each vear.

^7

^schildrencometoschoolwithwidelvvarvingbac^groundsand abilities^ the
programatOWNwillaccommodateindividualdifferences through personalized
leamingplans^ use oftutorials^adaptivecurriculum^based softwares and
constructivistteachingpractices.Tohelp student meettheir performance goals^
their leamingplansmav included if necessarv^beforeschool or after school
tutorials and/or summer school.Specific performance goals will beestablished
once baseline date is available

^^
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8.

Amendment to Item 2* (board of trustees) - December 34, 2000
a.

Please indicate whether any member of the proposed Board of
Trustees (or any member of such member's family) holds any
ownership interest, directly or indirectly, in any entity with which
the School intends to contract for services. If any such relationship
exists, please state the precise nature of the member's ownership
interest in the relevant entity.

No member of the proposed Board of Trustees (or any member of such member's
family) holds any ownership interest, directly or indirectly, in any entity with
which the School intends to contract for services.

32/
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9.

Amendment to Item 32 (revortin$ strurf»r») - December 14. 200Q
a.

Please clarify the reporting relationship of the CAO to the Board,
and the role of the management company in this reporting
relationship.

The reporting relationship of the CAO to the Board, and the role of the
management company in this reporting relationship are as follows.
The CAO will be an employee of OWN Charter School and will report to the
OWN Board of Trustees. MEI has the right to approve the hiring of the CAO. If
the Board or MEI, as outlined in the Management Agreement, determines that
the CAO is not complying with the Educational Program, the Charter or the
Management Agreement, the Board agrees to take such action as may be
necessary to terminate the employment of such employee.
The Board will delegate to the CAO the responsibility for the School's day-today management, implementation of program design and realization of the
School's mission, and will hold the CAO accountable for the School's overall
success. The CAO will provide the Board of Trustees and MEI with the
administrative and educational information it needs to effectively carry out their
respective obligations and responsibilities.
The CAO will be charged with implementing the MEI school design and will
work in close collaboration with MEI. The CAO will be held accountable for the
effective implementation of the school design by both MEI and the Board of
Trustees.

?Z2-
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20.

Amendment to Item 33 (code ofrthir*) - December 14,2000
a.

The Code of Ethics contained in the application appears to state
that any portion thereof can be overridden by a simply majority of
the members of the Board of Trustees. Is this what is intended? If
not, please delete the first sentence. If it is, please explain why the
applicant has elected to adopt such a lenient code of ethics.

We do not believe that our amended Code is lenient. On the contrary, it allows
that no rule is so hard and fast that it relieves the Board of its responsibility to
maintain high ethical standards. The amended code reads:
1. School trustees, officers and employees owe their loyalty to the
School.
2. School trustees, officers and employees may not accept a gift worth
over $40 from someone doing business with the School, unless the gift
is for the use of the School.
3. A trustee may not participate in Board deliberations regarding
matters in which he or she has a direct or indirect financi?. interest.
Participation includes discussion or review of a proposed contract or
project. This Code defines a financial interest to include any
circumstance where the trustee or any member of his or her family is
an employee, owner, partner, stockholder, director, or trustee of any
company with business before the Board.
4. School trustees, officers and employees may not communicate with
the School on behalf of a person or a firm unless such communication
is part of their official duties for the School.
5. School trustees, officers and employees may not use confidential
School information for non-School purposes or disclose it to a private
person or a firm for non-School purposes.
6. School trustees, officers and employees may not accept anything from
anyone other than the School for fulfilling their School obligations.
7. School trustees, officers and employees may work on political
campaigns on non-School time. They may not ask a subordinate to
work on any political campaign or to make a political contribution.

3&>

^ School trustees, officers and employees m^st disclose financial
^^^
relationships ^^^^^p^^^or or subordinate outside their
employmentrelationshipwiththeSchool and its Board ofTrustees^
^ School trustees, officers and employees may not act in connection
with any lawsuit or administrative hearing asalawyer or an expert
foraprivate interest if the Schools interests are involved^
^School trustees, officers and employees will treat one another,
students, parents and community members respectfully^
^^^ All Board members, officers and employees areexpected to behave at
the highest level of professional standards and ethics
Tothe extent whichaquestionarises,theOWNCharterSchool Board may,bya
two thirds majority,deemsomecircumstances as not raising ethical issues and
therefore as not violating the intent oftheCode^
Any Trustee, officer or employee who knowingly and intentionally violates any
of the provisions of this Code may be suspended or removed from office or
terminated^

^^

H.

Amendment to Item U (admissignsj>olicv) - December 14. 2000
a.

672

Please indicate in your admission's policy the minimum age of a
child who will be eligible for admission to the School In no event
can the minimum age be such that a child who turns five on or
before December 1st immediately succeeding the date that he or she
would be scheduled to begin instruction would be excluded.

A child must turn five on or before December 31st of the year he/she enters
kindergarten in order to be eligible for admission.

325

11.

Amendment to Item 34 (admissions policy)
b.

Please indicate who will conduct the lottery and the precise
manner in which the lottery will be conducted.

673

If, at the end of the enrollment period, the number of applications exceeds the
number of available seats, a lottery will be held at a public meeting according to
the following guidelines:
1)

OWN Charter school will include the date, time, and place for the
lottery meeting in the school application. It is not mandatory to be
present at the lottery to be included in it. In the event a lottery is
unnecessary, the scheduled lottery will become a meeting to inform
applicants of acceptance to the school and to discuss registration.

2)

The location of the public meeting/lottery will be as close to the site of
the school as possible for its opening year. Thereafter, the public
meeting/lottery will be held on site. *

3)

OWN Charter School will engage a third party, either to conduct the
lottery, or to serve as an independent observer as the OWN Charter
School Board (or staff) conducts the lottery. This independent
observer will most likely be a certified public accountant.

4)

OWN Charter School will post at the lottery the list of applicants.

5)

Each applicant's lottery ticket will contain the following information:
application reference number, name, grade, sibling names and
siblings' grades. All lottery tickets will be placed in one pool.

6)

The lottery staff will consist of at least three persons: PI, P2 and P3. PI
will draw names from the pool, announcing to the audience the
information on the ticket. P2 will verify the information, record the
reference number in sequential order, and mark the lottery ticket with
its sequential rank. P2 will then pass the ticket to P3. P3 will list on
grade-specific rosters the applicant and his/her siblings. The names
on these grade rosters will.be in sequence. All applicant lottery tickets
will be drawn in the lottery and "assigned a sequential number.

326

7) Letters will be mailed within three business days of the lottery
informing applicants of their status: either accepted or placed on the
waiting list.

674
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11.

Amendment to Item 34 (admissions policy)
c.

"•&

Please specify an enrollment period. The enrollment period must
begin after the School has received a charter and must continue for
a sufficient amount of time to ensure that parents have a
reasonable opportunity to become aware of the School and
complete the application process.

The enrollment period for OWN Charter School will begin immediately after the
School receives a charter and will continue for five weeks, or until the end of
April, whichever is longer.

M

11.

Amendment to Item 34 (admissions policy)
d.

676

Please provide assurances that no prospective Board member or
member of the Astoria Parents Network shall have any advantage
or preference in the student enrollment process, including any
lottery drawing.

No prospective Board member or member of the Astoria Parents Network shall
have any advantage or preference in the student enrollment process, including
any lottery drawing.

3*9

12.

Amendment t? item 35 (discipline code) - December 74, 7000
a.

&• (

Please set forth in detail how alternative instruction will be
provided to suspended or expelled students, to the extent required
by law.

The school will observe state guidelines in the provisrorTof alternative instruction
due to suspension or expulsion of a student.
In most situations, the CAO and teaching staff will make provisions for
suspended students or expelled students to receive assignments and/or
assistance from a home tutor depending on the specific situation.
Notwithstanding the above, the CAO/Principal will explore with the Board of
Trustees and the parents/guardians of the student involved whether or not
there is another educational setting that might be more appropriate for this
student, whether this setting is within the District or elsewhere.

3%>
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13.

Amendment to Item W {Freedom of Information Law), December 14.2000

Please provide a detailed Freedom of Information Law policy for
the School, in accordance with Article 6 of the New York Public
Officers Law. An outline of such a policy is not sufficient. Please
include in this policy which job title will be responsible for
implementing the policy.
Students and their legal guardians have the right to accurate and complete school
records, maintained in accordance with applicable federal and state law.
Accurate and complete individual records shall be maintained for each student
enrolled in OWN. Such records will be kept in a safe and secure manner to
ensure student confidentiality.
Guardians have the right to inspect any and all records relating to their
dependent. Students with written permission of a guardian may inspect their
own records.
.

•

'

•&.

OWN Charter School will ensure compliance with the Freedom of Information
Law (FOIL) as well as the confidentiality provisions of the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) through the following policy:
•

Records will be available during school hours-Monday through
Friday from 9:30AM to 3:30PM.

•

The records may be obtained from the School Administrative
Assistant, who will be trained in the School's FOIL policy.

•

The records may be copied for a nominal fee, but may not be
removed from the school.

•

Information may be released to others only with written consent
from the child's guardian.

•

All inspections shall be conducted in the presence of a school
representative.

•

Upon receipt of a written request of information Under FOIL, OWN
Charter School will:
Within five days of receipt of the written request, make the
information available, deny the request in writing, or provide a
written acknowledgement of the receipt of the request and note the
approximate period of time in which the request will be denied or

331

^ranted.Thes^hool will denya^II^req^est only on le^al^y
proper^oundsasoutlinedinArticle^^ection^.^.^a^and
summarised below^

^

a. because the information is specifically exempted from
disclosure
b. to reasonably protect an individual against unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy
^disclosure would interfere with law enforcement
investigations and procedures
d.disclosure would endan^eralife
Ifthe Administrative Assistant believes, ori^ uncertain, whethera
requestshould be denied, he or she will inform the ^A^.If the ^AO
is likewise uncertain, he or she will inform the Board. If the Board is
uncertain, it will make its decision after seeking le^al counsel.
Ifaperson appeals the denial ofa^II^ request, the school will
^within ten businessdays of the receipt of me notice of the appeals
fully explain the reasons for further denial or make the information
available. The School will forwardacopy of the appeal and previous
determination to the grievance committee.

^^

14.

Amendment to Item 41 (comnlaints) - herrmher 14, 2000

680

Under the Charter Schools Act, a complainant who does not
receive a satisfactory response from the Board of Trustees of the
State University of Mew York he or she may take the complaint to
the Board of Regents. Please revise your policy accordingly.
The board will act in accordance with local and State Law, and in accordance
with the Bylaws of the OWN Charter School Board. If a complainant is not
satisfied with the response of the OWN Charter School Board, he or she may take
the complaint to the Board of Trustees of the State University of New York. If he
or she remains dissatisfied with the response, he or she may take the complaint
to the New York State Board of Regents.

3il

14.

Amendment to Item 41 (complaints)
b.

681

Please provide assurances and procedures for dea ling with
potential conflicts of interest that a member of the Grievance
committee may have in regards to a particular complaint.

Any member of the Grievance Committee with a potential conflict of interest
with respect to a matter appearing before the Committee will disclose its
circumstances to the OWN Board of Trustees before hearing the grievance. The
Board will determine, by a majority vote, if a conflict of interest exists. If the
Board determines that a conflict exists, such member shall not participate in the
resolution of this grievance. The Board of Trustees may temporarily assign an
unconflicted trustee to sit on the Grievance Committee to hear the grievance.

%Y

15.

Amendment to Item dl (dissolution) - number 14,2000
a.

682

Please explain how the School will handle disposition of student
records and any liabilities of the School in the event of dissolution.

In the event of dissolution of OWN Charter School:
• student records will be transferred to the student's future school, or, if
this is not yet determined, to the student's home school district
• all assets will be used to satisfy any outstanding debts
• any assets remaining after the satisfaction of such liabilities will be
distributed to District 30 or otherwise in accordance with the New
York Charter School Act.

3S$

16.

Amendment tn Item 43 (personnel policies)
a.

- December 14, 2000

683

Please provide job descriptions for the counselor, doctor and
dentist and each position's role in the School

No Doctor or Dentist will be employed by OWN Charter School.
The job description for the school's Social Worker/Counselor follows:
Job Title:

SCHOOL COUNSELOR

Qualifications:

Social Worker's Certificate. Experience working with
children in an urban school setting. Master's degree in
Social Work is a plus. Demonstrated leadership skills with a
strong community orientation.

Position's Role:

To serve as a link between home, school and community by
promoting and supporting students' academic and social
success.
To server as a member of the Child Study Team assisting in
the identification, diagnosis, classification and development
of appropriate programs for all special needs students.

Reports To:

CAO/Principal

Performance
Responsibilities:
1. Shares with the Leadership Team a commitment to the
success of the mission, goals and objectives of OWN
Charter School.
2 Provides professional case management including
monitoring and evaluating the education program for
assigned students.
/3. /Prepares social and developmental histories on students
[^/' with special needs for initial referrals and re-evaluations.
Provides documentation for IEPs.
5. Provides group and individual counseling for students
and their families.

Ill

^

Provides intervention^counseli^^^^es to students
experiencing difficultiesaffe^f^^^^hool progress.

^ Ivlobili^es school and community resources to optimise
students^potential to leam in their academic programs.
^. Participates in educational planning and scheduling.
9. Provides opportunities, skills and resources for students
to^
^ Increase academic success
^ Improve interpersonal relationships
D Cope ^ith crisis situations
^ resolve conflicts without violence
10. Provides support to parents and families by^
^ developing supporrive relationships ^ith parents
^ helping parents obtain medical, neurological,
psychiatric and other specialised evaluations as
needed
^ Inrroducing parents to different program options
^ making home visits
^ losing mediation skills to reduce disputes between
parent and the school
^ reaching parents effective v^aystocommunicate
their childs needs to school staff
11. Assists educators by^
^ Collaborating ^ith other staff members
D Conducting staff training^development
^ helping develop and implement discipline and
attendance policies
D Collaborating the community agencies and
organisations to meet students^needs
^ helping teachers develop communication skills
^ith parents
12. Serves asaconsultant to the CAO and instructional staff
in matters concerning the identification of social and
emotional needs and core curriculum development.
13 Assumes other responsibilities as assigned by the CAO

^B

16.

Amendment to Item 43 (personnel policies)
b.

Please clarify the reporting relationship of the School's
paraprofessionals

685

The Instructional Aides/Paraprofessionals will receive day-to-day direction and
support from the classroom teachers with whom they are aligned. In addition,
the two Program Facilitators will provide guidance and direction within their
role as curriculum coordinators. The CAO/Principal, however, is the individual
who will evaluate the performance of these Instructional Aides and make any
final decisions on termination of employment. In making these assessments, the
CAO will obtain input from both the classroom teacher and the Program
Facilitators.

3?JP
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17.

Amendment to Item 45 (number of instrurtnre) - December 14. 2000
a.

Please clarify the number of teachers and the grade levels for year
two.

As demonstrated below, our plan involves having 30 teachers and nine
paraprofessionals, two Program Facilitators, one Social Worker and 1
CAO/Principal to meet the needs of the 475 students in Kindergarten through
Grade 6.
Year 2 — Staffing and Enrollment
"Homeroom" teachers

19

Kindergarten

75

Spanish/ESL teachers

2

Grade 1

75

Physical Education teachers

2

Grade 2

75

Music/drama teachers

2

Grade 3

75

-' 3
2

Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6

75
75

Total Students

475

Students per
Homeroom teacher

25

Students per
Teacher

16

Students per
Instructor

12

Students per
Faculty member

11

Special Education teachers
LEP/English Skills teachers
Total Teachers

30

Paraprofessionals

9

Total Instructors

39

Program Facilitators

2

Social Worker '"''
CAO/Principal

1
1

Total Faculty

43

"

25

J3?
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17.

Amendment to Item 45 (number of instructors)
b.

Please provide the expected number of instructors for years three
through five.

The expected number of instructors is noted below:
Yearl

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

10
1
1
1
1
2

19
2
2
2
3
2

22
2
3
2
3
2

25
2
3
2
4
3

27
3
3
2
4
3

Total Teachers

16

30

34

39

42

Paraprofessionals

.6.

9

9

10

10

Total Instructors

22

39

43

49

52

Program Facilitators
Social Worker
CAO/Principal

1
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

25

43

47

53

56

"Homeroom" teachers
Spanish/ESL teachers
Physical Education teachers
Music/Drama teachers
Special Education teachers
LEP/English Skills teachers

Total Faculty

Zfo
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7fl

Amendment tn Item 49 (start-up budget) - December 14. 2000
Please discuss the size of the start-up budget as it appears
insufficient to cover expected costs. This response requires
additional detail on the costs involved, source of revenue, how the
figures were derived, and the anticipated timeframe these costs
would be incurred.

Assuming that the charter is granted in late March, the costs noted below would
be incurred between that date and June 30th. The start-up budget for this first
fiscal year has been modified with the new estimate and detail shown below. We
have assumed that the start up grant available through SUNY will be a grant for
$150,000. In addition, in the second fiscal year, our plan includes obtaining one of
the New York City Charter School grants for $250,000 announced by Mayor
Giuliani on October 31,2000. The specific start up expenses in the first fiscal year:
Start UP Budget
Salaries for Professional Staff
- CAO/Principal begins on May 1
- Program Facilitator begins on May 1
Salaries for Support Staff
- Administrative Assistant begins May 1
- Aide/ESL teacher to assist with enrollment/students
Purchased Services
- Architectural services
- Advertising expense for faculty recruiting
- Telephone installation
- Expeditor/Permits/lnitial site work
Supplies and Materials
- Printing flyers/enrollment forms
- Letters to parents/applicants (postage, stationery)
- Brochure describing OWN
Travel for Professional Development within the region
Employee benefits for all faculty/staff in May and June
Equipment
- Three laptops, two PCs and one file cabinet
Contingency
TOTAL

$19,500
13,000
6,500
7,750
4,000
3,750
81,500
15,000
5,000
500
61.000
1,750
525
375
850
2,500
4,994
13,250
13,250
10,000
$141,244

11

19.

Amendment to Item 50 (annual bud^Ptl-December 14.2000
a.

ggg

Please explain how the School would be able to pay teachers only
$29,000, when the starting salaries of teachers in New York City
are apparently higher, and such teachers will have responsibilities
to implement world class education, Paragon curriculum, Core
Knowledge, multiple intelligences, etc.

As shown in the revised budget (page 344; Attachment 19A), the teacher salary in
Year 1 has been increased to $31,000. In addition, a maximum merit pay of
$2,000 per teacher ($5,000 for the CAO) is included in the revised budget. The
maximum payout for this incentive compensation would be received if all of the
following were achieved:
• More than a 10% increase above one year's growth in the ITBS
over the school year
• An average score of 9 out of 10 on the Parent Satisfaction Survey
• A Paragon Portfolio that demonstrates teacher success in each
unit.
These increases in instructional expenses were possible due to the benefit
provided by the newly-announced New York City Charter School fund. We
have assumed that the maximum amount - $250,000 - would be available to
OWN Charter School.
MEI has successfully attracted and retained teachers because of the opportunity to
work with the stimulating Paragon curriculum. Teachers who are life-long
learners view this education model, and the professional development that it
provides, as reasons for wanting to join the team at a charter school.
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Our World Neighborhoo d Charter Sch ool
Charter School Applicatiori Budget Sumnnary
Planning
Year
FY'61
Revenue
Funding per Student
;•
StudentsEnrolled
Subtotal of Student Revenues
Additional funding for Students with Special Needs
Federal Funds and Grants
State Planning Grant/Federai/NYC Start Up Grant
Special Grants for At Risk Students

$6,630

150.066

Food Services
total Revenues & Available Resources
Expenditures
Salaries for Professional Staff
Salaries for Support Staff
Purchased Services
Supplies & Materials
Travel Expenses
Employee Benefits
Indirect Costs
Renovation/remodeling
Equipment
Contingency
Total Expenditures

$150,000
Code 15
Code 16
Code 40
Code 45
Code 46
Code 80
Code 90
Code 30
Code 20
•

Yearl
FY 02

Year 2
3

jr*'? --

-

Year 4

•' 59.760
$2,196,232

$682,800
$19,500.
190,320
7.750
I
652.622
81,500
95,375
1.750
15.200
2,566
147.749
4.994
0
0
178.500
"
6
72.500
13.250
81,4-03
10.666
$141,244 $2,116,468

119.700
$3,760,546

Years

$7,874
$71608
625
675
$4,755,048 $5,315,193
146,998
164.314
140,000
.130,000

$77102
$7,351
$6,862
550
475
249
$1,708,650 $3,373,555 $4,042,940
124.984
104J290
52.821
120.000
100.000
65.000
250.000
60.000 "2Z63Lpp6

1

173.644
$5,205,690

145.530
$4,433,453

196.912
$5,816,419

$1,240,640 $1,447,188 $1,709,098 $1,914,129
320.254
357.938
375,835
294.504
1.993.341
2.153.636
1,605.697
1,470,307
238.160
264.592
203.954
171,539
45,026
40,476
34,582
28.996
387.506
1
349.782
299,085
259,776
0
0
0
240,000
141,625 !
137,500
0
265.444
238.623
203.872
170,943 i
169.385
152,071
170.085 i
145.468 I
$5,815,552
,
$5,221,114
$3,782,172 $4,422,217

Year-End Balance
$66,893
$88,520
$8,756
Commutative Balance
$97,276
$164,168
Assumptions:
per student funding increases 3.5% per year. Fundir'9j9rS_pecia[Edijpation is an ncrementai $2!562 currently
contingency of $10,000 jnstart up. 4% of expenses fi the first three y«Jars, o'/other Barter
federal funds/grants reflect anticipated Title I, Hand \/i monies
•—

Year 3
FY'04

1

$78,129
$242,297

i

$62,705
$305,002

°

$63,572
$368,575

•-

12/14/00

CO
0

•••,,- \>. .-.v*t».

r

-

*.-..,

SpeciflcJfiosltloniTUIeii
Principal / CAO

Initial Annualized

•ij«!

Kt£3^^.MnJii!!^E&^^^'
1

Curriculum ImplementationFacilitator

1

ln(ormatipi|i Technology Coordinator
Teachers
Special Education. Basic SklilsTESL
and Social Worker

0
13

Merit Pay for!
Principai/CAO
"'"~"
feachers/FaciiJtators/Speciaiists
Subtotal Code 15

Projected
Salaries

^!^%^'Uy?mh^^^3L^^:
$88,200

Year 5 .^
$97,241

44,100

48.620

46.305
44,100
M1.148 •__L14B.384|
I
291,7221
208,373

48.620
1.318.824
306.308

t_6,000
65,268

_7.goo

_6,000
77.792

87.516

$1,447,188 1 $1,709,098, $1,914,129

Assumptions:
- Initial nurHber of teachers is calculated at one for every 25 students, teachers includes Specialists suchas Music. Spanish and Physical Education.
- Numbers of Teachers and Special Ed teachers wiljjncrease injproportion to thegrowmof the student body
• .Salarieswill .increase annuajly by an average of 5.0%. Estimate that 80% of teachers qualify for the $2000 "merit bonus
- Number of Special Ed Teachers is estimated based upon experience in District 30 schools, and revenue is budgeted to cover these services based upon this]
estimate. Actual revenues and expenditures will be adjusted as necessary with a nej effect of zero on the bottom line.

w
^

CD

Instructional Aides _
Administrative Assistant
Custodian
School Nurse
, <f
"

Initial Ahriualized
tateipf&ayj
$18,720
20.000
~ 34.000

Projected
Salaries

WsM^&&^^£w£.^i^%m

$112,320
24.000
"20.000"
34.000

$176,904
50.400
31.500
35.700

$185,749
52.920
44,100_
37.485

$216,707
55.566
46.305
39.359

$227,543
58.344
48.620^
41.327

$357,938

$375,835

l
Subtotal Code 16

$190,320

$294,504

$320,254

!ti: ;.«

Assumptions:
- Salaries will increase annually by an average of 5.0%
- Number of Teacher Ajdes is calculated at one per class for grades K to_2
'
____!
An additional Administrative Assistant and part-time Custodian are added in Year 2 as school enrollment increases

CD

Descrlptl.bnlofJternjfc%?^igi
Legal Fees
Audit Fees
Property & Liability Insurance

•£S-&- Provider of Calculation of
Proposed^,
\
^;i^^rvlces^^i^Costj^ :;: Expense Yeaj^i^Yearfe
19.649
$10,000
10,300
10.000
Heritage
Insurance
19.649
10.000

i

Modular Classroom Units
Land Rent
Facility Rent / Debt Service

GECapttal_
Variety B&G

Utilities

Con Ed, etc."

___.! 1_. _11

Paragon Curriculum and training;
accounting; administration & other
business services
Food Service
_
Transportation for 2b_additiohaT days
Technoiqgy Maihtepince/lhstaii.
Subtotal Code 40

Mosaica
Education, Inc.

$10.000/mo.

12.5% of total!
Revenues i

Year3
23,434
10,609

Year 4 /
27.428
10,927

Year 5... •>.
30,511
.11,255

- 23.434

27,428

30,511

60,000"

200.000
518.692
61.800

210,000
J518.692
63.654

220,500
754.461
65.564

274,529
59.760
15.000
30.000
$652,622

470,068
119,700
15.450
35.000
$1,470,307

554.182
145.530
15.914
40.250
$1,605,697

100.000
83,333

]

V

650.711 !
173.644
16.391
46.288
$1,993,341]

231,525
754.461
101.296
727.052
196.912
16.883
53.231
$2,153,636

Assumptions:
~
__
..!_..
- Legal Fees and insurance wilMncrease with the growth o7 the student body as welTas with an annual y/olnflation factor
" S,%-" '--^ ai^W average^
^ZZZZL
—
-Modular Classrooms and a temporary site (Land Rent) are anticipatedjq be contracted for one year while the permanent facility is renovated or
built
- Debt Service Is based upon a total Permanent Facility cost of $5.5 miilion"expended in Year 1 and on an additional $2.5 million expended in
Year 4 to
expand to accommodate growing enrollment. An 8.0% cost of capital and a 20 year amortization are used in all calculations.
- Utilities increase at an annual 3% inflation rate ancTaTso increase^ 5O% with the expansion
Pood Servicei cost estimate is based upon acost of $1 20j)er mealper student per school day. This model assumes food service at break even.

CD
CO
CO

)

Proposed
Djescripiidh^fJtem.«
Testing Materials
Library Books
Computer Software
Curriculum Books
~
Misc. Pffite Equipment
Office Supplies

Subtotal Code 45

I

—

250
600
iooi
300

37.50 '
25.00
iogpq i
120.00

250

60.00

$9,375
15.000
10,000

$18,347
29,473
19.649
70.735

Year .3j^^Xaft*4«=ii* ^r%%5
$25,611
$28,489
$21,881
35.150
41.142
45.766
23.434
27,428
30,511
84.36J
98,740
109.839
4,221
3.978
4,098
41,142
45.766
35.150

$203,954

$238,160

$264,592

Assumptions:
- Cost of Testing Materials. LibraryBooks. Computer"Software. CurricuTum^ooks and Office Suppliesare budgeted on a per student basis and will grow with
,he
.?!.?e.of ,he studentJ)ody and also at an annual inflationary rate of 3%
:OMce Equipment is budgeted withan average four" year life cycle an^anTnll^tlonary factor of 3% per year.

05
CD

A)

Pro^o^ed
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Professional
Teacher
Development
_ 19 @ 800
$15,200

\,iY««T&&&:
$28,996

$34,582

$40,476

$28,996

$34,582

$40,476

$45,026

...

Subtotal Code 46

f
$15,200

$45,026

Assumptions:
T
Professional Development costs Wiii increase with the size of the Tacu ty and at an annual inflationary rate of 3%

n/t

CO

^
^

Proposed
Expense
Initial Basefe,
Social Security
Retirement
~
NY State Teachers
NY State Employees
Other - 401_(k)
Health insurance
Unemployment insurance ~~_ _
Workers Compensation Insurance
Other (Specify)
Subtotal Code 80

Year 5

7.65%

873.120

$66,794

J117.439

$135,209

100%
6.87%

873J20
873.120
873.120
873,120

$8,731
60.000
8.731
3.492

~ $15.351
105,494
15.351
6.141

$17,674
121.457
17.674
7.070

J20.670 i
142,045 '
20.670
8.268

$22,900
157,364
22,900
9.160

$147,749

$259,776

$299,085

$349,782 !

$387,506

1:00%
0.40%

I

Year.3v

v'*»!

16.92%

Assumptions:
'
All benefits increase in proportion to direct payroll costs
.M-~--

$158,128

$175,182

^^^^

proposed
^per^se
^^

A. Direct Cost Base - Sum all preceding subtotals (codes 15. 16. 40. 45. 46 and 80).
B. Approved Restricted Indirect Cost Rate
_J
C. (A) * (B) = Total Indirect Cost
Subtotal Code 90
•—

— -•-

• '—• —

-

$1,784,066
0.00%
0
$0

$3,465,762
JO.00%
0
$0

$3,910,760
6.00%

6

$4,688,795
JO.00%
0

$0

$0

.

Assumptions:
-All Indirect Costs are ajvered under thei Management Services contract listed under Purchased Services - Code 40

4/,%' '.

CD
CO
^3

fc

$5.140.723_
0.00%|
0
$0

)

Modular Classroom Units
Unit Delivery'Cost
Refurbishment
installation^
~'_
Miri<5r Capital Expenses

mmmmmmmm
_"~
7"

Subtotal Code 30
Assumptions: ~~^_

g

60,000
57,750
60,750

$178,500

0

o
"_7g
$0

g
_ o

137,500

141,625

240,000

$137,500

$141,625

$240,000

^

dUl

M° A Classrooms will be used as a temporary facility 767 oneyear while perm~an^nrfadiityTs~cbnst7ucted
occup?ed)aPltal Expenses are °"dgeted at 2.5% of Facility cost beginning in Year 3i (one full year after the facility has been completed and
- Minor Capital Expenses increase in Year 5after expansion iscomplete

CO
OQ

*

t

Proposed

Sffiff^

-^ -

Computers - 4 Yr. Lease with $1 option
to purchase at Lease End
-

-

,

.••'(•'

Subtotal Code 20
Assumptions:

Yea

^.'^^0CSST^-^ • Year/5

$72,500

$170,943

$203,872

$238,623

$265,444

$72,500

$170,943

$203,872

$238,623

$265,444

iT

Lease costs will increase based on student body growth and inflation at 3% as additiona|FF^E purchased throughout growth cycle of school.

A/,V

CO
CD

&

19.

Amendment to Item 50 (annual budget)
ib.

700

Please detail the respective responsibilities of the School and
management company to cover annual financial shortfalls.

As described in the management agreement, OWN Charter School will
reimburse MEI for expenses that MEI has incurred in the operation of the school
that cannot be covered directly by the school due to cash flow constraints. Such
costs include, but are not limited to, rent and/or lease payments, instructional
materials, computers, software and special education services. In addition, MEI
will work with the OWN Charter School to act as lessor for computer hardware
or furniture and to assist during the start up phase to help finance the cost of the
facility until other financial arrangements can be made. No MEI-managed school
has had to close or reduce enrollment or facility size as the result of financial
shortfalls at the school.

3SI

19.

Amendment to Item 50 (annual budget)
c.

iox

Please clarify the Board's expenditures in the budget, and those of
counsel to the Board.

We do not anticipate Board expenditures. We have not assigned a budget line to
counsel to the Board, or counsel's expenditures, because the proposed Board has
been receiving pro bono legal counsel from the firm of Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver and Jacobson.

561

19.

Amendment to Item 50 (annual budget)
d.

702

Please explain the level offringe benefits provided to School staff.

As described in Attachment 19A, the fringe benefits include:
• Social security at 7.65%
• Health insurance at 7.08%
• 401K-type retirement plan at 1.0%
• Unemployment insurance at 1.0%
• Worker's Compensation Insurance at 0.4%

35£

19.

Amendment to Item 50 (annual budget)
e.

703

Please clarify how the School would lease furniture and equipment.

OWN would enter into a lease for the furniture and computer equipment with a
lessor who was willing to extend the credit. In MEI's experience, it is unlikely
that OWN could obtain this lease from anyone other than ME1 in its first year of
operation, although it is possible through contacts of Board or Community
members that this may happen. MEI has entered into equipment leases for some
of the other schools that it manages. We assumed that in the initial year of start
up we would enter into a lease of $315,000 for computers, servers as well as
furniture; in year two that the lease would increase to $590,000. However, OWN
may be able to source grant funds that would eliminate the need to enter into any
lease.

15(p

19.

Amendment to Item 50 (annual budget)
/.

?04

Please clarify the "ownership" of surpluses generated in the
financial plan.

Surpluses are the property of OWN Charter School and will be used to expand
and improve the school's services.

iSf

20.

Amendment to Item 55 (location) - Decemher 14, 2000
a.

705

Please provide an update on the plans to utilize space on land
owned by the Variety Boys and Girls of Queens. If a contract has
been entered into, please provide a copy of same. If negotiations
are not finalized with Variety Boys and Girls of Queens, please
provide an update on the possibility of utilizing the space
identified at 31-11 Thompson Avenue.

There is no contract with Variety Boys and Girls Club as we are awaiting
approval of the charter before taking this significant financial step. We continue
to keep the Executive Director of the club informed of our status in the approval
process and believe we can move quickly once a charter is granted.
We have also continued to discuss the 31-11 Thompson Avenue building with
the realtor who initially showed us this property. It has not yet been leased by
anyone else and would require modest renovations in that it was used for
community college classrooms previously.

3SS

21.

Amendment to Item 57 (builditti' arrangements) - December 14. 2000
a.

^Qg

Please provide additional detail on any and all negotiations
and/or plans for a permanent structure.

We continue to discuss the permanent structure with the Executive Director of
Variety Boys and Girls Club of Queens. We have been asked to talk with
representatives of the Rockefeller Foundation, an organization that has
approached the club about building an adult care facility on the property. The
Executive Director has discussed with his Board the feasibility of a seven-story
building with the OWN school on the first two floors and the adult care facility
on the remaining five floors. We are interested in this concept and will continue
these discussions with the club.

3S1

22.

Amendment to Item 59 (transportation)
a.

707

Please fill in the blanks left in the transportation plan provided
with the application.

OWN Charter School Transportation Plan:
OWN Charter School students are eligible for transportation to the same extent
as students of a non-public school in the school district in which the charter
school is located. All New York City resident students are eligible for
transportation, under the New York City Board of Education rules and
regulations that determine transportation eligibility, that state:
1. If a child is in grades K through 2 and resides less than % mile from
school, then he or she is probably eligible for half fare on public
transportation.
2. If a child is in grades K through 2 and resides more than Vi mile
from school, then he or she is probably eligible for General
Education Transportation (Yellow School Bus), or free fare on
Public Transportation.
3. If a child is in grades 3 through 6 and resides between lh mile and 1
mile from school, then he or she is probably eligible for half fare on
public transportation.
4. If a child is in grades 3 through 6 and resides more than 1 mile from
school, then he or she is probably eligible for General Education
Transportation (Yellow School Bus), or free fare on Public
Transportation.

3l>
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Our World Neighborhood Charter School
2000 CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
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Chaner Schools Institute
State University of New York

CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
TRANSMITTAL FORM AND COVER SHEET
Working Name of Charter School

W A/^^ Af&MWOQD

»

(°*#)

Charter School Lead Applicant:

MfiT&L

SCHOOL.

li£rA-mm.
Signature

Prim or type

CONTACT INFORMATION

iq-oi ft*10Ase/we., AST**J/I , 'v/ ///t>5
f//- #% -Om.\ (utfrit- 4/9/m. iff- 5ft - 6,/?+. )

Mailing Address:
Telephone:

i {?i/3 Vi/i/i Aye... f*s 0/cao. C, 4

Facsimile:

USfi C £ MAC. COM

E-mail:
#

(CHAALES @ SOSC . ~0<> )

Partner Organization afanyy.
Contact Iname/phone U)\

Date of Application Submittal:
Monihi'Datei'Year

SCHOOL SUMMARY
First year grade levels to be served:
First year targeted enrollment:
Location (municipality/school district):

7w
ASTOfUA I P/ST/U&T 30

COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO:

t-

Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
330 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207
518-443-5011; fax 518-443-5227
e-mail: charters@sysadm.suny.edu
www.neS^yorkchaners.oig

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Received By

Date Received

;
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Our World Neighborhood Charter School
2000 CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATION
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^
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^

III.

Academic Program,Standards,OurriculumandAssessment

37

1^.
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^^
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Parental and Community Involvement

^3^

^1.
^11
^III

School Oo^emanceD.
SchoolPolicies

^
B^

.^B^

Personnel

1^.

finances and Accountability

^

Ph^sicalPacilities

^

^7^
^07

^

^
i

^2

^^

^

^

Appendix^ Mosaica education, Inc. Annual Report

^7

Appendix 2^ Curriculum Alignment to NY Performance Standards

^7

Appendix3^

^2

ResumeofMichael Russell, Assessment/AlignmentSpecialist

Appendix^ Petitions

^

Appendix^

^la^s^ra^

o^

Appendix^

ManagementAgreement^Ora^..^.
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Appendix 7^ Code ofConductandl^iscipl^ne Plan
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Personnel Police Manual ^ra^
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I. ESTABLISHMENT AND SCHOOL DESIGN
ATTACHMENT 1
Name of Charter School:

Our World Neighborhood ("OWN") Charter School

713
ATTACHMENT2
Lead Applicant:
Lisa Caballero
19-04 23rd Ave.
Astoria, New York, 11105
(718) 956-0372.
From: August—September 9th
7213 Viar Ave.
San Diego, CA
(619) 583-6184

7^
provide renames of any additional applicants'
All applicants are members of me Astoria parents Networl4^^ormalorgani^tionofforty
families that organises playgroups and other activitiesforyoung children. All applicants reside
in^estem Queens.
Mary Huner Bogle has been an actress fortwenty years. She has been seen in numerous
commercials, aswellasonstage and in films. Shewasamemberofthe award winning ^or^lay
Improvised Theatre and went on to produce, perform and writefor the sketch comedy group
THIS^ She serves on the Board ofOirectorsforQueensview nursery and kindergarten and isa
memberofTheHellgate^oad gunners and The New^orl^ City ^oad^unners Clubs.
Dolores Caridad Buonasora was bom and raised in Astoria. She graduated from Hunter College
withaMasters in ^arly Childhood education and is certified by the State ofr^lew^orl^ to teach
through grade six. She taught preschool in Queensfortwoyears,followed by thirteen years at the
Hunter College Child Care Center.
Michael Boonasora was bom and raised in Astoria. He graduated from r^ace university witha
BA in Management and finance and was recently accepted into Baruch^niversity^s graduate
program in Accounting. He is the North AmericanTreasurer of the C^gilvy^Mather advertising
agency
^^
^isaCaballerohadathirteen year career writing sofrwarefor biological applications including
ONA and protein sequence analysis and neural modeling. Since moving to r^ew^orl^, she has
pursued^careerasapainter. She served as Secretary of the Board ofTrusteesofagrassroots
environmental organisation in California and was director ofan artistes cooperative gallery in
Manha^an.
DanaCottonisacommunity activist and founder of the Astoria parents r^etworl^. She has
taught preschool for the last eleven years a^ private institutions and theChildren^s Museum of
Manha^an.
Salena Cummins currently serves on the leadership team at^.S. l^lin^oodside,Queens.
She ^eacnes part-time at r^lorentineTutorial program in Chinatown. She volunteered asa
women^shealth educator at Community rleahh^ro^ectforfour years. She was also an organiser
ofthe^ni^ed for Aids Action l^ally, which filled Times Square during the 1^^ democratic
Convention.
DoraCalacatosisaSl^adden bellow and staff attorney at the northern Manhattan
Improvement Corporation, ^e many Astoria residents, she has C^reel^ and ^atin American
roots^the daughter of C^reel^ parents, she was bom in Bogota, Colombia where she lived until
her family relocated to the united States. In addition toalaw degree, Ms. Oalacatos also holdsa
Masters ofScience in l^rban policy Analysis and Management and has over ten years experience
in program development, social service delivery,grant writing, and policy analysis. Ms.
Calacatossareas of expertise include child car^e and youth services.
Tammy ^aotaught elementary and middle school children in TaiwanforlOyears before doing
graduate worl^ at Cornell university on Curriculum and instruction. She is currently the r^ew
^orl^representat^efor the Art of Chen, base^in Taiwan.

7^
Anastasial^acrisisaclothing and costume designer. HerworkforChildren's Television
Workshop was nominated foranEmmy award (1992). She designedaline of children's clothing
for barney's department Store untill99^.
^uri^no, bom and educated in ^apan, came to the ^.S.fouryears ago to work asa
translator^interpreterfor the medical profession.
Lauren Garay Vicuna, bom and raised in Astoria, worked as an assistant librarianfor various
investment banking firms, and most recently, at the Harvard Library in r^ew^ork City.
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ATTACHMENTS
Anticipated opening date for the charter school August 24, 2001

717
ATTACHMENT 4
Requested initial term of the charter:

5 years

7^
^TT^^lV^T^
The proposed grade levels and ages of students to be served by the charter schools
In the f^rst year of operation, ^^^^vill serve children in gradesKthrough 5. The
school will be comprised ofatotal of ten classes in that f^rstyear^ two classesfor grades
Kindergarten through third grade (totaling^classes) and one class eachforthefourth and
fifth grades, ^ach class will have no n^orethan25 students and the ^^th grade class will
have 2^ students. In the second yea^ofoperation, the school will be comprised ofa
total ofl^hon^eroon^ classes. The school will^ add one class to grades Kindergarten
through third grade (foratotal of three classes of25 students each ^breach of those
grades^ two classes to thefourth and fin^h grades (foratotal of three classes of25
students eachfor each of those grades^ plus expand withasi^th grade with one class of
25 students. In subsequent years, the school will continue to grow by one grade level until
it is comprised ofatotalof27 classes ^.^.three classes of25 students each in each of
the grades Kindergarten through^.
^^v^willaccept students who are five years of age by f^ecen^ber^l of the entering year.
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ATTACHMENT 6
Detail the charter school's expected initial and future enrollment within the terms of
the charter (and beyond, If known), in total and by grade.
Enrollment in Year 1
# Classes

Grade
Kindergarten
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

2
2
2
2
1
1

Total

10

Max. # Per
Class
25
25
25
25
25
24

Total
50
50
50
50
25
24

249

Future Enrollment Chart
Grade Level
K
1
2 '
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Year Year Year Year Year
2
1
4
3
5
50
75
75
75
75
50
75
75
75
75
50
75
75
75
75
50
75
75
75
75
25
75
75
75
75
24
75
75
75
75
25
75
75
75
25
75
75
25
75
249 475 550 625 675 |

1
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ATTACHMENT?
I.R.S. not-for-profit status
We will obtain not-for-profit status within one year of charter approval.

...s

ATTACHMENTS
Indicate whether you have applied to any other charter entity simultaneous with this
applications
No. Nor have we previously applied toracharter from another charter entity.

722
ATTACHMENTS
Indicate whether you are filing the application in conjunction withapartner^

723
ATTACHMENT 10-a
If the charter school would be established in conjunction with a for-profit business or
corporate entity.
The school is not established in conjunction with any for-profit or corporate entity;
however, OWN Charter School intends to hire Mosaica Education, Inc. (MEI). an
educational management company, to provide educational and administrative services of
the School. For more information about MEI. its management team and the services it
provides, see Attachment 10-c.

7^
^plainhow^ndwhy^he^^wasselec^ed^
Ourfoundinggroupheganworkingin^ehru^l^^^tahlishacharterschool.Overthe
course ofayear we researched the elementary education resources ava^lahlemoura^ea and
elsewhere, touringnearly30puhlic,private,andchar^erschoolsin^ew^ork,^ew Jersey and
p^nsylvania.We attended two conferences ahout charter schools hosted hy the ^ew^ork
Charter School Resource Center, and metseveral times with its director, Mr. Oerry Vazquez, who
has advised us extensively.We also attended every District 30 Community School Board meetmg
and met with many innovative educators in our region.
^y^ar later, after twofalse starts with not-for-profit partners, we castawide net and
systematically dr^ewupalist of potential partners and management companies.We took several
approaches. We wrote to ar^ea universities with teaching programs, searched the lnteme4 and
sought recommendations ft^om advisors, ^er arriving atalist of fivefor^profit and non-profit
candidates, we evaluated them according to thefollowing criteria^
1

Comprehensiveness^ We wantedapartner that had successfully developed and
implemented comprehensive models for charter schools, ^n particular, we looked fora
model that included an innovative hut rigorous educational approach ^including
personalized instruction and continuous assessments strategiesfor community and parent
involvements ongoing professional development and teacher supports and, most
i^por^antly,a^ell^o^^ei^ed and ^cce^sfully executed educational philosophy.

D

^daptao^ty^ We sought an adaptable and flexible model. m particular, we wanteda
model responsive to our communitysuniqueneeds—those of ethnically and racially
diverse neighborhoods comprised of v^^w^income to midd^e^income households
^many with two^working^parentfamilies^andalarge population of immigrants.

^

innovative and ^igor^ousCur^r^iculum^ We wanted the model to reflect our general
educational philosophy of^deep and hroad^child^centered instructions tofocusonthe
hasics and also encompassarich range of suh^ects. lnparticular,wesoughtacurriculum
that^ emphasized strong hasic skills^ introduced foreign language in kindergartens
integratedavariety of pedagogical approaches inaflexihlemanr^er^huilt in continuous
professional developments kept class size smalls and includedaquality arts program.

D

^oven^ack^ecor^d. We soughtapartnerwithaproventr^ack record of starting and
operating successful charter schools^ and considered the numher and location of schools
each operated. We also considered how long they had heen in operation, the location of
their main offices, and whether they had personnel stationed in the ^lew^ork City area.
Scope of ^esour^ces^vailahle to ^Wl^ School We soughtagroup with startup
funds and with extensive in^house expertise on management, operational, curriculum
development, and other charter school related matters. Wealsoconsideredthe
management and working style of their leadership and frontline personnel.

^

^fter several initial interviews,we narrowed the list to twofor^profit companies and
toured their schools, ^t the Community Charter School ^managed hyM^l^ in Jersey
City,^^vesawaunique school with^e mark ofits community and C^^principal^thus
assuaging our concerns ahouta^cookie^cutter^ schools Well^t^ained teachers clearly
sought to continuously hone their ski^lls.^he paragon Curriculum, which we found
intriguing^pn paper, came to life in th^lassrooms. ^fter the tour, we unanimously
agreed that the Mosaica school model^our community^ needs hest.
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ATTACHMENT 10-c
If the entity would play a management role in the school, provide background
on the entity.
The following is information on Mosaica Education, Inc.:
Company
Mosaica• Education, Inc. ("MEI") was incorporated in the State of Delaware. Mosaica's
home offices are located at 61 Broadway, Suite 2924, New York, NY 10006 and 880 Las
Gallinas Avenue, Suite 1, San Rafael, CA 94903. Information on the Company is
available at http://www.mosaicaeducation.com.
MEI obtained its first management agreement with a board of a charter school in Saginaw,
MI on August 13, 1997 and opened it on September 22, 1997. Mosaica's second school is
in Bensalem (a suburb of Philadelphia), PA. It opened in the Fall of 1998 and was the first
suburban K-6 charter school in the state of Pennsylvania. MEI opened eight more
programs in the fall of 1999 in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Appendix 1 contains MEI's Annual Report, which shows test score results for Mosaicamanaged schools. This report'focuses on the two schools that MEI has operated for one
or more years—Mosaica Academy Charter School of Bensalem, PA and Mosaica Academy
of Saginaw, MI. In both Bensalem and Saginaw, student scores on the ITBS increased
substantially in the 1998-1999 school year. (See Appendix 1 at p.3) Over this one-year
period, scores increased approximately 22% more than expected. In Saginaw, substantial
increases also occurred during the first year.
MEI's mission is to assist public charter school boards in providing world-class public
education. The Company operates schools funded under charter school laws allowing
private management and budgets the schools to operate at prevailing public funding
reimbursement levels. A Mosaica-managed school opens portals of opportunity for
children through excellence in educational delivery, and serves as a community pillar for
life-long learning, pride and self-actualization.
Directors
Michael'Connelly is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Mosaica Education.
Prior to joining Mosaica, he was President of Lepercq Capital Management and General
Partner of venture-capital partnerships managed by Lepercq. Mr. Connelly has an
extensive background in business development, education management, venture capital,
and law. He is a member of the Board of Directors of New Century Education
Corporation, the Board of Visitors of Columbia University School of Law, and is
President of the New York Venture Capital Forum.
Dr. Dawn Eidelman supervises the development of curriculum, teaching methods and staff
training. Dr. .Eidelman has fifteen years experience as an exemplary teacher, college
professor, curriculum designer and successful business executive. A multilingual specialist
in the Humanities, she holds Master's and Ph.D. degrees from Emory University. In
1999, Dr. Eidelman was selected One^of the Ten Outstanding Young Americans by the
United States Jaycees. She is a published author and serves as Director of the Paragon
Curriculum Design Team.
^

//
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lohn J. Murohv. Ir is Chairman of the Board of Mosaica Education and managing general
partner of Murphy & Partners. Murphy & Partners is a private equity fund that plans to
hold a diversified portfolio of privately owned equity securities in education, service,
manufacturing, and distribution companies. Prior to forming M&P, Mr. Murphy was vice
president of Citicorp Venture Capital, Ltd., and Citicorp Capital Investors Ltd., the
venture capital and equity investment subsidiaries of Citicorp and Citibank. Mr. Murphy
also serves as Chairman of the Board of American Higher Education Development
Corporation, a New York-based proprietary post-secondary education company.
Thomas Keane. Jr. is a Mosaica Board member and general partner of Murphy and
Partners. Before joining M&P, Mr. Keane was co-founder, vice president, chief financial
officer and a director of International Healthcare Corporation ("IHC"), which owned and
operated health care businesses. Mr. Keane is a member of the Massachusetts Bar and is
City Councilor for the 8th District of the City of Boston.
Steven Clifford is a Mosaic Board member. For more than five years, Mr. Clifford has
been President and Chief Executive Officer of National Mobile Television Corp. He is a
former assistant Controller of New York City.
Employees Assigned to Charter School Operations
Gene Eidelman. Mosaica's Chief Operating Officer, defected to the United States from
the former Soviet Union in 1976 SHHMHHHIV In 1989» ne was selected as
One of the Ten Outstanding Youn^AmencansDytheUnited States Jaycees and as One of
the Ten Outstanding Young People of the World by the Junior Chamber International.
Mr. Eidelman has twenty years of proven experience in finance, budgeting, marketing,
human resources, quality assurance and organizational effectiveness in private and
publicly owned companies, as well as a particularly strong acumen for delivering high
quality private educational services under a myriad of contractual arrangements.
Dr. Timothy Daniels. Senior Vice President, has over 25 years' experience as an
educational leader. During his career, he has worked for public school districts as a
teacher, principal, assistant superintendent, and superintendent. Prior to joining
Mosaica, Dr. Daniels served as Director of the Office of Educational Initiatives for the
Pennsylvania Depart of Education. Dr. Daniels received his formal training at the
Harvard University, where he received his M.A. and University of Pennsylvania where he
was a Ford Fellow and received his educational doctorate.
Randolph Truelove. Chief Financial Officer of Mosaica, has over 20 years of experience
as CFO of public and private companies. Prior to joining Mosaica, Mr. Truelove was the
CFO for Children's' Discovery Centers of America, Inc., the fourth largest child-care
company in the U.S.
Dr. Thomas Lubben. Vice President of Operations and Curriculum for the Mid-Atlantic
Region, brings over 30 years of extensive diversified experience in both public and
private education. Over twenty of those years were spent at the secondary school level
in Englewood, New Jersey. Ten years were spent as Superintendent of Schools in
Hampton Borough, New Jersey. He holds an educational doctorate from Nova University
of Florida.
W

-
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Pr. Michael Holmes is Mosaica's Vice President of Operations and Curriculum.
Dr.Holmes has had a 28-year career in education working in school districts in Tennessee,

REDACTED

ft.
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l^dership,schoolimprovementplanning,teachingandleaming, assessment, staff
selection, and technology.
Richard Hati^e is Mosaica^sDirectorofParmership Development forthe eastern region..
He servedforten years asaStateSenatorinDelaware, authoring legislation establishing
P^hlic School Choice, Alternative Certification for Teachers, High School eradication
Retirements, andaStatewide Testing Program. Sen. Hat^ge also ^o-sponsored
Delaware^sCharter School ^aw which has heen hailed as one of the strongest in the
nation. Priorto^oiningMosaica, Sen. HatigewasDirectorof8^sinessand^egal Affairs
tor the Brandywine School District in northern Delaware. He holdsaBachelors Degree in
Accounting from the University ofDelaware,anda^awDegree from Dt^ke University.
Barnes Paver serves as Vice President of Construction ^orMosaica. Mr. Payer has worked
in the construction and real estate indt^stryfor over l^years in the New ^orkandNew
Jersey area. Prior to coining Mosaica, Mr. Payer was involved with capital improvement
and construction management projects for various airlines, han^s, and schools. Hehasa
8.S. in Visual Design from Oh^o State Universityand Construction Management at New
^orkUniv^rsity.
Rita HackelChaoin. is Mosaica^s Vice PresidentofDevelopment. Ms. Chapin hasa20-year
record of accomplishment in marketing, finance, and operations. Prior to coining Mosaica
^d^cation. Inc., she was Marketing Director ror Citibank in New^orkandaCons^ltant at
Mc^.insey^Co.,mc. Prior to receiving her M8A from the wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania,Ms.ChapinwasaMath^.naticsTeacherat^awrencevilleHigh School in New
Jersey.
RehekahRenshaw is the Company^ ^ectitive Vice President of Operations. Ms.
Renshaw started her career asafirst grade teacher. She later coined CDCRasachild-care
center director. In 20 years she hecameCDCR^s^ect^tive Vice President of Operations,
responsible for 2^0 centers in 23 states. Betw^nl^^ and 1^7,she served as COO of
the Prodigy division. Ms. Renshaw provides operations support to the principals of the
Mosaicacharter schools.
l^ristina Bartholomew. MCP ^Microsoft Certified Professionals is Mosaica^s Directors
InformationTechnology. She hrings over l^years experience in computers, electronics,
and networkings including system design, implementation, support and training. Prior to
leaving the Navy,she was recognised as one of the Navy^shestfor her expert projectmanagement and technical support organisation.
Sandra^einstein.B.S.^.A.is Mosaica^s Director of Communication She has overly
years experience in ptihlic relations, marketing, and commtmications. Ms.^einstemhas
developed p^hlic relations and marketing campaignsfor schools, non-profit
organi^ations,and corporations. She is alsoapt^hlished writer and ^orrespondentfor
several newspapers. Prior to coining M^saica education, mc, she was the associate
polisher ofanational health maga^n^
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Mosaica contracts with the following elementary and middle school programs:
Capital Area
Lansing, MI ^^mm
Opened September 1999
Enrollment: 300, Grades K-6
Center Academ
Opened August 1999
Enrollment: 325, Grades K-6
Co

School

Zest Chester, PAj^
Opened September 1999
Enrollment: 500, Grades K-6
Liberty Academy Charter School
Jersey City,
Opened September 1999
Enrollment 450, Grades K-7
George Washington Carver Academy
lighland Park, MI
Opened September 1999
Enrollment. 400, Grades K-5
Grand Blanc Academy
lane,
Opened August 1999
Enrollment: 340,Grades K-6
MosaicaAcademv Charter School
Bensalem, PA j
Opened September 1998
Enrollment: 500, Grades K-5 and Middle School 6-7
MosaicaAcademv of Saeinaw
>aginaw, M\
Opened September 1997
Enrollment: 460, Grades K-5, and Middle School 6-7
The following is a summary of the edgeational and administrative services provided to a
charter school through a management "agreement that typically runs concurrent with the
term of the charter granted by the authorizing agency.

REDACTED
»

7^
^duca^on^l Se^v^ces^
For^etermoftheCharter,^osaicaEducation,mc^^^^llp^^^^^^^
Charter School and its studentsthe following educational services^
^

Curriculum The ^aragon^ Curriculum and curriculum development

^

Instructions mstructional services and personnel, including the
C^OBprincipal, teachers and support staffs

^

l^^tr^^io^alTools^ Instructional tools, equipment and supplies, including
te^tbool^s, computers, software and multimedia teaching tools^

^

E^tra^Curric^l^^ndCo^Curricular^ro^rams^ Extracurricular and co^
curricular activities and programs^ and

^

additional Educational Services^ ^ny other services necessary or
e^pedientfor the provision of teaching and learning at the OWN Charter
School as agreed to from time to time between ^E^ and the Board of
Trustees^

The Educational Services will be provided in accordance with the educational goals,
curriculum, methodsofpupil assessment, admissions policy,student recruitment policy,
^hool calendar, school day schedule and age and grade range ofpupils to be enrolled at
the OWN Charter School, as adopted by the Board ofTrustees and as providedfor in the
Charted
BD

^dmlnlst^at^ve Services^
For the term of the Charter, ^El will provide to the OWN Charter School thefollowing
administrative services^
^

Fersor^nel^la^a^emetit^ l^lanagemetit and professional development of
all personnel providing Educational Services and administrative Services^

^
^

Facility Operation ar^d^amtenar^ce^ Operation and maintenance of the
charter schools facility ^the^Facility^ to the extent consistent with
anyand all leases or other documents pertaining to the Facility^

^iii^

Business administration administration ofall business aspects of the
charter schools

^

Transportation and Food Services^ provision of transportation andfood
services for the students enrolled at the charter school, as required by the
Boards

^

public delations ^ny^and all advertising and public relations with the
community and the mediae

^

Bud^etir^a^dFmancia^eportin^

^vii^

maintenance ofFinancial^ Business and Student ^e^rd^

7^
^iii^

emissions implementation oftheA^^^^ admission policy^

(ix^

s^dent Hearing Administration and enforcement of student disciplinary
and special educations

^

Semester Reports. ^E^ will provide to the Board onasemesterba^is(or
more often if necessary tor the Board to satisfy its obligations under the
^harter^ the ^ode and other applicable laws and regulations^areport
detailing (A^ the school students^ academic performances and (B^E^s
performance of the Educational Services and administrative Services^

(xi^

Rules and Procedures. Iv^E^ will enforce the rules^ regulations and
procedures adopted by the charter school notindirect convict with the
management agreements the ^harter^ the ^ode and other applicable laws
and regulations. ^El will recommend rules^ regulations and procedures
applicable to the charter school and its students^ and

(xii^

Additional Administrative Services. Any other services reasonably
necessary or expedient tor the effective administration of the charter
school

The Administrative Services will be provided in accordance with the Educational Program and
the management contract.
^
Ivlosaica Educations mcBs Annual Report is attached as Appendix 1.

^B
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attach the mission statement fo^^ep^pose^^^^te^^o^^
The mission of Our World Neighborhood Charter School is to provide kindergarten through 8th
grade students with the foundation ofarigorous liberal education.Students will developa
historical perspective on our own time andplace through an integrated study ofhistoty,
geography,litet^ature, the social sciences, science, math, artandmusic.Students will in this way
receive the broad education needed to thrive in todays wot^ld. We are committed to preparing all
students to meet the academic challenges of the best New ^o^k City r^igh Schools. Tothat end,
OWN will, among other strategies:
D

follow an extended school day and yeat^

^

devote mornings to the mastery ofbasic skills^

D

integrate all students into the classroom and avoid tracking by ability^

^

poster cultural literacy through an interdisciplinary,hands^on study of the
great ideas in world history^
^

^

^ave one computer fore^erythree^students in the classroom where they
will be used in daily lessons^

^

introduce study ofaforeign language in kindergarten to be continued
through all the grades^

^

individualize instruction with the aid of computer technology as well as
through the development of personalised learning plans^ and

D

Support teachers through extensive and continuous teacher training.

OWN Charter School will be located in the mo^t^tl^i^all^di^rse neighborhood in the united
States We celebrate this and seek to integrate the cultural richness of our community with the
lessons of the classroom and the governance of the school.Toensure the meaningful
participation of all parents in their children's education,we will makeaspecial effort to reach the
school's non^En^lish speaking and recently immigrated parents to help them overcome the
isolation that many^espec^ally women^e^perience
OWN Charter School will^elp students see themselves as part ofwidening circles of their
community: from home, school and neighborhood to country and world. Each circle supports and
nurtures us and becomes stronger when its members both realise theit^ full potential and embrace
their responsibilities.
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ATTACHMENT 12 - Executive Summary

I.

Why We Need OWN Charter School in Western Queens
. A.

Demographics of Western Queens
Western Queens comprises an extraordinarily diverse area - racially, ethnically, and
economically. Thirty-four percent of Queens residents are foreign-born'. This
immigrant population, however, is not evenly distributed throughout the borough.
Immigrant residents have largely clustered in a corridor which follows the 7 and N
subway lines through northwestern and central Queens. Astoria represents the largest
neighborhood of settlement; during 1990 to 1996 it absorbed 20,029 new
immigrants." Figure 1 of Attachment 12 shows a distribution of the top forty source
countries of immigration to Queens, and graphically demonstrates this area's unique
and unprecedented diversity.
'

According to the 1990 Census, over half of the residents in some Queens
neighborhoods were foreign-bom, and several indicators suggest that this figure, ten
years later, has increased. In Woodside, for example, eight out of ten school children
live in non-English speaking homes and at least one foreign-born person resides in
70% of households."' Over fifteen percent of our district's children arrived in the
United States in the last 3 years.'" In addition, Western Queens is home to a
significant African-American community/
Long Island City has three public housing complexes—Queensbridge, Ravenswood and
Astoria Houses—and Woodside has a fourth. Western Queens has; the highest density
of public housing in New York City"' with a high concentration of low-income and
single-parent families.
The diversity of Western Queens will serve as a touchstone for the culture
engendered and the goals pursued at the OWN Charter School. For example, the
curriculum's afternoon world history and culture program will engage children as well
as parents and entire families, particularly those of immigrant backgrounds. In
addition, OWN Charter School's parent outreach and involvement component will be
tailored to meet the needs of non-English speaking parents and two-parent working
families:

B.

District 30 Schools
School District 30 serves several high-immigration neighborhoods—Astoria, Long Island
City, Woodside, Sunnyside, Jackson Heights and East Elmhurst.vii This district, the
sixth most overcrowded in New York City, contains elementary schools operating at an

' The Newest New Yorkers 1990-1994. New York City Department of City Planning, 1996, at 52 (citing 1990
Census figures)
.
.
"Id., at 13
From a Babel of Tongues, a Neighborhood," New York Times. December 26, 1999
" School District 30 1998-1999 Annual District Report
" Id., noting that 13.2% of district students are Afhca^American
V1
Community District I Board Member George Delis luting New York City Public Housing Authority figures
"" Figure 3; School District 30 1998-1999 Annual District Report (reporting that 15.6% of student are white,
13.2% African-American, 50.1% Latino, and 21.1% Asian and other)
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average of 107% capacity. This average, however, belies the severe overcrowding of
many individual schools. For example, three district schools operate at over 130%
capacity, with some kindergarten classes reaching over fifty children. District 30
Superintendent Angelo Gimondo has lamented that:
The reality is we've had double kindergartens in this district for
years because of the overcrowding problem. This is the best
alternative we can offer. It's worse if they stay home and get no
education at all/'"
Borough President Claire Schulman has noted that "even if all the schools earmarked
for Queens in the Board of Education's five year plan were built, projections indicate
that the borough would still have a shortage of more than 58,000 seats in the year
2007.""
District 30 schools perform unevenly. Astoria's P.S. 122 consistently ranks high in
cirywide standings. The Board of Regents, however, has designated Long Island City
P.S. Ilia "School Under Registration Review" (SURR) because of its long-term poor
academic performance. In the 1998-1999 school year, 37% of the district's fourthgraders and 76% of the eighth-graders failed to meet state math standards. Fiftyseven-and-a-half percent of the district's eight-graders failed to meet state English
Language Arts standards. ,
Moreover, District 30 provides parents with limited public education options. Of the
29,471 students in grades K-8, only 35 students received variances (1999) to attend
schools outside of their assigned zone." The recently converted Renaissance School
has 8 to 10 applicants for every available Kindergarten seat, and 3 to 4 applicants
for every available grade 1 to grade 12 seat. The Renaissance School's popularity
among parents shows District 30s great need for additional educational alternatives.

Discussion
These statistics portray an unfortunate situation: overwhelmed schools are
underselling a large population of new Americans and their children. At stake is the
opportunity for these children to I earn the skills necessary for their ultimate success
in this country. Extreme overcrowding, a persistently uneven performance, and
pockets of very low-income and single-parent households make a strong case that
most District 30 students are "at-risk" of academic failure.
These sobering statistics, however, fail to capture the opportunity created by
Western Queen's vibrancy and energy. Because of our unprecedented diversity, new
families are redefining neighborhood and community^ Schools can plav a key role In
(jhijfmrfst OWN's mission to help students "develop a historicalI perspective on
our own time and place" resonates very strongly here.
District-wide test scores indicate that we must improve our children's education.
Education enables us to participate productively in an increasingly information-based
economy but also enlarges our world. Ultimately, our goals of fostering community
in the broadest sense and providing a first-rate education are one and the same.
Class Size Crunch Squeezes P.S. 60" Queens ffironicle Ocmher 14, 1999.
" State of the Borough Address, January, 1999.
" District 30 office
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The New York Charter School Act gives community groups such as ours the
autonomy and flexibility to respond to local needs. We believe our school can raise
test scores significantly and serve as a model school in our district for innovative
curricula, community and parent involvement, and teacher training. Our World
Neighborhood Charter School will uniquely meet the educational needs of this
community and further the purposes of the New York State Charter School Act.
II.

How OWN will further the purposes of the New York State Charter School Act
A.

Improving Student Learning and Expanding Learning Opportunities for
Children "At Risk"
/.

Extended day and year. Our World Neighborhood Charter School's approach
to improving student learning includes extending the school day by one hour
and the school year by 20 days. Research shows that many students need
additional time to master academic skills and knowledge. Commentators have
noted that:
Today's practices—different standards for different students and
promotion by age and grade according to the calendar—are a
hoax, cruel deceptions of both the students and society. Time,
the missing element in the school reform debate, is also the
overlooked solution to the standards problem. Holding all
students to the same high standards means that some students will
need more time, just as some may require less. Standards are then
not a barrier to success but a mark of accomplishment. Used
wisely and well, time can be the academic equalizer."'

The extended school day and school year will enable OWN eighjh^adwMrfgr^duate
with the equivalent of nearly three years more schoc
2.

Small School and Class Size. A 1998 U.S. Department of Education report,
Reducing Class Size: What Do We Know?, points to research showing that
reducing class size is related to increased student learning. Studies have shown
.that smaller class sizes result in increased student achievement, reduction in
discipline problems, increased instructional time for teachers, and more
individualized attention. Although all students benefit from smaller classes,
research shows that effects are greatest for disadvantaged and minority
students. At the elementary level, experts recommend class sizes of no more
than 25 children."" Each OWN Charter School class will contain no more than
25 students. Because pprfrrmanrft imprvrn in •rmnll ichnnl serenes, we will
Hivirif rpf larppr srrmnl intn smaller (frhnniy^.c,; 0f 75

tQ

}5Q students from

__ all grade levels. A team of no more than seven teachers and tutors will work m
each SchoolHouse. Supplemental instructors and learning specialists - including
" Prisoners of Time, April, 1994; see also Prisoners of Time—Research September 1994, National Education
Commission on Time and Learning.
*. - ~
*" Smith. Mary Lce^and Gene V. Glass. Meta-Anah&s of Research nn Class Size and Its Relatinnship m
Attitudes and Instruction. .American Educational Research Journal 1, Winter 1980, and Filby, Nikola, and
others. What Hannens in Smaller Classes') A Summary Report of a Field St»Hv Class Size and Instruction
Project. San Francisco, CA: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1980.
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curriculum specialists focusing on teacher development - will "float" among
the SchoolHouses.

>•">.

3.

Teachers and Students Stay Together for Two to Three Years. Experience with
the Mosaica "Primary Care" model as well as research indicates that children
benefit from remaining with the same teacher over two to three grades—a
practice commonly called looping. The research on looping is replete with its
benefits, including children feeling more secure and less anxious moving to the
next grade level, and teachers being able to develop stronger relationships with
students and parents."'"
Under this "Primary Care" approach, one teacher serves as the main educator
of a single class and moves with the children through several grade levels.
Keeping students and teachers together for multiple grades enhances familyschool collaboration and fosters a stable environment conducive to social
development and academic achievement. All teachers and tutors in each
SchoolHouse work collaboratively to guide their respective students through
these grade levels and to ensure vertical (K-5) as well as horizontal (same
grade, different classroom) alignment in the school-wide educational program.
OWN Charter School will use this model for Kindergarten through fifth grade.
Rigorous Morning Curriculum Devoted, to Basics. Continuous and challenging
instruction in core subjects improves student performance.'"' leachers will
nstruct students in reading (including phonics for K-2), writing, arithmetic and
science everyday in the morning, without exception. The reading will be
literature-based and drawn from classical and multi-cultural works. Teachers
will teach math and science as discrete subjects.

5.

Personalized Learning Plans. OWN is committed to providing all students
with a first-rate education and believes that, for whatever reasons, early
tracking too often polarizes students into winners and losers and becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy. A substantial body of research suggests that tracking
generally fails to increase learning and has the unfortunate consequence of
widening the achievement gaps between students judged to be more able from
those judged less able.xv
We realize that children have varying abilities and will accommodate their
- differences through personalized learning plans, use of tutorials, adaptive
curriculum-based software, and constructivist teaching practices (as defined in
Attachment 16).

6.

Use of Technology. Mosaica has extensive experience in using computers to
augment learning. The national average student-to-computer ratio ranges from

*"' Grant, J., Johnson, B., Richardson, I., & Fredenburg, A.Ed. 1996, The Looping Handbook. Peterborough,
NH: Crystal Springs Books. ED 399 083.; Hampton, F., Mumford, D., & Bond, L. 1997, March. Enhancing
Urban Student Achievement Through Family Oriented School Practices. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting
_ofthe American Educational Research Association, Chicago, IL.
u>
America's Challenge: Accelerating Academic Achievement. National Assessment of Educational Progress,
1990a. (reporting that systematic and stimulating (rigorous) exposure to fundamental knowledge in core
[_ subjects is associated.with higher scores on knowledgejbased tests for reading, writing, math, and science)!
IV
Oakes, J. 1990a. '^Multiplying inequalities: The effects of race, social class, and tracking on opportunities to
learn mathematics and sciences," Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation. ED 329 615; Oakes, J., 1985.
"Keeping track: How schools structure inequality," New Haven, CT: Yale University Press.
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8:1 in low-economic districts to 5:1 in affluent districts; Mosaica schools
employ a 3-1 ratio. In addition, every teacher and administrative staff member
is given a laptop computer. All of the computers are networked on Mosaica's
proprietary WAN, "Mosaica Net," and have Internet access. Mosaica uses
feature-rich multimedia to supplement all facets of learning - Math, Science,
Language Arts and the Paragon curriculum. In-class computer usage improves
student learning in two main ways. First, computer software allows frequent
monitoring of student progress at individual and class levels. Second, it enables
students of different abilities work at levels that challenge them.
OWN Charter School will place one computer for every three students in every
classroom for daily use. We will use an Integrated Learning System ("ILS") such
as the Computer Curriculum Corporation ("CCC") software program called
SuccessMaker to supplement teacher instruction and track student progress in
math and language arts.
The ILS aligns with state standards and national standardized tests including the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills ("ITBS"). It provides detailed reports to help evaluate
individual students' needs, provide information for use in parent conferences,
guide instructional decisions, and assess progress toward critical goals. The
software's "adaptive" features allow struggling students to experience successes
while motivating able learners to extend their reach.
7.

Teaching to Multiple Intelligences. We recognize different domains of ability,
or "intelligences", as described by Dr. Howard Gardner/"' Gardner's Theory of
Multiple Intelligences provides a foundation for recognizing the different
abilities and talents of students. This theory acknowledges that while all
students may not be verbally or mathematically gifted, children may have
expertise in other areas, such as music, spatial relations, or interpersonal
[Approaching and assessing learning in this manner allows a wider rangeof.
^students to successfully participate in classroom learning) UUf program seel
capitalize on children's various skills, experiences, and talents to provide them
with multiple opportunities to learn and succeed.

8.

Our Management Company's Track Record in Improving Student Learning.
MEI has a demonstrated track record of improving student learning and of
operating successful performance-based schools. Appendix 1 contains MEI's
- Annual Report, which shows test score results for Mosaica-managed schools.
This report focuses on the two schools that MEI has operated for one or more
years—Mosaica Academy Charter School of Bensalem, PA and Mosaica
Academy of Saginaw, MI. In both Bensalem and Saginaw, student scores on the
ITBS increased. In Bensalem, ITBS scores increased by nearly 10 NCE points
between the Fall 1998 and Spring 1999. (See Appendix 1 at p.3) Over this
one-year period, scores increased approximately 22% more than expected. In
Saginaw, substantial increases also occurred. Over a twelve-month period,
scores increased an average of 11 NCE points. This growth represents
approximately 54% more progress than expected.

"" Gardner. H., The unschooled mind: how children think and how schools should t^arh (1991); Gardner, H.,
& Hatch, T., Multiple intelligences go to school: Educational impliMtinm of the th^nry of multiple
intelligences (1989) at 18(8), 4-9.
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B.

Innovative Teaching Methods
OWN Charter School will feature a number of innovative teaching methods.
Primary Care Model and Looping. As described above, "Primary Care"
involves one teacher serving as the main educator of a single class and moving
with it through several grade levels.
Reciprocal Teaching. Using reciprocal instruction a teacher introduces a
concept and then reinforces it by circling back to it in later lessons. The
Mosaica model is predicated on this, from the Paragon Curriculum's yearly
passage through the eight ages of history, to daily lessons which are integrated
across multiple disciplines.
Multiple Intelligences. As described above, Gardner's Theory of Multiple
Intelligences provides a foundation for recognizing the different abilities and
talents of students. Our academic program is designed around engaging and
teaching to all of the intelligences.
Constructivist Teaching Practices. According to ASCD's The Language of
Learning, "many researchers say that each individual 'constructs' knowledge
instead of receiving it from others." This paradigm encourages teachers to
value students' points of view, structure lessons to challenge students'
suppositions, recognize that students must see relevance in the curriculum,
plan lessons around big ideas, and assess student learning in the context of
daily classroom investigations.
Technology. Our extensive use of classroom computers aids teaching by
allowing frequent monitoring of student progress and letting students of
differing abilities work at challenging levels. The integrated use of internet in
class lessons provides new avenues of teaching and learning.
Socratic Seminars. Teachers lead students using the Socratic method,
particularly in the Paragon Curriculum.

C.

Staff Development and Professional Opportunities for Teachers and
Administrators
The OWN Charter School is committed to providing the intensive pre-service and
in-service training necessary to ensure exemplary teaching practices. A recent Rand
study"" reveals that new teaching strategies can require as much as 50 hours of
instruction, practice, and coaching before teachers can effectively use them. OWN
will provide teachers with ongoing training and devote at least 20 days the first year
and 15 days each additional year of professional development. All teachers in the
OWN Charter School will receivc-training in Reading and Language Arts instruction
and use of technology for teaching, assessment, data management, and
communication.
in-service education in the OWN garter School will be tailored to our student
population and to the Paragon Curriculum. Several strategies will support ongoing

"" Critical Technologies Institute, March 1995

*><*
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teachertraining.Twoin^house curriculum specials ^nespeciali^tng in math and
technology, me otherinlanguageartsandsocial^^^^illp^videcontinuousin^
classroom teachertraining and curriculum supports ^addition, r^^hasanational
curriculum team ofl^educational experts who continually refine the paragon
program and are available forteacher consultation Teachers and l^^l curriculum
experts email one another frequently about ways in which to improve
implementation of the curriculum^
Torewardexcellenceinteachingandmentoring, OWN School willofferteachers
opportunities to attend seminars andconferences to further their individual
professional development plan^
expanded ^ho^cem^ducation
although f^istrict^has magnet and other special schools, the reality is that very
fewfamiliesexcercise choice regarding which schools their children attend Of the
^^71^smdents attending district schools, only thirty^five receive variances to
attendaschoolfor which they are not automatically ^oned.^^OWNOharter
School will expand me educational opportunities available to district familiesthrough
its unique curriculum, teaching methods and school environments and by simply
having an admission process open to allfamilies^
OW^ will offeraliberaleducationunavailab^le^ at other district ^0 elementary
schools. The ^aragon^^urriculum,acenterpiece of the ^osaica school model, is
the product of years of research on the best practices of schools world^wide^ This
program design providesafully integrated curriculum that blends the disciplines of
l^iierarure and ^hilosophy^ World ^istory^ Social Studies and Oeography^isual^rts
and l^usic^Science^athematics^ and foreign language.
Students will acquire this liberal education througharange of pedagogical
philosophies and methods which represent an expansion on what is available at local
schools.
finally, OWN charter School will foster an environment which encouragesfamily
and community involvement.This is particularly important to the founders of OWN
who have been motivated largely byadesire to be meaningfully involved in their
children^ education.
Innovative characteristics of OWNs educational program included
D extended school year of ^00 student days^
^ extended school day of7hours^0 minutest
D Strong basic skills based on^^^^s^^eading, waiting, arithmetic, plus
a^ts, reasoning and ^esearch^
^ One to three ratio of computers to students and integrated technology
applications. Our classroom computers and strategic application of
technology will help children develop genuine computer literacy and allow
students to experience the value of computers as an integrated learning tool
across me curriculum. Th^programincludesaTechnology^ab in reading,
^ lan^ua^e arts, and mathematics^ distance learnings an network computer
^s^i^or^^

^
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system ^ttked to me It^terttet^ and laptop ^^ttters for ev^ry professional
staff member.
^^isruption-^reeMoming^asicSktllsProgram-^^RsandSc^nce^
^Interdisciplinary Paragon program based on History of^orld Cultures
D Poreign^attguage^Spanish^for all students starting in kindergartens
D Resource Teachers in Spanish, physical education, and musicinaftemoon^
^ Two Master Teachers, known as Curriculum implementation Specialists,
with no direct classroom responsibility,available as resources for^
Paragon^anguage Arts, and^Matb, Science attdTechnology integration,
respectively
^ Pull-^ay kindergartens
^ School-wide performance assessments ^all students participate in Paragon
Performance evenings at the end of each Paragon unit^ parents and
community members attend these eight special events^
D No social promotions
^ Pre-and post-testing of students annually^
^ Personalised and intimate school climate through the SchoolHouses^
^ Traditional discipline contract with parents through the Code of Student
Conducts
^ Pree after-school and summer tutorialsfor students who need them^ and
^ ^tensive parent and community volunteer program.
Movingfrom Rule-Based toPerformanceDbased Accountability of Student
Achievement
Accurate monitoring is crucial to achieving an accountable school. C^N will use
quantitative and qualitative methods to assess both student achievement and teacher
performance by state, national and M^l standards. By using these assessments to
encourage excellence and prescribe remedies, the school will move toward
performance-based accountability.
Test results ultimately reflect on the overall effectiveness of the school, although
individual students take them. Teachers and administrators will review assessment
outcomes to gauge student progress and devise strategiesfor improving methodology
and curriculum.
Teachers will be employed undei^ annual at-will performance-based contracts.
performance pay plans^ will link faculty compensation to student performance and
parental satisfaction.
vision
Students will graduate ^romC^^N Charter School with thefoundationofaliberal
education prepared to succeed at the best NewYork City High Schools. They will have
ahistorical perspective on our own time^and place, achieved through an integrated
understanding ofhistory,geography, literature, the social sciences, science, math, art,
and music. They will express themselves well verbally and in writing, and be competent
ina^oreign language and with computers. Most importantly, our students will have the
bi^oadeducation needed to overcon^ provincialism and grasp the interdependence of
oui^woi^ld.
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ATTACHMENT 12
FIGURES

^
^

^^^

Chart 2: Ranking of Immigrants to Queens from Top 40 Source Countries Citywide,
1990-1994, Arranged by Country of Birth
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Residential Settlement of immigrants by ZIP Code
New York City: 1995-96
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Immigrants 1995-96
m 3,500 and over
HI 2,500 to 3,499
E==# 1,500 to 2,499
750 to 1,499
Under 750

Source. Ampl Immignnt Tip* FBet, 1995-96. US. hnmJjntlon and Nwunfotion Servfee
PopwWonDhrWom-New%ACNyDepMim«nlolCkyM#mNm:
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NEIGHBORHOODS OF SETTLEMENT
•

The largest neighborhoods of settlement were Washington Heights, which
attracted 10,100 immigrants in the 1995-96 period, followed by Chinatown
(8,800) in Manhattan, and Bay Ridge-Bensonhurst (8,200) and GravesendHomecrest (8,100) in Brooklyn.

•

Astoria in Queens (6,500) was the fifth largest neighborhood of settlement
Other neighborhoods in Queens that absorbed large numbers of immigrants
included Flushing (5,600), Elmhurst and Forest Hills-Kew Gardens (5,000
each), Corona (4,600), and Jackson Heights (4,200).

•

Other major neighborhoods of settlement in Brooklyn included Sheepshead
Bay (6,000), Midwood (5,500), Ratbush (4,500), Sunset Park-Industry City
(4,400) and Kensington-Windsor Terrace (4,300).

»

In the Bronx, University Heights, Williamsbridge-Norwood, and Highbridge were
the major areas of settlement, while in;Staten Island, the top neighborhood was
Castleton Comers-New Springville.
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HI. ACADEMIC PROGRAM, STANDARDS, CURRICULUM & ASSESSMENT
ATTACHMENT 13-a
Proposed School Calendar—2001-2002
Dates
August 2001
August 13-24
August 27
September
September 3
October
October 15
November
November 12
November 22-23
December
December 21
December 24 - Jan. 1
Januarv 2002
January 2
January IB
February
February 18
March
March 18
April
April 9-13
Mav
Mav 28
June
June 27
June 28

Event
Staff Development
First day of Student Attendance
Labor Day
Columbus Day. Staff Development
Veteran's Day, Staff Development
Thanksgiving Holiday (school
closed) .
Last Dav before Recess
Holiday (school closed)

*

School Reopens
Martin Luther King's Birthday
(school closed)
President's Day, Staff Development
Staff Development
Spring Recess (school closed)
Memorial Dav (school closed)
Last Day of School
1Reorganization—Staff only
" fotal Number of Days

Student
Days

Teacher
Days
15

—

—

5
19

19

—

—

23

24

—

—

19

20

!"—

—

15

15

—
—

—
' —

21

21

—
—

—

•

—

19

20

—

..

21

22

—

..

16

16

—

..

22

22

—

..

20

21

200

215

^Total number of days of instruction: 200 school days for students, and 215 days for teachers.
'Student start date will be August 27, 2001. Teacher pre-service training will start August 13
2001.
-.
Length of School Day: Start time 8:00a.m.and;dismissal time 3:30p.m. Before and after-school
enhancement and-enrichment activities, consisting of breakfast, tutorials, Reading Circles from
7:00a.m.-8:00 a.m., and 3:30 p.m.-7:00p.m. *

7^
P^ov^deascheduleo^he^^dsoi^ instructions
^ene^l School ^ay Schedule
7:OO-8:00am

8real^as4 reading circles, tutorials, and berore school child care

7:^

School C^pen tor ^11 Students

8:00

School ^ay8egins(^indergarten is ^ull day)

8:00-11:30

Core Curriculum: Paragon Plus (Literature), Phonics, Spelling, Everyday
mathematics, Science anytime

^:00^10:1^

doming 8real^s

11:3012:00

Lunch

12:00-3:30

Integrated Humanities ("Paragon") Curriculum: Social Studies, History,
Philosophy, Science,^isual and dramatic ^rts. Communications,
Pilmmal^ing, mathematics, ^lusic and Physical Education integrated in
conceptual monthly themes organised around the chronological history
o^ great ideas in world cultures ar^dcharacter development

^00^2:1^
3:30-^:00

^rtemoon^real^s
^rter-school tutorials

3:30-7:00pm ^rter-school program that incorporates computer-based sl^ill building,
team activities and homework guidances
^ote: v^e will seel^ specific grants to rund the arter-schoolprograms^ C^iven the lead
time these grants require, it may be possible that these programs would not begin when
C^vB^ Charter School opens its doors to students
additional sample school days schedules rollow^
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A Typical Kindergarten Day
8:00-8:30
8:30-9:00

9:00-9:30
9:30-10:00

10:00-10:20
10:20-10:55
10:55-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:00-12:15
12:15-12:30
12:30-1:00
1:00-2:15
2:15-2:30
2:30-3:15
3:15-3:30

Circle Time—consists of Calendar, number of school days, Minute Math,
Helpers, Attendance, Counting by 5s and 10s.
Language Arts
Language Arts focuses in on whole group phonics, discussing things like
rhyming words, grammar, reading mini take-home books, recognizing
sequences, etc.
Spanish, Gym or Music depending on the day of the week
Language Arts Centers
Centers may include working on fine motor skills by making letters in
sand, a writing center where kids write in their journals, a matching of
sounds to pictures game, Language Art activities
Math Whole Group Lesson
Math Centers that consist of things like: Coin Hop, clock puzzles,
Telephone number, Mitten Match, bingo numbers, etc.
Lunch/Recess
Free Centers (Computers, Art Project, The Band Book, Pizza, Play
Dough, Fruit Basket, etc.)
. ;
Story time
*
Bathrooms, getting ready for naptime
Naptime
Paragon
Whole group then activities that follow discussion
Recess
Science
Getting Ready For Dismissal
Sample 2'd Grade Schedule

8:00-8:10...
8:10-8:20
8:20-8:45
8:45-9:45
9:45-10:15
10:30-11:30
11:30-11:40
11:40-12:10
12:10-12:30
12:30-1:30
1:30-2:00
2:00-2:30
2:30-3:2f3:25-3:30

Two Math Boxes
Helping Hands
Spelling (pretest, workbook, word search or test)
Math Lesson
Snack/recess
Reading (Usually done in Centers)
Bathroom/wash-up for lunch
Lunch/Recess
Chapter book read to class or silent reading
Science
Begin Paragon
Special (music, gymior Spanish)
Finish Paragon
^
Clean and dismiss
*"
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Sample 6tk Grade Schedule
8:00-8:30

Quote of the day, journal writing, attendance, class announcements.

8:30-9:00

Spelling and Vocabulary

9:00-9:30

Grammar, Writer's Workshop

9:30-10:30

Science

10:30-11:30

Math

11:30-12:20

Reading

12:20-12:50

Lunch/Recess

12:50-1:10

DEAR Time

1:10-1:30

Introduction To Paragon

1:30-2:00

Special (music, Spanish, or gym)

2:00-3:25

Paragon Continues

3:25-3:30

Dismissal
Sample 8,b Grade Schedule

8:00-8:15

Advisory

8:15-9:00
9:00-10:30

Spanish
Language Arts/Writing

10:30-11:30

Math

11:30-12:30

Science

12:30-1:00

Lunch

1:00-l :40

Special - Art & Physical Education 4 days a week; 1 day—Portfolio
Art includes Architecture and computer technology, theater arts, music &
dance. Thematically correlated to Humanities/Technology

1:40-3:20---•

Humanities/Technology

DISCUSSION
Our schedules separate the day into mornings devoted to core curriculum instruction and
afternoons focused on the hands-on, multi-discipline Paragon curriculum.
During the mornings, teachers and administrators will minimize interruptions and
disruptions to maximize children's concentrated learning. Breaks will occur following
completion of work segments instead-of during set times. Teachers will challenge children
intellectually, and employ the Socratic method to introduce students to rigorous logical
reasoning, particularly in the higher grades.
During afternoons, teachers will lead children through the Paragon curriculum. Its
interdisciplinary approach integrates a myriad of fields (e.g., economics, health,
consumer science) into the general study areas of social science, science, and technology.

75^
OWN CharterSchool^^P^idetutorialsandinstructionalprogramsto students who
need them after school
^sdescrioedinthe^xecutive Summary, restructure of ourextended school dayand
school year, further our goal of providingarigorouslioeraleducationOWN Charter
School seekstochallenge children and maximize learning; ourmodel allows formtensive
instruction when children aremost alert, and fun yet educational when children require
more ^downtime^^he extended school day and school year benefits all children, out at^
risk children the most^ Children at^riskofacademic failure need more time to master
skills and knowledge; moreover, an extended day keeps children at^risk of delinquency
^d^or potentially hazardous unsupervised activities safe and supervised in school
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ATTACHMENT 14
Attach the proposed student learning standards for the proposed charter school.
OWN Charter School will utilize the Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development
(ASCD) National Content Standards (following) and New York State Board of Regents 28
Learning Standards covering seven academic areas for all public school children. We will attach
(in Appendix 2) an actual alignment of our curriculum with New York performance standards. A
review of the New York Core Curriculum in Social Studies, performed by our curriculum and
assessment specialist, has determined that Paragon covers all required subject areas except local
New York history. The curriculum design team will incorporate the New York History
requirements (attached as part of Appendix 2) into the Paragon program at the grade levels
suggested by the state.
The remainder of Attachment 14 details each standard and outcome organized by subject area.
The lower grades (Kindergarten to Grade 4/5) are discussed first, followed by the Middle School
(Grades -6 to 8).

CURRICULUM STANDARDS AND OUTCOMES
Kindergarten to Grade 4/5
ART CONNECTIONS - STANDARD: 1
• Understands connections among the various art forms and other disciplines
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, pp.25, 28,31, 35 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Art Connections
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows how visual, aural, oral, and kinetic elements are used in the various art forms
• Knows how ideas (e.g., sibling rivalry, respect) and emotions (e.g., sadness, anger) are
expressed in the various art forms
• Knows the similarities and differences in the meanings of common terms used in the
various arts (e.g., form, line, contrast)
• Knows ways in.which the principles and subject matter of other disciplines taught in
the school are interrelated with those of the arts (e.g., pattern in the arts and in
science)
DANCE - STANDARD: 1
• Identifies and demonstrates movement elements and skills in performing dance
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 23 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
""
\
• Knows basic nonlocomotor/axial movements (e.g., bend, twist, stretch, swing)
• Knows basic locomotor movemen&(e.g., walk, hop, leap, gallop, slide, skip) and
different directions in which they c%& be performed (e.g., forward, backward, sideward,
diagonally, turning)
• Creates shapes (e.g., body shapes, lines, angles, curves) at low, middle, and high levels
(different heights from the floor)
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•
•
•
•
•

Defines and maintains personal space (e.g., form; distance from others when moving
through space as part of a group)
Uses movements in straight and curved pathways
Moves to a rhythmic accompaniment (e.g., drum beat) and responds to changes in
tempo
Uses kinesthetic awareness, concentration, and focus in performing movement skills
Knows basic actions (e.g., skip, gallop) and movement elements (e.g., height of the
dancer in relation to the floor, directions), and how they communicate ideas

DANCE - STANDARD: 2
• Understands choreographic principles, processes, and structures
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
-• Creates a sequence with a beginning, middle, and ending
• Improvises, creates, and performs dances based on personal ideas and concepts from
other sources
• Knows how improvisation, is used to discover, and invent movement and to solve
movement problems
'
• Creates a dance phrase (e.g., a brief sequence of related movements that has a sense
of rhythmic completion), repeats it, and varies it (e.g., makes changes in the time,
space, force/energy)
• Uses partner skills such as copying, leading and following, and mirroring
DANCE - STANDARD: 3
• Understands dance as a way to create and communicate meaning
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
.

Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows how dance is different from other forms of human movement (e.g., sports,
everyday gestures)
• Knows how a dance may elicit various interpretations and reactions that differ from
the meaning intended by the dancer

DANCE - STANDARD: 4

•

Applies critical and creative thinking skills in dance
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
-• Knows how a variety of solutions can be used to solve a given movement problem
• Knows technical and artistic components of various forms of dance (e.g., body
shapes, space, levels, pathways) "^*

MUSIC-STANDARD: 1
• Sings, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
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CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 26 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
. Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Sings ostinatos (repetition of a short musical pattern), partner songs, and rounds
Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
• Sings on pitch and in rhythm, with appropriate timbre, diction, and posture, and
maintains a steady tempo
• Sings expressively, with appropriate dynamics, phrasing, and interpretation
• Blends vocal timbres, matches dynamic levels, and responds to the cues of a
conductor when singing as part of a group
• Knows songs representing genres (e.g., march, work song, lullaby, Dixieland) and
- styles (e.g., of various composers, nations) from diverse cultures
MUSIC - STANDARD: 2
• Performs on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 26 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Echoes short rhythms (2-4 measure) and melodic patterns
Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
• Performs on pitch, in rhythm, with appropriate dynamics and timbre, and maintains
a steady tempo
• Performs simple rhythmic, melodic, and chordal patterns accurately and
independently on rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic classroom instruments (e.g.,
recorder-type instruments, percussion instruments, keyboard instruments, electronic
instruments, fretted instruments such as a guitar or ukulele)
• Knows, a varied repertoire of music representing diverse genres and styles
• Performs in groups (e.g., blends instrumental timbres, matches dynamic levels,
responds to the cues of a conductor)
• Performs independent instrumental parts (e.g., simple rhythmic or melodic ostinatos,
contrasting rhythmic lines, harmonic progressions and chords) while others sing or
play contrasting parts
MUSIC-STANDARD: 3
• Improvises melodies, variations, and accompaniments
CNAEA: National^ Standards for Arts Education, p. 27 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
-yjjj• Improvises "answers" in the same^ayle to given rhythmic and melodic phrases
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Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
. Improvises simple rhythmic and melodic ostinato (repetition of a short musical
pattern) accompaniments
• Improvises simple rhythmic variations and simple melodic embellishments on
familiar melodies
• Improvises short songs and instrumental pieces using a variety of sound sources,
including traditional sounds (e.g., voices, instruments), nontraditional sounds (e.g.,
paper tearing, pencil tapping), body sounds (e.g., hands clapping, fingers snapping),
and sounds produced by electronic means (e.g., personal computers and basic MIDI
devices such as keyboards, sequencers, synthesizers, and drum machines)
MUSIC - STANDARD: 4
• Composes and arranges music within specified guidelines
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 27 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Uses a variety of sound sources when composing (e.g., classroom instruments,
electronic sounds, body sounds)
Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5) .
• Creates and arranges music to accompany readings or dramatizations (e.g., manipulate
dimensions such as the variety of sounds, tempo, loudness, mood)
• Creates and arranges short songs and instrumental pieces within specified guidelines
(e.g., a particular style, form, instrumentation, compositional technique)
THEATER - STANDARD: 1
» Demonstrates competence in writing scripts
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 30 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Theatre
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Selects interrelated characters, environments, and situations for simple
dramatizations,
• Improvises dialogue to tell stories
• Writes or records dialogue
• Plans and records improvisations based on personal experience and heritage,
imagination, literature, and history
THEATER - STANDARD: 2
• Uses acting skills
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 30 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Theatre
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
\XJ..
• Knows characters in dramatizations; their relationships, and their environments
• Uses variations of locomotor and nonlocomotor movement and vocal pitch, tempo,
and tone for different characters
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•

•

Assumes roles that exhibit concentration and contribute jo the action of
dramatizations based on personal experience and heritage, imagination, literature, and
history
Knows how to interact in improvisations

THEATER- -STANDARD: 3
• Designs and produces informal and formal productions
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 31 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Theatre
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows how visual elements (e.g., space, color, line, shape, texture) and aural aspects
are used to communicate locale and mood
• Selects and organizes available, materials that suggest scenery, properties, lighting,
sound, costumes, and makeup
• Visualizes and arranges environments for classroom dramatizations
THEATER - STANDARD: 4
• Directs scenes and productions
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 31-(Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Theatre
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows various ways of staging classroom dramatizations
• Plans and prepares improvisations
VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 1
• Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes related to the visual arts
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 33 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows the differences between art materials (e.g., paint, clay, wood, videotape),
techniques (e.g.", overlapping, shading, varying size or color), and processes (e.g.,
addition and subtraction in sculpture, casting and constructing in making jewelry)
• Knows how different materials, techniques, and processes cause different responses
from the viewer
• Knows, how different media (e.g., oil, watercolor, stone, metal), techniques, and
processes are used to communicate ideas, experiences, and stories
• Uses art materials and tools in a safe and responsible manner
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VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 2
• Knows how to use structures (e.g., sensory qualities, organizational principles, expressive
features) and functions of art
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows the differences among visual characteristics (e.g., color, texture) and purposes
of art (e.g., to convey ideas)
• Understands how different compositional, expressive features (e.g., evoking joy,
sadness, anger), and organizational principles (e.g., repetition, balance, emphasis,
contrast, unity) cause different responses
• Uses visual structures and functions of art to communicate ideas
VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 3
• Knows a range of subject matter, symbols, and potential ideas in the visual arts
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
'" ^
• Selects prospective ideas (e.g., formulated thoughts, opinions, concepts) for works of
art
• Knows how subject matter, symbols, and ideas are used to communicate meaning
VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 4
• Understands the visual arts in relation to history and cultures
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
Level II: Elementary (Grades K-4)
• Knows that the visual arts have both a history and a specific relationship to various
cultures
• Identifies specific works of art as belonging to particular cultures, times, and places
• Knows how history, culture, and the visual arts can influence each other
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES - STANDARD: 1
• Understands that group and cultural influences contribute to human development, identity,
and behavior Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy, p. 153 (Explicitly stated)
NCSS: Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, p. 37 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Behavioral Studies.
Level 1: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Understands that people are alikfrg) many ways and different in many ways
• Understands that different families^nd classrooms have different rules and patterns
of behavior, but there are some behaviors that are not accepted in most families or
schools
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D

D

Understands that people of^en choose to do the same l^in^s of things that their
friends do (e.g., dress, tall^ act), butthatpeoplealsoof^en choose to do certain
things their own wavs
Understands that the groups to whichaperson belongs (e.g., familv, fiends, team,
community) influence in varving degrees how she or he things and acts

^evel^^ Upper ^lementarv (grades ^)
^ Understands that people can leam about others in manv different wavs (e.g., direct
experience, mass communications media, conversations with others about their worl^
and lives).
^ Understands that people sometimes imitate people or characters thev see presented
in the media
D Understands that people might reel uncomfortable around other people who dress,
tailor act verv differently from themselves
^ Understands that ^acceptable^ human behavior varies from culture to culture and
from one time period to another, but there are some behaviors that are
^ ^unacceptable^ in almost all cultures, past and present
^ Understands that variousfactors (e.g., interests, capabilities, values) contribute to the
shaping ofaperson^s identity
^ Understands that the wava^person views an incident reflects personal beliefs,
experiences, and attitudes^
^

D

Understands various meanings ofsocial group, general implications ofgroup membership, and
different wavs that groups function
^ect ^^1^8enchmarl^s for science ^iteracv,p.l^7(^plicitlv stated)
^^ curriculum ^tandardsfor social studies, p.^(^plicitlv stated)
Internet ^onnections^8ehavioral studies
^evell^rimarv(^radesK^)
^ Knows that people belong to some groups because thev are bom into them and to
some groups because thev ^oin them
D Knows uni^uefeatures of different groups to which she or he belongs(e.g.,familv,
team, class), and also features of these groups that overlap with other groups
D Understands that different groups, societies, and cultures have some similar wants and
needs
^ Knows that people tend to live in families and communities in which individuals have
different roles
l^evel 11^ Upper ^lementarv (grades 3^)
D

^

^
D
^
^

Understands that people often li^e or dislike other people because of membership in
ore^clusion^romaparticular social group
Understands that individuals tend to support members oftheir own groups and mav
thinly of them as being li^e themselves^
Understands that different groups have different expectations for how their members
should act
^^
Understands that the ^rules^forg^up behaviors and expectations sometimes are
written down and strictlv enforced or are ^ust understood from example
Understands that members ofagroup and even people inacrowd sometimes do and
sav things, good or bad, that thev would not do or sav on their own

7^
D

Understandsmatdiff^^tgrotips,societies,andc^tt^es^ayhavedifferentwaysof
meeting similar wants and needs
^ ^owsthatlangt^age, stories, fol^tales,m^sic,andartisticcreationsare egressions
ofct^ltt^re
^ Understands that asocial gro^ has many meanings^, any set of people who
regularly spend time together for any reasons groups classified according to region or
occupation s^ch
^ ^s northerners or hltie^collarwor^ers^ groups that peopleformallyar^d deliberately
^oinor
^ ^reassigned to st^ch as sororities, military tmits,scottts, street gangs, or the ^hriners^
^ Understands that although rtiles at home, school, church, and in the commtmity
^st^ally remain the same, sometimes they changefor various reasons^e^, some rtiles
do not worl4 new people are involved, outside circt^mstances changed

D

Understands that interactions among learning, inheritance, and physical development affect
human hehavior
^ect ^0^1^ 8enchmarl^sfor science literacy, pl^^plicitly stated^
^^55^ ^rric^m5tandardsfor social ^dies,p^7^plicitlystated^
Internet connections ^ehaviora^t^dies
^
^evell^rim^ry^Orades^^
^ ^nows that people ^se their senses tofmdot^taho^t their s^rrotmdings and
themselves and that different senses provide different information
^ Understands that sometimesaperson can get different information aho^t the same
thing hy moving closer to it or farther away from it
D Understands that some of the things people downplaying soccer, reading,writing^
m^st he deliberately learned
^ Understands that practice helps people to improve, and that how wellapersonleams
sometimes depends on how she or he does it as well as how often and how hard she or
he tries to learn
^ ^nows that people can leam from each other in many ways ^g^, telling and
listening, showing and w^tching^ imitating^
l^evel 11^ Upper elementary ^rades^^
^ ^nows that h^manheings have different interests, motivations, skills, and talents
D Understands that human heings can use the memory of their past experiences to
mal^e^dgmentsaho^tnewsin^tions
^ Understands that many skills c^n he practiced ^ntil they hecome automatic, andthat
if the right skills are practiced, performance may improve
^ Understands that h^manheings tend to repeat hehaviors that feel good or have
pleasant consequences and to avoid hehaviors that feel had or have unpleasant
consequences
^ l^nows that learning means t^sing what one already ^nows to ma^e sense ot^t of new
experiences or information, not ^t storing the new information in one^s head
^ Understands roles as learned hehav^or patterns in grot^psit^ations^e^, student,
family memher, team memher^ ^
D Understands that as roles v^ry depending on expectations and changing conditions
^eg^, worker, parent, volunteer, smdent^,hehavior, attitudes, and goals change

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES - STANDARD: 4
• Understands conflict, cooperation, and interdependence among individuals, groups, and
institutions
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Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy, p. 171 (Explicitly stated)
NCSS: Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, p. 38 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Behavioral Studies
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Knows that disagreements are common, even between family members or friends
• Understands that some ways of dealing with disagreements work better than others,
and that people who are not involved in an argument may be helpful in solving it
• Understands that rules at home, at school, and in the community let individuals know
what to expect and so can reduce the number of disputes
Level
•
-.
•
•
•
•
•

II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
Knows that communicating different points of view in a dispute can often help
people to find a satisfactory compromise
Understands that resolving a conflict by force rather than compromise can lead to
more problems
Understands that one person's exercise of freedom may conflict with the freedom of
others and that rules can help to resolve conflicting freedoms
Understands that if a conflict cannot be settled By compromise, it may be decided by
a vote if everyone agrees to accept the results
Understands that beliefs and customs held by certain groups can help or hinder people
as they strive to use their talents and that sometimes individuals can change those
beliefs and customs in ways that will help people to succeed more easily in the future
Knows various forms that institutions take (e.g., religious, social, political)

ECONOMICS - STANDARD: 1
• Understands that scarcity of productive resources requires choices that generate opportunity
costs

NCEE: Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.2, 5 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE: Framework for Economics, pp. 9-12 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections --.Economics
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Knows that goods are objects that can satisfy people's wants, and services are
activities that can satisfy people's wants
• Understands that since people cannot have everything they want, they must make
choices about using goods and services to satisfy wants
• Knows that a cost is what you give up : when you decide to do something, and a benefit
is something that satisfies your wants • Knows that people who use goodfand services are called consumers, and people who
make goods or provide services are called producers, and that most people both
produce and consume
V ;-"*
Knows, that natural resources are <Bfts of nature" because they are present without
human intervention

7^u
D
^
^

Knows mat capi^^^^^^rethittgs made by^^^^^^^^^^^^
goods or to provide services
Kt^ows that human resources (i.^^or^r human coital) are the efforts of people
who wor^ to produce goods and to provide service
Knows that choices about what goods and services to buy and consume determine how
resources will be used.

^evel^Upper Elementary (Orades3D^)
^ Knows that productive resources are all natural resources, human resources, and
capital resources used to produce goods and to provide services
^ understands that goods and services are scarce because there are not enough
productive resources to satisfy all ofthe wants ofindividuals, governments, and
societies
^ ^derstandsthatfederal, state, and local governments have problems of scarcity also^
because they have limited budgets, they must compare their revenues to the costs of
public projects their citizens want
^ Knows that innovation is the introduction of an invention intoause that has
economic value
D Knows that entrepreneurs are people who use resources to produce innovative goods
and services they hope people will buy
^ understands that entrepreneurs tal^e the ris^^hat people won^t buy their products or
won^t pay enough for then^to cover the entre^reneurs^costs
^ understands that when productive resources are used to produce one good or service,
the opportunity cost (i.e.,what is given up)is other goods and services that would
have been made with the same resources ifthe chosen good or service had not been
made
D understands that choices usually involve trade^offs^ people can give up buying or
doingalittle of one thing in ^der to buy or doalittle of something else
^ Knows that economic specialisation occurs when people produceanarrower range of
goods and services than they consume
^ understands how labor productivity can be increased asaresult of specialisation,
division oflabor, and more capital goods such as tools and machines
D understands that the duality of labor resources (i.e., human capital) can be improved
through investments in edi^cation^ training, and health care

^

understands characteristics of different economic systems, economic institutions, and
economic incentives
NCEE^Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.7,9, 23 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE^rameworl^ for Economics, pp 1^17 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
^evell^rimary(OradesK^)
D Not appropriate for this level

^

^evel 11^ ^pper Elementary (grades 3^)
^

Know^that peopled choices and^ehavior are influenced by positive incentives (i.e.,
rewards that mal^e people better o^ and negative incentives (i.e., penalties that
ma^e people worse off)

7^
D

^ows mat hecause peopled vie^sofrewardsar^dp^alties are differen4 the
influence ofani^^^e can vary ^^ me individual
^ Understandsth^tthe hopeofeamingprofit (i.e., the difference oetweenrevenues and
thecostsofproducingorselling^g^odorservice) is the incentive that persuades
entrepreneursand business ^irms to taketherisks^fproducingg^odsandserv^ces to
sell
^ ^nows that households (i.e., individuals orfamilytmits), as consumers, huy goods ar^d
services from business f^rms
D ^nows that households, as resource owners, sell productive resources(e.g.,laoor,
natural resources, capital resources, entrepreneurial resources) to firms in order to
earn income
D Understands that all societies have developed various economic systems in order to
allocate their resources to produce and distribute goods and services and there are
advantages and disadvantages to each type of system

D

Understands the concept of prices and the interaction of supply and demand inamarket
economy
NCEE^Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.17, 19 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE^ramework tor Economics, pp.l^^(Explicitly stated)
In^emetConnections^^conomics
^evell^rimary(Orades^^)
D l^nows thataprice is the amount of money that people pay when they huyagood or
service
^ l^nowsthatamarketexistswheneverhuyers and sellers exchange goods and services
l^evel 11^ Upper Elementary (Orades^)
^
D
^
D

l^nows that in any market there is one price (i.e., the equilibrium or market clearing
price)that makes the amount huyers want to huyeo^ual to the amount sellers want to
sell
Understands that people huy less ofaproduct when its price goes up and more when
its price goes down
Understands that businesses are willing and ahle to sell more ofaproduct when its
price goes up ahdless when its price goes down
Understands that when consumers make purchases, goods and services are transferred
rrom businesses to households in exchangefor money payments,which are used in
turn hy businesses to pay for productive resources and to pay taxes

^

7^
D

Understands basicfeatures of market structures and exchange
NCEE^Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.11,16, 21,25 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE^Eramework for Economics, pp.22^, 2^26 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
^evel^^rimary(OradesK^2)
D Understands that in an exchange people trade goodsandser^icesfor other goods and
services orfor money
^ Knows that money isagood that can he used to buy all other goods and services
^ Understands that when two people trade because they want to, they expect to be
better off after the exchange
D Knows that barter is trading goods and servicesfor other goods and services without
using money
l^eve^l^ Upper Elementary (Orades3^5)
^ Knows that competitive markets are those with many buyers and sellers,where no
one person or firm controls prices or the number of productsfor sale
^ Understands that money reduces the problems barterfaces because money is easy to
divide,,and store
^
D Knows that banks playakey role in providing currency and otherforms of money to
consumers, and that banks serve as intermediates between savers and borrowers
D Understands that when people and nations specialise, they become more
interdependent (i.e., less self-sufficient and more dependent on exchange)
^ Understands that monev makes it easier to compare the ^alue of different kinds of
goods and services and allows people to save purchasing powerforalater time
because it can easily be traded for goods and services at any time
^ Understands how active competition among sellers results in lower prices and costs,
higher product o^uality,and better customer service

^

Uses the target language to engage in conversations, express feelings and emotions, and
e^changeopinionsandinformation
NS^E^StandardsforEoreign language beaming, p. ^^ (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections ^Eoreign language
^evel 11^ Elementary (C^radesK^)
^
D
^
D
D

Knowshow to express likes^ dislikes, and simple preferences in everyday situations
(e.g., objects, categories, people, events)
Uses basic vocabulary to describe assorted ob^ects(e.g., toys, dress, types of dwellings,
foods) in everyday environments
Knows how to give and follow simple mstructionsinthe target language(e.g.,in
games,withparmers or groups, giving commands suggested byapicture)
Knows how to exchange information with peers about preferences (e.g., favortte
activities)
^
Know^ how to use non-verbal langt^ge(e.g.,gestures)toclarifyaverbal message
when vocabulary is limited

7^
D
^

D

^owshowtoe^change information about general ^^^g^^la^ses, meetings,
concerts, meals^ and transportation^^, place, date, time^
^ses appropriate vocabulary,gestures, and oral ^^^^^^^^
introductions, leavetakings, and othercommonorfamiliar interactions^^, name,
address, phone number, place of origin, general bealth^stateofbeing^

Comprehends and interprets written and spoken language on diverse topics from diverse
media
^5^E^tandardsfor foreign language beaming, p^^^plici^ly stated^
^5^EP^5tandards for foreign language beaming, p^^^plicitly stated^
Internet Connections-Foreign language
l^evel 11^ Elementary ^rades^-^
^ understands the basic ideas oforal messages and short conversations based on simple
orfamiliar topics appropriate at this developmental level ^e^,favorite activities,
personal anecdotes, fairytales^
D understands the principle message in ability-appropriate, highly illustrated te^ts that
use many words that are similar to those in one^s native language ^e^, stories,
newspaper articles, advertisements^ understands the main ideas of abilityappropriate video or television prograrns on familiar topics
D understands the main ideas andBor the C^OBprincipalcharactersinwritten poems,
short folk tales, or illustrated stories that are appropriate at this developmental level
D understands brief written messages and personal notes onfamiliartopics^e^,
everyday school and home activities^
^ l^ecogni^es common phrase groupings and voice inflection in simple spoken
sentences
D Identifies people and objects in the environment based on oral at^d written
descriptions

^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^

^

Presents information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of listeners or readers onavariety
of topics
^5^^ ^ta^dardsfor foreign language beaming, p^^^plicitly stated^
^5^EP^tandards for^oreign language beaming, p^l^plicitly stated^
Internet Connections-Foreign language
^evelll^Elernentary^radesl^
D
D
^
D

Presents simple oral reports or presentations aboutfamily members and friends,
ob^ects^present in the everyday environment, and common school and home
activities
recites poetry, songs, proverbs, or short anecdotes or narratives that are commonly
known by same-age members of the target culture
writes short, informal notes or messages that describe or provide information about
oneself, friends and family, or school activities
Presents information about famrly^school events and celebrations via letters, E-mail,
or in ^udio and video tapes
^^

7^
^

Presents information, concepts,andideastoanaudienceoflistenersorreadersonavariety
of topics
^^E^tandardsfor foreign language beaming, p.^(^licitly stated^
1^5^EP^tandardsfor foreign language beaming, p. ^l^^licitly stated^
Internet connections-foreign language
^evel^l^ Elementary (grades ^^
^ Presents simple oral reports or presentations aboutfamily members and friends,
objects present in the everyday environment, and common school and home
activities
^ ^eites poetry, songs, proverbs, or short anecdotes or narratives that are commonly
known by same-age members of the target culture
D writes short, informal notes or messages that describe or provide information about
oneself, friends andfamily, or school activities
D Presents information aboutfamily,school events and celebrations via letters, E-mail,
^ or in audio and video tapes

^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^

D

demonstrates competence in the general skills and strategies ofthe writing process
^^^^^i^h-^^urricu^^Pro^^for^ustralian^chools,pp.^O,ll(lmplied^
^ew^tandards^ Elementary school, pp.^,^l,^0,^l(^
^^E^5tandardsinPractice^^,pp^,^^E,i^0
^fe^as^ English ^angtiage^rts and heading, pp.^,^1,^^ (Explicitly stated^
8oardofEducation, commonwealth of^irginia^tandardsof^eaming, p. ^^
(Explicitly stated^
^temet connections-language ^rts
^evell^ Primary (Orades^-^
^ Pre-writing^sesprewriting strategies to plan written work(e.g., discusses ideas with
peers, draws pictures to generate ideas, writes key thoughts and questions, rehearses
ideas, records reactions and observations^
^ drafting and ^evising^ses strategies to draft and revise written work(e.g., rereads^
rearranges words, sentences,and paragraphs toimprove or clarify meanings varies
sentence type^ adds descriptive words and details^ deletes extraneous informations
incorporates suggestions from peers and teachers^ sharpens thefocus^
^ Editing and Publishing^ses strategies to edit and publish written work(e.g.,
proofreads usingadictionary and other resources^ editsfor grammar, punctuation,
capitalisation, and spelling atadevelopmentally appropriate levels incorporates
illustrations or photos^ shares finished products
D Evaluates own and others'writing(e.g, asks questions and makes comments about
writing, helps classmates apply grammatical and mechanical conventions^
D dictates orwriteswithalogical sequence of events(e.g.,includesabeginning, middle,
and endings
D dictates or writes detailed descriptions offamiliar persons, places, objects, or
experiences
^
^ v^rites^in response to literature ^^
^ writes inavariety of formats (e.g., picture books, letters, stories, poems,
information pieces^

7^5
Level IL^l^l^mentarv(Orades^)
^ ^rewriting^sesprewritingstrategiestoplan^^^^or^(e^,^s^s graphic
organisers, storvmaps,andwehs;groupsrelated ideas; ta^esnotes;oramstorms^deas)
D drafting and l^evising^ses strategies to drafted revise wrirtenwor^(e.g^,
elaborates onacentral idea; writes with attention to voice, audience, word cnoice,
tone, and imagerv; uses paragraphs to develop separate ideas)
^ Editing and ^uhlishing^sesstrategies to editandpuolish written wor^(e.g.,editsfor
grammar, punctuation, capitalisation, and spelling atadevelopm^ntallv appropriate
level; considers page format ^paragraphs, margins, indentations, titles^; selects
presentationformat; incorporates photos, illustrations, charts, and graphs)
^ Evaluates own and others^ writing (e^, identifies the oestfeaturesofapiece of
writing, determines how own writing achieves its purposes, as^sforf^edoacl^
responds to classmates^ writing)
^ writes stories or essavs that show awareness of intended audience
D writes stories or essavs that convev an intended purpose (e^, to record ideas, to
describe, to explain)
^ writes e^positorv compositions (e.g., identifies and stavs on ^ne topic; develops tne
topic with simplefacts, details, examples, and ^planations; deludes extraneous and
inappropriate information)
^ writes narrative accounts (e.g., engages the reader ovestahlisningaconte^t and
otherwise developing reader interest; estaol^snesasituation, plot, point of view,
^et^in^, and ^onr^ict; crepes an or^ni^ational structure that balances and unifies all
narrative aspects ofthestorv; uses sensorv details and concrete language to develop
plot and character; usesarange of strategies such as dialogue and tension or suspense)
^ writes autobiographical compositions^., providesaconte^t within which tne
incident occurs, uses simple narrative strategies, and provides some insight into whv
this incident is memorahle)
^ writes expressive compositions (e.g., expresses ideas, reflections, and observations;
uses an individual, authentic voice; uses narrative strategies, relevant details, and ideas
that enahle the reader to imagine the world of the event or experience)
^ writes in response to literature(e.g,advances judgments; supports judgments with
references to the te^t, other worlds, other authors, nonprint media, and personal
knowledge)
D writes personal letters(e.g., includes the date, address, greeting, and closing; addresses
envelopes)
L^^^^^O^^^^^S^^l^^^^^
D

demonstrates competence in the stvlistic and rhetorical aspects of writing
L^5^rivacv,l(elementarv),pp.^,^,^^l()
^e^as:English^Lang^age^rtsand heading, pp.^, ^1,35 (Implied)
Board ofEducation, Commonwealth ofVirginia: Standards ofLeaming, p. 59 (Implied)
Internet ConnectionsDLanguage^rts
Level l^rimarv(Orades^.^)
^

^

L^ses general, freo^uentlv used words to convevoasic ideas

Level HBL^pperElementarv (grades ^^)^
^

L^ses^escriptive language that claries and enhances ideas(e^,descrioesfamiliar
people, places, or oo^ects)

7^
D

D

D

Usesparagraphforrn^wr^ting(e.g.,indentsmefirstwordofapa^g^aph,usestopic
^ntences,recogn^esaparagraphasagroupofsentencesahoutonemam idea, writes
several related paragraph
Usesavarietv of sentence structures

Uses grammatical and mechanical conventions in written compositions
^ew Standards: Elementarv School, pp^,^E,^l()
^C^E: Standards in ^ractice:^^,pp^^^E,i^()
^e^as: English Language ^rts and heading, pp.^, ^1,^5 (Implied)
Board ofEducation, Commonwealth ofVirginia: Standards ofLearning, p. 59
Internet ConnectionsDLanguage^rts
Level
^
^
D
^
^
^
^
^

^
D

(Implied)

l:^rimarv(^rades^^)
l^orms letters in print and spaces wordsand sentences
Uses complete sentences in written compositions
Uses declarative and^ interrogative sentences in written compositions
Uses nouns in written compositions(e.g,nouns for simple oo^ects,familvmemhers,
community ^vorl^ers, and categories)
Uses veros in written compositions (e.g.,verhsforavarietv of situations, action
words)
Uses adjectives in written composi^ions(e.g, uses descriptive words)
Uses adverhs in written compositions (i.e.,uses words that answer how,when,where,
and whv questions)
Uses conventions of spelling in written compositions (e.g., spells high freo^uencv,
commonlv misspelled words from appropriate grade^level list; usesadictionarv and
other resources to spell words; spells own first and last name)
Uses conventions of capitalization in written compositions (e.g., first and last names,
first word ofasentence)
Uses conventions of punctuation in written compositions(e.g., uses periods after
declarative sentences, uses questions mar^s after interrogative sentences, uses
commas inaseries of words)

Lev^^UpperElementarv(^des3^)
^ writes in cursive
^ Uses e^clamatorv and imperative ^mences in written compositions
D Uses pronouns in written compositions (e.g.,substitutes pronounsfor nouns)
^ Uses nouns in written compositions(e.g., uses plural and singular naming words; torms
regular and irregular plurals of nouns; uses common and proper nouns; uses nouns as
suo^ects)
^ Uses verhs in written compositions(e.g.,usesawide variety of action verhs, past and
present verh tenses, simple tenses, forms of regular verhs,verhs that agree with the
suh^ect)
D Uses adjectives in written compositions (e.g., indefinite, numerical, predicate
adjectives)
D Uses adverhs in written compositions (e.g., to ma^e comparisons)
D Uses coordinating conjunctions in bitten compositions(e.g.,lin^s ideas using
connecting words)
D Uses negatives in written compositions (e.g., avoids douhle negatives)

7^7

D

Us^sconventions of sp^llingin written compositions(e^, spells high frequency
commonlymissp^^^ordsfromappropriateg^ade-level list; t^s^sa^ctionary and
oth^resources to sp^ll words; uses initial consonantsuhstitution to spell related
^ords; uses vowel combinations for correct spelling)
^ Uses conventions of capitalisation in written compositions (^g^,^l^s of people;
propernouns Barnes oftowns, cities, counties, andstates; days ofthe week; months
of the year; names of streets; names of countries; holidays^; first word of direct
quotations; heading, salutation, and closing ofaletter)
^ Uses conventions of punctuation in written compositions (e^, uses periods after
imperative sentences and in initials, ahhreviations, and titles hefore names; uses
commas in dates and addresses and after greetings and closings inaletter; uses
apostrophes in contractions and possessive nouns; uses quotation marks around titles
and with direct quotations; usesacolonhetween hour and minutes)
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

D

fathers and uses information for research purposes
^C^E: Standards in practice: ^,pp^,^E,ix()
^CSS: Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, p 1^9 (Explicitly stated)
Board ofEducation, Commonwealth ofVirginia: Standards of^eaming,p^59 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections-Language ^rts
^
^evell: primary (C^rades^-^)
^ generates questions ahout topics of personal interest
^ Uses hooks to gather information for research topics (e^, uses tahle of contents,
examines pictures and charts)
l^eve^ 11: Upper Elementary (grades ^-5)
^ Usesavariety of strategies to identify topics to investigate(e^,hrainstorms, lists
questions, uses idea weos)
^ Uses encyclopedias to gather information for research topics
^ Uses dictionariesto gather information for research topics
D Uses key words, indexes, cross-references, and letters on volumes to find information
for research topics
D Uses multiple representations of information (e^g^, maps, charts, photos) to find
informationforresearchtopics
^ Uses graphic organisers to gather and record information for research topics (e^g^,
notes, charts, graphs)
^ Compiles information into written reports or summaries

D

^akes effective use ofhasic tools
^ec^^l:Benchmarks for Science 1^eracy,p^9^ (Implied)
Internet Connections-l^ife Skills
l^evell: primary (Orades^-^)
D

^

Useshammers, screwdrivers, clamp^^rulers, scissors, and hard lenses; operates
ordinary audio equipment

•
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Understands basic valid and invalid arguments (e.g., counter examples, irrelevant
approaches)

MATHEMATICS - STANDARD: 2
• Understands and applies basic and advanced properties of the concepts of numbers
. NCTM: Curriculum & Evaluation Standards for Mathematics, pp.38, 87, 91, 184
(Explicitly stated)
NAEP: Mathematics Assessment Framework, p. 20 (Explicitly stated)
New Standards: Elementary School, p. 60 (Explicitly stated)
New Standards: Middle School, p. 54 (Explicitly stated)
New Standards: High School, p. 50 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Mathematics
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Understands that numbers are symbols used to represent quantities or attributes of
real-world objects
• Counts whole numbers (i.e., both cardinal and ordinal numbers)
• Understands symbolic, concrete, and pictoriaf representations of numbers (e.g.,
written numerals, objects in sets, number lines)• Understands basic whole number relationships (e.g., 4 is less than 10, 30 is 3 tens)
• Understands the concept of a unit and its subdivision into equal parts (e.g., one object,
such as a candy bar, and its division into equal parts to be shared among four people)
Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
• Understands the relationships among fractions, decimals, mixed numbers, end whole
numbers
• Understands equivalent forms of basic percents, fractions, and decimals (e.g., « is
equivalent to 50% is equivalent to .5) and when one form of a number might be more
useful than another
• Understands the basic difference between odd and even numbers
• Understands the basic meaning of place value
Understands the relative magnitude of whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and mixed
numbers
• Uses models (e.g., number lines, two-dimensional and three-dimensional regions) to
identify, order, and compare numbers

7^
D

^^oasi^ and advanced procedures while performing theprocesses of computation
r^^^^urriculum^^valuation standards for mathematics, pp^,^,^^B^
(^plicitlv stated)
r^^^ mathematics assessment ^ramewor^,p^^plicitlv stated)
r^ew^tandards^lementarv school, p.^(^plicitlv stated)
r^ew^tandards^ middle school, p.^(^pli^itlv stated)
r^ew5tandards^igh school, p.^(^plicitlv stated)
internet ^onnectionsDl^athematics
^evel^Primarv(^radesK^)
^ ^dds and subtracts whole numbers
^ solves real^world problems involving addition and subtraction of whole numbers
^ understands common terms used with estimation (e.g.,"about,""near,""closer to,"
"between,""a little less than")
^ understands the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction
^.evel^^pper^lementarv (grades ^^)
^ ^dds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers and decimals
^ ^dds and subtracts simple fractions
^ses specific strategies (e.g., front^end estimation, rounding) to estimate
computations and to checl^ the reasonableness of computational results
^ Performs basic mental computations (e.g., addition and subtraction of whole numbers)
^ determines the effects of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division on si^e
and order ofnumbers
D understands the properties of and the relationships among addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division (e.g., reversing the order oftwo addends does not change
the sum^ division is the inverse of multiplication)
D solves real^world problems involving number operations (e.g., computations with
dollars and cents)
^ Knowsthe language ofbasic operations (e.g.,"factors,""products,""multiplication")
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D

Understandsandapplies basic andadvanced properties ofthe concepts ofmeasurement
^C^MCurriculum^Evaluation Standards for Mamematics, pp.36, 51,116 (Explicitly stated)
r^^E^^ Mathematics assessment Eramewor^,p.^(Explicitly stated)
^ew Standards^ Elementary School, p61 (Explicitly stated)
r^ew Standards^ Middle School, p. 55 (Explicitly stated)
r^ewStandards^igh School, p. 51 (Explicitly stated)
Internet ConnectionsDMathematics
^evell^rimary(OradesK^)
D Understands the basic measures length, width, height, weight, and temperature
^ Understands the concept of time and how it is measured
D Knows processesfor telling time, counting money,and measuring length, weight, and
temperature, using basic standard and non-standard units
^ Maxes quantitative estimates offamiliar linear dimensions,weights, and time
intervals and checks them against measurements
^evel 11^ Upper Elementary (grades 3^5)
^
D Understands the basi^m^asur^sp^rime^er,area^ volume, capacity,mass, angle, and
circumference
^ Selects and uses appropriate tools for given measurement situations (e.g., rulersfor
length, measuring cups for capacity,protractorsfor angle)
D Knows approximate si^eofbasic standard units (e.g., centimeters,feet, grams) and
relationships between them (e.g., between inches andfeet)
^ Understands relationships between measures(e.g., between length, perimeter, and
area)
D Understands that measurement is not exact (i.e., measurements may give slightly
different numbers when measured multiple times)
^ Uses specific strategies to estimate quantities and measurements (e.g., estimating the
whole by estimating the parts)
^ Selects and uses appropriate units of measurement, according to type and si^e of unit

D

Usesavarietyofbasic and advanced movement forms
^^Sr^E^ational Standards for physical Education, p.6(Explicitly stated)
MOOE^hysical Education Standards ^raft,pp^7(^mplied)
^^S^E^utcomesof^hysical Educations 7 (Explicitly stated)
Internet ConnectionsD^hysical Education
^ev^l^^imary(OradesK^)
^
D

^

Usesavarietyofbasiclocomotor movements (e.g., running, shipping, hopping,
galloning, sliding)
^^
Uses^ variety ofbasicnon^locom^torsxills (e.g., bending, twisting, stretching,
turning, lifting)
^^

77^
D

Usesavarietyofbasi^^^^ontrol skills (e.g., t^derhandand overhand throw,
catch, hand dribble,foo^ nibble, kick and striked
^ Uses simple combinations of fundamental movement skills (e.g., locomotor,non^
locomotor, object control, body control, and rhythmical skills^
^ Uses control in weight^bearing activities onavarietyofbody parts (e.g.,^umping and
landing using combinations of one and twofoot take-offs and landings^
D Uses control in balance activities onavarietyofbody parts (e.g., one foot, one hand
and onefoot, hands and knees, headstands^
^ Uses control in travel activities onavarietyofbody parts (e.g., travels in backward
direction and changes direction quickly and safely, withoutfalling; changes speeds and
directions in response to various rhythms; combines traveling patterns to musics
^ Uses smooth transitions between sequential motor skills (e.g., running intoa^ump^
^ Uses locomotor skills in rhythmical patterns (e.g., even, uneven,fast, and slow^

Uses movement concepts and principles in the development of motor skills
^^^^ national ^tandardsfor physical education, p.7(^plicitly stated^
^11^^ physical education standards l^ra^, p. 10(^mplied^
^^^^ Outcomes of^hysical education, p.7(^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^hysical education
^
^evell^rimary(Orades^^
^ Understandsavocabularyofbasic movement concepts(e.g., personal space, highBlow
levels,fast^slow speeds, lightBheavy weights, balance, twists
^ Understands terms that describeavariety of relationships with ob^ects(e.g.,
over^under, behind, alongside, through^
D Uses concepts of space awareness and movement control withavarietyofbasic skills
(e.g., running, hopping, skipping^ while interacting with others
^ Understandsthecritical elements ofavarietyofbasic movement patterns such as
throwing (e.g., the ready position, arm preparation, step with leg opposite the
throwing arm,followDthrough, accuracy of thrown
^ Uses feedback to improve performance (e.g., peer^coach reviews
D Understands the importance of practice in learning skills
^evelll^Upper elementary (grades ^^
^
^
D
^

Uses information fromavariety of internal and external sources to improve
performance (e.g., group projects, student journal, self^assessment, peer and coach
reviews
Understands principles of practice and conditioning that improve performance
Understands proper warm-up and cool^down techniques and reasonsfor using them
Uses basic offensive and defensive strategies in unstructured game environments (e.g.,
limited rules, modified equipment, small numbers of participants^

^
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Understands me benefits^^ostsassoci^ed with particip^i^tt in physical activity
^1^5^^ Outcomes of^hysical education, p^(^plicitly stated^
Internet connections-physical education
^evel primary (OradesK-^
^ Understands the health benefits of physical activity (e.g., good health, physical
endurances
^evel 11^ Upper elementary (Orades^-^
D Knows about opportunities for participation in physical activities both in and out of
school (e.g., recreational leagues, intramural sports, clubs^
^ chooses physical activities based onavariety of factors(e.g., personal interests and
capabilities, perceived social and physical benefits, challenge and en^oyment^
^ Knows factors that inhibit physical activity (e.g., substance abuses
^ Knows how to modify activities to be more health-enhanctng(e.g., walking instead of
riding, taking the stairs rather than the elevators
^ Understands detrimental effects of physical activity (e.g., muscle soreness, overuse
injuries, over-training, temporary tiredness, and discovering inability^
D Understands activities tha^provide personal challenge (e.g., rtsk-taking, adventure,
and competitive activities^
^

D

Understands how to monitor and maintainahealth-enhancing level of physical fitness
^^5^^ational standards for physical education, p. 10(^plicitly stated^
^OO^^hysical education standards Oraft,pp.^,^, 1^,1^ (Implied^
1^^^^^ Outcomes of^hysical education, p.7(^pli^tly stated^
Internet Oonnections-^hysical education
^evell^^rimary(OradesK^^
^ engages in basic activities that cause cardio respiratory exertion (e.g., running,
galloping, skipping, hopping^
^ Knows how to measure cardio respirators fitness(e.g.,listening to heartbeat,
counting pulse rate^
D Knows the physiological indicators (eg,perspiration, increased heart and breathing
rate^ that accompany moderate to vigorous physical activity
^ engages in activities that develop muscular strength and endurance (e.g., climbing,
hanging, taking weight On hands^
D engages in activities that require flexibility (e.g., stretching toward the toes whilein
the sit-and-reach position, moving each^oint through its full range of motions
^ Knows how body composition influences physical fitness levels(e.g., proportion of
lean body mass to fat body mass^
^ Knows similarities and differences inbodyheight,weight, and shape
l^evelll^Upper elementary (Orades^-^
^
^

engages in activities that develop^^nd maintain cardio respiratory endurance(e.g.,
timed^or distance walkBrunando^r endurance activities ataspecified heart rate^
engages in activities that develop and maintain muscular strength (e.g., push-ups,
pull-ups, curl-ups, isometric strength activities, ^umprope^
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•
•
•
•
•
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Engages in activities that develop and maintain flexibility of the major joints (e.g., sit
and reach, trunk twists, and arm-shoulder stretches)
Knows the effects of physical activity and nutrition on body composition
Knows how to monitor intensity of exercise (e.g., heart rate, breathing rate,
perceived exertion, and recovery rate)
Meets health-related fitness standards for appropriate level of a standardized physical
fitness test (e.g., aerobic capacity, body composition, muscle strength, endurance, and
flexibility)
Knows the characteristics of a healthy lifestyle (e.g., daily health-enhancing physical
activity, proper nutrition)
Uses information from fitness assessments to improve selected fitness components
(e.g., cardio respiratory endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, and
body composition)
Participates in moderate to vigorous physical activity in a variety of settings (e.g.,
gymnastics clubs, community sponsored youth sports)

SCIENCE - STANDARD: 1
• Understands basic features of the Earth
Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy, p. 66 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Science .'
. ;
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)

•
•
•

"

Knows that Earth materials consist of solid rocks, soils, liquid water, and the gases of
the atmosphere
Knows that water can be a liquid or a solid and can be made to change from one form
to the other, but the amount of water stays the same
Knows that short-term weather conditions (e.g., temperature, rain, snow) can change
daily, and weather patterns change over the seasons

Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
• Knows that water can change from one state to another (solid, liquid, gas) through
various processes (e.g., freezing, condensation, precipitation, evaporation)
• Knows the major differences between fresh and ocean waters
• Knows that clouds and fog are made of tiny droplets of water
• Knows that air is a substance that surrounds us, takes up space, and moves around us
as wind
• Knows that night and day are caused by the Earth's rotation on its axis
• Knows that the Sun provides the light and heat necessary to maintain the
temperature of the Earth
SCIENCE - STANDARD: 2
• Understands basic Earth processes
Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy, p. 71 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Science
Level 1: Primary (Grades K-2)
'S>
• Knows that rocks come in many different shapes and sizes (e.g., boulders, pebbles,
sand)

77^
^evelll^Upp^r Elemental ^^^
^ Knowsthatsmallerroc^comeh^omthebreaka^^^^^^gofbedrockand
D
^
^

^

^^^^

D

larger rocks
Knows that rock is composed of different combinations of minerals
Knows the composition and prop^i^sofsoils^^omponentsofsoil such as
weathered rocl4 living organisms^ products ofpl^nts and animals; properties of soil
such as colors te^ture^ capacity to retain waters ability to support plant growths
Knows how features on me Earm's surface are constantly changed byacombination
of slow and rapid processes ^g^ weatherings erosions and deposition of sediment
caused bywaves^wind^ waters and ice;sudden changes in the landscape caused by
landslides^ volcanic eruptions^ and earthquakes^
Knows that fossils provide evidence about the plants and animals that lived long ago
and the nature of the environment at that time
^^^^^^^^

Understands essential ideas about the composition and structure of the universe and the
Earths place in it
Project ^^1^8enchmarks for science ^iteracy^p^l^plicitly stated^
Internet connections science
l^evell^rimary^OradesK^
^ Knows that the stars are innumerable^ unevenlydispersed^ and of unequal brightness
^ Knows basic patterns of the ^un and ^oon^e^ the ^un appears every day^and the
^loon appears sometimes at night and sometimes during the day; the ^un and ^oon
appear to move from east to west across the sky; the ^loon appears to change shape
over the course ofamonth^
^evel 11^ Upper Elementary grades ^^^
D Knows that the Earth is one of several planets that orbit the ^un^ and the ^oon
orbits around the Earth
^ Knows that the patterns of stars in the sky stay the same^ although they appear to
slowly move from east to west across the sky nightly^and different stars can be seen
in different seasons
^ Knows that planets look like stars^ but over time they appear to wander among the
constellations
D Knows that telescopes magnify distant objects in the sky ^e^g^ the l^oon^ planets^
and dramatically increase the number of stars we can see
D Knows that astronomical objects in space are massive inside and are separated from
one another by vast distances^eg^ many stars are more massive than our ^un but so
distantthey look like points of lights

^

Knows about the diversity and unity that characterise life
^ect ^^1^8enchmarks for science ^iteracy^p^lOl^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^cience
^evell^rima^y^OradesK^
^

^

Knows that plants and animals have features that help them live in different
environments
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^evel^^pper^lementa^y(Orades^
D Knowsdifferentwaysinwhichlivingthingscanbeg^ouped(e.g.,plantsBanimals;
pets^nonpets; edible plants^nonedible plants^ and pt^tposes of different groupings
D Knows that plants and animals progress through life cycles ofbirth, growth and
development, reproduction, and death; the details ofthese life cycles are different for
different organisms
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

D

Knows the characteristics and uses of computer hardware and operating systems
^8^^ational5tandardsfor business education, p.^(lmplied^
^orth Carolina computer standards, p. 1^ (Implied^
^e^as^echnology application standards, p.^(^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnectionsD^echnology
^evell^rimary(OradesK^
^ Identifies basic computer hardware (e.g., keyboard and mouse, printer, monitor,
output, hard and floppy disk, case for the cpu ^central processing unit^
D Powers^up computer, monitor, and startsacomputer program (e.g., checks that
printer is switched on and on-line; reboots the computer when necessary^
^ Knows the alphanumeric keys and special key^s(e.g., function keys, escape key,space
bar,deleteBbackspace,retumBenter^
^ Knows proper finger placement on the home row keys
^ handles diskettes and other computer equipment with care
l^evel 11^ Upper elementary (^rades^D^
^ Knows the basic functions ofhardware(e.g., keyboard and mouse provide input;
printer and monitor provide output; hard and floppydisk provide storage; the cpu
processesinformation^
D Use proper fingering for all keys, beginning from the home row,maintaining proper
posture while using the keyboard
^ Knows potential hazards to computer media(e.g.,the damage caused to floppies by
magnetic fields, dirt, and dust; caused to computers by excessive hea4 smoke, and
moistures
D Knows^basicfacts about networked computers (e.g., computers can connect to each
other via modem and telephone line, or through local network systems, or internet
andintranet^

^

Knows the characteristics and uses of computer software programs
^8^^ national standards for business education, p.^(^mplied^
International baccalaureates Informational^echnology, p. 1^ (Implied^
^orth Carolina computer standards, p. 1^ (Implied^
^e^as^fechnology^pplication standards, p.^(^plicitly stated^
Intemet^onnections^^echnology
^evel primary (^radesKD^
D
^

^

^yp^s onacomputer keyboard, u^g correct hand and body positions
Know^ basic distinctions among computer software programs, ^uch as word
processors, special purpose programs, and games

Uses menu options and commands

77^

Level 1L Upper elementary (Orades^)
^ Usesawordprocessorto edit, copy, tnove, save, and print text with some formatting
(e.g., centering Imes, using tabs, forming paragraphs)
D l^al^es backup copies ofstored data, such as text, ^^tns, and databases
^ ^frouble^shoots simple problems in software (e.g., ^boots, uses help systems)
^ Knows the commonfeatures and uses of data bases(e.g., data bases contain records of
similar data, which is sorted or organi^edfor ease of use^ data bases are used in both
printform, such as telephone bool^s, and electronicform, such as computerised card
catalogs)
D Uses data base software to add, edit, and delete records, and to find information
through simple sort or search techniques
^ Knows howformats differ among software applications(e.g., word processing files,
database files) and hardware platforms(e.g.,^acintosh,^indows)

D

Understands the relationships among science, technology, society,and the individual
^roiect^^L^enchmarl^sfor science Literacy, p.^(^xplicitly stated)
l^^^echnology for ^11 Americans, p^ (explicitly stated)
Internet ^onnections^^e^h^ology
LevelL^rimary(OradesK^)
^ Knows ways that technology is used at home and school(e.g., paging systems,
telephones,^^s)
^ Knows that new tools and ways ofdoing things affect all aspects oflife, and may
have positive or negative effects on other people
D Understands that when an individual creates something onacomputer, the created
worl^ is that personsproperty,attd only that person has the right to change it
Level 1L Upper elementary (grades ^)
D
^
D
^

Knows that technologies ofterD have costs as well as benefits and can have an
enormous effect on people and other living things
Knowsareasin^which technology has improved human lives (e.g., transportation,
communications nutrition, samtatior^, health care,entertainment)
Knows that new inventions of^en lead to other new inventions and ways of doing
things
Understands the concept of software piracy (i.e., illegally copying software), and that
piracy isaviolation of copyright laws

TECHNOLOGY - STANDARD: 4
• Understands the nature of technological design
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Project 2061: Benchmarks for Science Literacy, p. 48 (Explicitly stated)
ITEA: Technology for All Americans, p. 18 (Explicitly stated)
. Internet Connections - Technology
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Knows that objects occur in nature; but people can also design and make objects (e.g.,
to solve a problem, to improve the quality of life)
• Knows that tools can be used to observe, measure, make things, and do things better
or more easily
• Knows that people are always inventing new ways to solve problems and get work
done (e.g., computer is a machine that helps people work and play)
Level
•
•
•

II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)
Categorizes items into groups of natural objects and designed objects
Identifies a simple problem that can be solved using technology
Knows constraints that must be considered when designing a solution to a problem
(e.g., cost, materials, time; space, safety, scientific laws, engineering principles,
construction techniques, appearance, environmental impact, what will happen if the
solution fails)
• Implements proposed solutions using appropriate tools, techniques, and quantitative
measurements
• Evaluates a product or design (e.g., considers how well the product or design met the
challenge to solve a problem; considers the ability of the product or design to meet
constraints), and makes modifications based on results
• Knows that people have invented and used tools throughout history to solve
problems and improve ways of doing things

THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 1
" Understands and applies the basic principles of presenting an argument
CCE: National Standards for Civics and Government, p. 93 (Implied)
GESP: National Geography Standards, p. 55 (Explicitly stated)
JHESC: National Health Education Standards, p. 23 (Implied)
NRC: National Science Education Standards, p. 176 (Implied)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, p. 64 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level 1: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Understands that people are more likely to believe a person's ideas if that person can
give good reasons for them
• Provides coherent (though not necessarily valid or convincing) answers when asked
why one believes something to be true or how one knows something
• Asks "how do you know" in appropriate situations
Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-5)^"
• Uses facts from books, articles, and databases to support an argument
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•

Identifies basic informal fallacies, including appeals to authority, the use of
statements such as "everybody knows," and vague references such as ' leading doctors
say"
• Understands that reasoning can be distorted by strong feelings
• Analyzes arguments to determine if they are supported by facts from books, articles,
and databases
• Raises questions about arguments that are based on the assertion that "everybody
knows" or "I just know"
• Seeks reasons for believing things other than the assertion that "everybody agrees"
• Recognizes when a comparison is not fair because important characteristics are not
the same
THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 2
• Understands and applies basic principles of logic and reasoning
SCANS: Report for America 2000, p. xviii (Implied)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, p. 64 (Implied)
THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 3
• Effectively uses mental processes that are based on identifying similarities and differences
(compares, contrasts, classifies)
CCE: National Standards for Civics and Government, p. 16 (Explicitly stated)
ACTFL: Standards for Foreign Language Learning, pp.54, 56 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: National Standards for History: Basic Edition, p. 77 (Implied)
NRC: National Science Education Standards, p. 135 (Implied)
NASPE: National Standards for Physical Education, p. 48 (Explicitly stated)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, pp.90, 202 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Classifies objects by size, color, or other significant characteristics
• Identifies the similarities and differences between persons, places, things, and events
using-concrete criteria
• Describes and compares things in terms of number, shape, texture, size, weight, color,
motion, sound,- and behavior
THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 4
• Understands and applies basic principles of hypothesis testing and scientific inquiry
NRC: National Science Education Standards, p. 121 (Explicitly stated)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, p. 64 (ImpUed).
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• AsksJlhow do you know" in appropriate situations and attempts to provide
reasonable answers when others aslc the same question
• Understands that changing one thing sometimes causes changes in something else and
that changing the same thing in the same way usually has the same result

7^
^evel^^^^^mentary(^^^^)
^ Keepsanoteboo^^^^^^es observations made

^

D
^
D
^
D

attempts to verify^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
f^^mg^ishes between ^tu^lobservationsand ideas or conclusions about whatwas
observed
Ivlal^es records of observations regarding timeand place to formulate hypotheses
Keeps systematic records of temperature, precipitation, cloud cover, and other
weather information to formulate hypotheses
^ecogni^es simple patterns in the surrounding events and objects

l^evel Hipper Elementary (grades ^)
^ understands that one way to malce sense ofsomething is to thin^ how it is li^e
something morefamiliar
D l^ecogni^es when comparisons might not befair because some characteristics are not
the same
^ Compares people in terms of important ethnic, religious, and cultural characteristics
^ ^al^escomparisonsberween countries in terms of relatively concrete characteristics
(e.g., si^e, population, products,) and abstract characteristics (e.g. the arts)
^ Health
D ^tandard^l
^
^
D Knows the availability and effectiveuseofhea^th services, products, and information
^ Joint Health Committee on Health EducationTerminology, p. 106 (Explicitly
stated)
D Internet Connections^Health
^evell^rimary(OradesK^)
^ Knows community health service providers and their roles(e.g., paramedics, dentists,
nurses, physicians, sanitarians, dietitians)
^.eve^ Hipper Elementary (grades ^^)
^
^
D

^

Knows general characteristics of valid health information and health^promoting
products ^ndservices(e.g.,provided by qualified healthcare wor^ers^ supported by
research)
Knows various community agencies that provide health services to individuals and
families (e.g., HlvlC^s, public health clinics, mental health clinics, substance abuse
treatment centers)
Knowsavariety of consumer influences and how those influences affect decisions
regarding health resources, products, and services(e.g., media, information f^om
school andfamily, peer pressure)

Knows the availability and effective use ofhealth services, products, and information
Joint Health Committee on Health EducationTerminology,p.l06 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Health
^evell^rimary(OradesK^)
D

^

Knows community health service^oviders and their roles(e.g., paramedics, dentists,
nurses, physicians, sanitarians, dietitians)

7^
^evel^^PP^ Elementary (Orades^)
^ Knows general ch^ra^^^^ of valid health information and health^promoting
productsandservices(eg,providedhy^ualifiedhealthcarewor^ers^ supported oy
research)
D Knows various community agencies that provide h^l^h services to individuals and
families (e^,H^^P^hlic health clinics, mental health clinics, suhstanceahuse
treatment centers)
D Knowsavariety of consumer influences and how those influences affect decisions
regardinghealthresources,products,andservices(c^,media, information from
school andfamily, peer pressure)

D

Knows environmental and extemalfactors that affect individual and community health
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p^ 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Health
^evel primary (C^radesK^)
^ Knows sources and causes of pollution (e^g^, air, ground, noise,water,food) in the
community
^evel Hipper Elementary (Crades^^)
D Knows how the physical environment can impact personal health (e^g^, the effects of
exposure to pollutants)
^ Knows how individuals, communities, and states cooperate to control environmental
problems and maintainahealthyenvi^onment
^ Knows how personal health can he influenced hysociety(e^, culture) and science
(e^g^, technology)

D

understands the relationship of family health to individual health
Joint Health Committee o^ Health EducationTerminology,p^l06 (Explicitly stated)
IntemetConnections^Health
l^evell^ Primary (CradesK^)
D
^

Knows the rolesof parents and the extended family in supportingastrong family and
promoting the health of children ^eg, the limits parentssetfor children, the values
or religious heliefs taught, hehaviors and values modeled)
Knows effective strategies to cope with change that may occur infamilies(e^,
pregnancy, hirth, marriage, divorce, relocation, unemployment)

^evel Hipper Elementary (Crades^)
^
^
^

Knows how the family influences personal health (e^, physical, psychological,
social)
Knows characteristics needed to hearesponsihle friend andfamily memher(e^,
participating infamilv activities, assuming more responsihilityfor household tas^s)
Knows how health^relatedprohlen^ impact the wholefamily

7^
D

Knows how to maintain mental and emotional health
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet ConnectionsDHealth
^cvell^rimary(OradesK^)
^ Identifiesandsharesfeelings in appropriate ways
^cvel
D
^
^
^
D
^
D

D

11^ Upper Elementary (Orades 3^)
Knows the relationships between physical health and mental health
Knows common sources of stressfor children and ways to manage stress
Knows how mood changes and strongfeelings affect thoughts and behavior, and how
they can be managed successfully
Knows behaviors that communicate care, consideration, and respect of self and others
(including those with disabilities or handicapping conditions)
Understands how one responds to the behavior of others and how one's behavior may
evolve responses in others
Knows strategiesfor resisting negative peer pressure
Knows how attentive listening skills can be used to build and maintain healthy
relationships
B
^

Understands and l^nows how to analyse chronological relationships and patterns
^CH^^8asic Edition, pp^ 6^61 (Explicitly stated)
^CH5^U^History,Expanded Edition, p^l^(Explicitly stated)
^CH^^^orld History, expanded edition, p^l^ (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^History
^evel primary (OradesKD^)
D Knows how to identify the beginning, middle, and end ofhistor^cal stories, myths, and
narratives
^ Knows how to develop picture time lines of their own lives or theirfamily's history
D distinguishes among broad categories ofhistoricaltime(e^, long, long ago^ long ago^
yesterdays todays tomorrow)
D Understands calendar time in days,wee^s, and months
^ Knowshowtoidentify change and continuity in his or her own life
l^ev^l 11^ Upper Elementary (grades 3^)
^ Understands calendar time in years, decades, and centuries
^ Knows how to construct time lines in significant historical developments that mar^
at evenly spaced intervals the years, decades, and centuries
D Knows how to interpret data presented in time lines (e^, identify the time at which
events occurred^ the sequence in^whichevents developed^ what else was occurring at
the time)
D Knows how to identify pattems^ofchange and continuity in the history of the
community,state, and nation, an^^ the lives of people of various cultures from
times long ago until today
^
^ distinguishes between past, present, and future time

782
Understands the broadly defined eras of state and local historical events 1st
HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING - STANDARD: 2
• Understands the historical perspective
NCHS: Basic Edition, pp. 60-61 (Implied) NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, pp. 18-19
(Implied)
Gagnon: Historical Literacy, p. 25 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, pp. 18-19 (Implied)
Internet Connections - History
Level
•
•
•
•
•
•

II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
Knows how to view the past in terms of the norms and values of the time 2nd
Understands that specific individuals had a great impact on history
Understands that specific ideas had an impact on history
Understands that "chance events" had an impact on history
Understands that specific decisions and events had an impact on history
Evaluates historical fiction according to the accuracy of its content and the author's
interpretation
• Predicts how events might have turned out differently in one's local community if
specific individuals or grojips had chosen different courses of action 1"

HISTORY - STANDARD: 1
-» Understands family life now and in the past, and family life in various places long ago
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 26 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: K-4 History, expanded edition, p. 32 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level I: Primary (Grades K-2)
• Knows a family history through two generations (e.g., various family members and
their connections)
• Understands family life today and how it compares with family life in the recent past
and family life long ago (e.g., roles, jobs, schooling experiences)
• Knows the cultural similarities and differences in clothes, homes, food,
communication, technology, and cultural traditions between families now and in the
past
*
• Understands family life in a community of the past and life in a community of the
present (e.g., roles, jobs, communication, technology, style of homes,
transportation, schools, religious observances, cultural traditions)
• Understands personal family or cultural heritage through stories, songs, and
celebrations
• Knows ways in which people share family beliefs and values (e.g., oral traditions,
literature, songs, art, religion, community celebrations, mementos, food, language)
Level II: Upper Elementary (Grades 3-4)
• Knows the ways that families long.ago expressed and transmitted their beliefs and
values through oral tradition, litejature, songs, art, religion, community celebrations,
mementos, food, and language (e^ celebration of national holidays, religious
observances, and ethnic and national traditions; visual arts and crafts; hymns,
proverbs, and songs)

7^
D

^

Understandsthedreamsand ideals that people from various groups have sought, some
ofmeprohlems they encountered in reali^ingtheirdrearns, and the sources of their
^trengthanddeterminationthat^amiliesdrewuponandshared(e.g.,famihesamvmg
^ogetherinAmericaandlivingtogetherinruralorurhan settings, traditions hrought
from their cultural past^
Understandsdaily life ofafarm family from long ago (e.g., worl^, clothing, tools,
food andfood production in the early 1^00^

^^^^^^

D

^^^^^^

Understands the history ofalocal community and how communities in North America varied
long ago
N^5^8asic edition, p. ^7 (^plicitly stated^
^^^^^istory, expanded edition, p.3^(^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^istory
^evell^rimary(Orades^^
^ Understands changes in community life over time(e.g.,changesingoods and services^
changes in architecture and landscapes change in ^ohs, schooling, transportation,
communication, religion, recreations
^ Understands the contributions and significanceofhistorical figures of the community
D Understands the daily lifeand values ofearl^awaiian or Native American cultures
D Understands the dai^yliieofa^olo^ialoon^^^ity (e.g., ^l^nouth,v^illian^s^urg,^
Augustine, ^an Antonio, ^ost^incennes^
D Understands life inapioneerfarmingcommunity(e.g.,the ^ld Northwest, the
prairies, the southwest, eastern Canada, the ^ar^est^
l^e^el 11^ Upper elementary (Orades 3^
^ l^nows of problems in the community^ past, the different perspectives of those
involved, the choices people had, and the solutions they chose
^ l^nows geographical settings, economic activities, food, clothing, homes, crafrs, and
rituals ofNative American societies long ago(e.g.,lroo^uois,^iou^,^opi,Ne^^erce,
lnuit,^herol^
^ Understands the historical development and daily life ofacolonialcommunity(e.g.,
^lymouth,v^illiamshurg,5t Augustine, ^an Antonio, ^ost^incennes^
^ Understands the challenges and difficulties encountered oy people in pioneerfarming
communities (e^g., the ^ld Northwest, the prairies, the southwest, eastern Canada,
the^arv^est^
^ Understands how geographical features contributed to the establishment and growth
of communities such as mining towns (e.g., ^acramento^and trading settlements (e.g.,
New (^rleans,^incennes, Astoria^
^ Understands daily life in ethnically diverse urhan communities long ago(e.g.,afree
African American community in Philadelphia, an Italian community in New^orl^a
Chinese community in ^an^rancisco^
^ l^nows the history of the local community since itsfounding, the people who came,
the changes they hrought, and significant events over time
D Understands changes in land use and economic activities in the local community since
its founding (e.g., changes in tec^logv,the workpeople did, transportation, local
resources^
^^

7^
D

Understandsmepeople, events, ^oblems,and ideas matweresi^gnificant in creatingthe
history ot^ their state
r^0^5^8asic edition, p^^^xp^icitlv stated^
r^O^^-^r^istorv, expanded edition, p^^^Explicitlv stated^
Internet ^onnections-^istorv
l^evell^Primarv^rades^-^
^ Understands through legends, mvths, and archaeological evidence the origins and
culture of earlv native Americans or ^awaiians who lived in the stateor region
^ l^nowswavs in which earlv explorers and settlers adapted to, used, and changed the
environment of^ the state or region
D Understands the reasons different groups came to the state or region
D Understands me difierent lives, plans, and dreams ofthe various racial and ethnic
groups who lived in the state l^-^O^vears ago
D Understands how svmbols, slogans, and mottoes represent the state
^ ^nows important buildings, statues, and monuments in the staters historv
l^evel 11^ Upper ^lementarv grades ^-^
D Understands differences between the lives of^lative Americans or ^awaiianstodav
and their lives l^vears ago
^ Understands geographic, economic, and r^li^l^ reasons that brought the first
explorers and settlers to the state or region,whothev were, and where thev settled
^ Understands the interactions that occurred between the native Americans or
hawaiians and the first European, African, and Asian-Pacific explorers and settlers in
the state or region
D l^nows about the first inhabitants who lived in the state or egion, each successive
group of^ arrivals and their countries ^or origins and significant changes that
developed asaresult of^eachgroup^sarrival
^ Understands the reasons recent immigrants came to the state or region,what their
lives were lil^e, and their experiences of^ adjustment ^e^g^, problems and opportunities
experienced in housing, the workplace, and the community
^ Understands patterns and changes in population overaperiodof^ time inacitv or
town in the state or region
^ l^npwsthe chronological order of^ma^or historical events that are part of^ the states^
historv,theirsignificance and the impact on people then and now, and their
relationship to the historvof^ the nation
^ Understands ma^or historical events and developments in the state or region that
involved interaction among various groups
D Understands the influence of^geographv on the historvof^ the state or region, and
issuesand approaches to problems^eg, land use, environmental problems^
^ Understands how the ideas of^ significant people affected the historvof^ the state
D Understands the unique historical conditions that influenced the formation of^ the
state anyhow statehood was granted ^
D l^nows the origin of^the names of^places, rivers, cities, and counties, and l^nows the
various cultural influences withinaparticular region

7^5
^

Understandshowdemocraticvaluescametobe,andhowtheyhavebeenexemplifiedby
people, events, and symbols
^H5^8asic edition, p^^^plicitly stated^
^H5^^rlistory, expanded edition,p^^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^History
^evel^Frimary^Orades^^
^ ^nows the English colonists who became revolutionary leaders andfought for
independence from England ^e^, Oeorge Washington, Thomas Jefferson, 8en^amm
Franklins
D Understands how individuals have worked to achieve the liberties and equality
promised in the principles ofAmerican democracy and to improve the lives of
people from many groups^e^, l^osaFarks, martin ^^er^ing,^; mourner
Truth; ^esar^have^
D Understands ways in which such fundamental values asfaimess, protection of
individual rights, and responsibilityfor the common good have been applied by
different groups of people^e^, students and personnel in the local schools
D l^nows how different groups ofpeople in the community have taken responsibility
for the common good ^e^, the police department, the fire department, senior
citizen home, soup kitchens
^
D Understands how ^m^^an^figures^ea^ted to ^ei^ times and why they w^^
significant to the history of our demo^ra^y^g^, ^eorge^ashington;Thomas
Jefferson; Abraham Lincoln; mourner Truth; ^usan^^ Anthony; ^arylvlo^eod
8ethune; Eleanor Roosevelt; martin Luther ^ing,^
^ Understands the w^y^mwhich people inav^riety of fields have advanced the cause
ofhuman rights, e^uality,and the common good ^e^, Frederick Douglass, ^lara
barton, F^li^abeth81ackwell,^kie Robinson, l^osa Parks, ^onas^alk,^esar^have^
D Understands the reasons that Americans celebrate certain national holidays ^g^,
martin Luther l^ing,^r^ay; the Fourth of ^luly; memorial Oay^
D l^nows the history of American symbols^e^, the eagle, the liberty 8ell, George
v^^shington as the ^father of our countryB^the national flag^
^ l^nows why important buildings, statues, and monuments ^g^,the^^hite House,
l^in^oln memorial, statue of ^iberty,Fllis Island, Angel Island, l^t^ushmore,
veterans^ memorials^ are associated wi^n state and national history
^ Understands how people have helped newcomers get settled and learn the ways of the
new country ^e^,family members, fraternal organisations, houses of worships
l^e^el 11^ Upper elementary ^^ades 3^
^
^

^

Understands the basic ideas set forth in the declaration of^ndependence and the U^
constitution, and the figures responsible for these documents
Understands the basic principles of American democracy; right to life, liberty,and the
pursuit of happiness; responsibility for the common good; equality of opportunity
and eo^ual of the law; freedom of speech and religion; majority rule with protection
for rights; and limitations on ^ovemment,with power held by the people and
delegated by them to those officials whom they elected to office
Understands how people over the^last ^00 years have continued to struggle to bring
to all^groups in American societ^e liberties and equality promised in the basic
principles of American democracies, ^oioumerTruth;HarrietTubman; Frederick

7^
^

^
^

^

^
^
D
^
D

D

D

Douglass;^.^.8.Du8ois;8oo^r^.^^hington;^^ 8. ^thony; Martin Luther
King,Jr.;^osaP8rl^s;OesarOhave^
Understands the accomplishments of ordinary people in historical situations and how
each struggledfor individual rights orforthe common good (e.^,J^m^s^rm^stead,
^yhilLudington,^man8eman,LydiaDarragh,8etty^ane^
Understands how people in the local community have displayed courage in helping
the common good (e.g., volunteering in unique situations including earthquakes,
floods, and fires^
Understands historical figures who relieved in the fundamental democratic values
(e.g., justice, truth, equality, the rights ofthe individual, responsibility for the
common good,votingrights^and the significance of these people hoth in their
historical content and today
Understands how historical figures in theU.^. and in otherpa^ts of the world have
advanced the rights of individuals and promoted the common good, and the character
traits that made them successful (e.g., persistence, prohlem solving, moral
responsibility, respect for others^
Understands the historical events and democratic values commemorated hyma^or
national holidays (e.g., Margin Luther King, Jr. Day; President's Day; Memorial Day;
the fourth ofJuly;Laoor Day; veteran's Day; ^haru^sgiving^
Knows the history of events and the historic figures responsiolefor such historical
documents as the Mayflower compact, the Declaration of independence, the U.^.
constitution, the ^ill of Plights, and the emancipation Proclamations
Knows the Pledge of allegiance and patriotic songs, poems, and sayings that were
written long ago, and understands their significance
Understands how songs, symhols, and slogans demonstrate freedom of expression and
the role of protest inademocracy (e.g., the 8oston^ea Party, the aholition of
slavery,women's suffrage, laoor movements, the civil rights movements
Understands why^mericans and those who lead them (e.g.,^eorge Washington,
8en^aminPran^lin, and Thomas Jefferson^went to war to win independence from
England Understands how ordinary people have worked to contribute money and
ideas to create or enhance our national symhols (e.g., Prench school children who
raised money for the statue of Liherty,Leelaccoca'swor^ to restore ^llis Islands
Understands how people have helped ma^e the communityaoetter place to live(e.g.,
wording to preserve the environment, helping the homeless, restoring houses in low^
income areas^

Understands the causes and nature of movements oflarge groups ofpeople into and within
the United states, now and long ago
^^^5^ 8asic edition, p.^(^plicitly stated^
^^^^^r^istory, expanded edition, p.^(^plicitly stated^
Inteme^onnectionsD^istory
Levell^Primary(^radesK^
^

Understands what life was li^eforchildrenandfamilies^on the trail'when they
moved from one part oftheU.^. to another

Level 11^ Up^er elementary (grades ^^
D

Knows the various movements (westward, northward, and eastwards oflarge groups of
people in the history of the U.^.

7^
D

Knowsabouttheforcedrelocation^r^ative^meri^^^dhow their lives, rights,
and territories were affected by ^^opean colonization^^ expansion of the U.5^
^e^. Spanish colonization ofthe southwest. Tecumseh's resistance to ^nd^an
removal, the Cherokee Trail ofTears. Black Hawk's War. the movement of the r^ez
^erce^
^ Understands the experience ofimmigrants groups ^e^. where they came from, why
they lefr. travel experiences, ports of entry and immigration screening, the
opportunities and obstacles they encountered when they arrived^ changes that
occurred when they moved to the United ^tates^
^ Knows the reasons why various groups ^g.. freed African Americans, ^e^ican and
Puerto ^ican migrant workers. ^ustBowlfarmfamilies^ migrated to different parts
oftheU^
^ Understands the experiences of those who moved fromfarm to city during the
periods when cities gre^

^

Understands thefolklore and other cultural contributions from various regions of the United
states and how they helped toformanational heritage
^CH5^ Basic edition, p^^^plicitly stated^
^CH^^K^ History, expanded edition. p^7^plicitly stated^
Internet Connections^History
^
^evell^rimary^OradesK^
D Knows regionalfolk heroes, stories, or songs that have contributed to the
development ofthe cultural history of the U^^e^. ^ecos Bill. Brer babbit, ^aul
Bunyan.f^avey Crockett. ^ohnHenry.^oelv^agarac^
D Knows the differences between toys and games children played long ago and the toys
and games of today
l^evel 11^ Upper^lementary grades ^^^
^

^
D

Understands how regional folk heroes and other popular figures have contributed to
the cultural history of the U^^eDgD. frontiersmen such as Daniel Boone. cowboys,
mountain men such as ^ledediah^mith. American Indian Chiefs including C^eronimo.
and outlaws such as Billy the Kid^
Understands how stories, legends, songs, ballads, games, and tall tales describe the
environment, lifestyles, beliefs, and struggles ofpeople in various regions of the
country
Understands how arts, crafts, music, and language of people fromavariety of regions
long ago influenced the nation

7^
D

understands selected attributesand historical de^elopm^tsofsocietiesit^ Africa, the
Americas, Asia, and Europe
^CH5^ Basic Edition, p^^^plicitly stated^
^CH5^K^History,e^panded edition, p^O^plicitly stated^
Internet Connections^History
^e^ell^Primary grades K^
^ understands the main ideas tound in folktales, stories ofgreat heroism, tables,
legends, and myths from around the world that reflect the beliefs and ways ofli^ing
of various cultures in times past
^ Knows the holidays and ceremonies of different societies ^e^, Christmas
celebrations in Scandinavia, Cermany, or England; Cincode Mayo; the Chinese ^ew
^ear;the Japanese tea ceremony; hardest and spring ^esti^als^
^ understands the daily life, history,and beliefs ofacountry as reflected in dance,
music, or the other art forms^such as paintings, sculptures, and masks^
^ Knows thejoumeysofMarco Polo and Christopher Columbus, the routes they took,
and what happened asaresult of their travels
l^e^el Hipper Elementary grades ^^
^ understands how historians leam about the past ifthere are no written records
^ Knows the ejects ^eo^raphyha^ had on the d^frerent aspects of societies ^e^, the
development of urban centers, food, clothing, industry, agriculture, shelter, traded
^ understands various aspects offamily life, structures, and roles in different cultures
andinmanyeras^eg, medie^alfamilies,matrilineal families in Africa, extended
families in Chinas
^ Knows about life in urban areas and communities of^arious cultures ofthe world at
various times in their history ^e^, ^ome,^enochtitln,^imbuktu,amedie^al
European city^
^ Knows significant historical achievements of^arious cultures of the world ^e^, the
Hanging CardensofBabylon,the^aj Mahal in India, pyramids in Egypt, temples in
ancient Creece, bridges and aqueducts in ancient l^ome^
^ Knows about the migrations of large groups in the past and recently ^e^,^lati^e
American ancestors across the Bering land bridge; the Bantu migrations in Africa; the
movement of Europeans and Africans to theWestem Hemisphere; the exodus of
Vietnamese boat people, Haitians, and Cubans^
^ Knows about^Europear^ explorers of the^th and l^th centuries, their reasonsfor
exploring, the information gained from their journeys, and what happened asaresult
of their tra^els^e^, Christopher Columbus, Marco Polo, Eric the ^ed,^heng He
Ferdinand Magellan,^ascodeCama,^ac^uesCartier^
^ Knows about the various crops, foods, and animals that were transported from the
Western Hemisphere and from the Eastern Hemisphere asaresult of the "Columbian
E^change^^e^, tomato, com, cassava, potato; horse, cattle, sugarcane^
^ understands me different perspec^tiyes^and major arguments surrounding the
Columbian encounter

7^
^

Understandsmajordiscoveriesinscienceandtechnology^omeoftheirsocialandeconomic
effects, and the major scientists and inventors resnonsiblefor them
^^5^ 8asic Edition, n^7^nlicitly stated^
^O^5^^^istory,e^oandededition,n^^nlicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^r^istory
l^evell^rimary grades ^^
^ Understands differences between hunters andgatherers and ^eonle who cultivated
nlants and raised domesticated animals for food ^e^, infamily life, the amounts of
land necessary for sunnor4 ability to acquire surnlusfoodfor storage and tradings
^ l^nows the accomolishments of major scientists and inventors ^e^, George
Washington carver, Oalileo,lvlarie^urie,^ouis Pasteur, Alexander Graham 8ell^
^ l^nows basic information about marine transportation ^e^, the technology and
activities of neonle along the Erie ^anal^
^ ^nows the ways oeonle communicate with each other now and long ago, and the
technological developments thatfacilitated communication ^g^, sneaking by
gestures, transmitting stories orally,nictogranhs, hieroglyphics, different alphabets,
writing by hand, nrinting techniques, the invention of the telegraoh and telephone,
satellite transmission of messages^
^ ^nows various systems of long-distance communication and their effects ^e^,
^nner^, me diking drum^^of Africa, ^n^oke^ignal^ofr^ative Americans, the nony
e^nress, the telegranh, telephones, satellite systems^
^ Understands differences in themethods of travel from various times in human history
and the advantages and disadvantages of each ^e^, the use of animals such as horses
and camels; nonmotori^ed vehicles such as chariots and hot air balloons; motorized
vehicles such as railroads, automobiles, and airnlanes; modem soace advancements^
l^ev^l^Unoer Elementary grades ^^
D l^now^ about the develonmentofthe wheel and its early uses in ancient societies
^ Understands the develooment and the influence ofbasic tools on work and behavior
^ l^nows various technologicaldevelonments to control fire,water,wind, and soil,and
to utilise natural resources^e^g^, trees, coal, oil, gas^ in order to satisfy basic human
needs forfood, water, clothing, and shelter
^ ^nows^about technological inventions and develonments that evolved during the 1^
century and the^ influence of these changes on the lives of workers
^ l^nows the different forms of transportation and their developments over time
^ Understands the develooment in marine vessels constructed by neonle from ancient
timesuntil today ^e^, early dugout Phoenician shins, native American canoes, tne
Portuguese caravel, the Chinese vessels used by ^heng^e, the Arab dhow, the l^lorse
long shins, currachs used in the British Isles, square riggers, aircrafr carriers,
submarines, bathyscanhs^
D Understands the development of extensive road systems ^e^, the ^oman system of
roads; the trade routes by camel caravan linking East Asia, Southwest Asia, and Africa
during the ancient and early Ivlidd^e Ages; the network ofroads and highways of the
Inca in l^eru; the interstate highway systems the travel and communication
difficulties encountered by neonle^ver vast e^nanses of territory^and the social and
economic effects of these dev^lo^ients
^ l^ow^ me developments in rail transportation beginning in thel^th century and the
effects of national systems of railroad transport on the lives of neonle

7^
understands me desi^and development of aircraft^^^^^^^^^
involved
Knows ahout people ^ho have made significant contributions in the fi^ld of
transportation (e^,^enry^ord,^n^eliaEarhart,^^^^^^^^^
understands the origins and changes in methods of^t^ overtime andhow the
^han^es made communications oetween people more effective (e.^, picto^raphs,
cuneiform, hieroglyphics, alphabets)
understands the significance of the prtntin^ press, the computer, and electronic
developments in communication and their impact on the spread of ideas
Knows ahout people who have made significant contributions in the field of
communications^^, the inventors of the telegraph, telephone, the 8raille
alphabet, radio, television, the computer, satellite communication)
Knows the significant scientific and technological achievements of various historical
societies^., the invention of paper in ^hina^^ayan calendars, mummification in
E^ypt, astronomical discoveries in the Moslem world, the invention of the steam
engine in England)

^

understands connections amon^ the various art forms and other disciplines
^NAEA^ National Standards for Arts Education, pp.25, 28,31,35 (Explicitly stated)
Internet ^onnections^Art^onnections
^evelllllvliddle Schools ^h(Orades 5^8)
^ understands how the characteristic materials of various arts(e^., sound in music,
visual stimuli in visual arts, movement in dance, human interrelationships in theater)
are used to transform similar events, scenes, emotions, or ideas into distinct works of
art
D understands characteristics of works in various artforms that share similar suo^ect
matter, periods, or cultural content
D understands the characteristics and presentation of characters, environments, and
actions in the various art forms
^ Knows how various concepts and principles are used in the arts and disciplines outside
the arts (e.^.,oalance, shape, pattern)
^ Knows the aesthetic impact of arts performances seen live versus those recorded on
audio video
D understands the functions and interaction oetween performing and visual artists and
memhers in theater, dance, music, and visual arts

DANCE - STANDARD: 1
• Identifies and demonstrates movement elements and skills in performing dance
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 23 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Understands various movements and their underlying principles (e.g., alignment,
balance, initiation of movement, articulation of isolated body parts, weight shift,
elevation and landing, fall and recovery)
• Knows basic dance steps, body positions, and spatial patterns for dance from various
styles or traditions (e.g., ballet, square, Ghanaian, Middle Eastern, modem)
• Transfers a spatial pattern from the visual to the kinesthetic (e.g., reproduces a
pattern drawn on paper by traveling through space)
• Transfers a rhythmic pattern from the aural to the kinesthetic (e.g., reproduces a
rhythmic pattern beat on a drum by using movement)
• Knows a range of dynamics/movement qualities (e.g., sustained, swing, percussive;
vibratory and effort combinations such as a float, dab, punch, and glide)
• Memorizes and reproduces movement sequences
• Understands the action and movement elements observed in dance, and knows
appropriate movement/dance vocabulary (e.g„ level, direction)
DANCE - STANDARD:2

•

Understands choreographic principles, processes, and structures
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated).
Internet Connections - Dance
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Understands the principles of contrast and transition
• Understands the processes of reordering (e.g., elements such as specific movements or
movement phrases are separated from their original relationship and restructured in a
pattern) and chance (e.g., elements are specifically chosen and defined but structured
to create a dance or movement phrase)
• Understands structures or forms such as AB, ABA, canon, call and response, and
narrative
• Uses partner skills such as creating contrasting and complementary shapes and taking
and supporting weight

DANCE - STANDARD: 3
Understands dance as a way to create and communicate meaning
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated)
• Internet Connections - Dance ^ Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Understands the difference between pantomiming and abstracting a gesture
• Understands how different accompaniment (e.g., sound, music, spoken text) can
affect the meaning of a dance
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•
•

Understands how lighting and costuming can contribute to the meaning of a dance
Creates dance that communicates topics/ideas of personal significance

DANCE - STANDARD: 4
• Applies critical and creative thinking skills in dance
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Knows appropriate audience response to dance performances
• Knows the critical elements that contribute to a dance in terms of space (e.g., shape,
pathways) time (e.g., rhythm, tempo), and force/energy (e.g., movement qualities)
• Knows possible aesthetic criteria that could be used to evaluate dance (e.g., skill of
performers, originality, visual and/or emotional impact, variety and contrast)
DANCE -STANDARD: 5
• Understands dance in various cultures and historical periods
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 24 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
.
,
-

/•

Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Knows similarities and differences in steps and movement styles among folk dances
and classical dances from various cultures
• Knows folk, social, and theatrical (e.g., jazz, tap) dances from a broad spectrum of
20th-century America
• Knows the role of dance in various cultures and time periods
DANCE - STANDARD: 6
• Understands connections between dance and healthful living
CNAEA; National Standards for Arts Education, p. 25 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Dance
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Knows strategies to prevent dance injuries Creates personal dance warm-up
techniques Creates goals to improve as a dancer
MUSIC - STANDARD: 1
• Sings, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 26 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
Level III: Middle.School/Jr. High (Grades-6-8)• Sings with good breath control, expression, and technical accuracy (e.g., appropriate
timbre, intonation, and diction; correct pitches and rhythms) at a level that includes
modest ranges and changes of tempo, key, and meter
• Singfmusic written in two and thnarparts Knows music that represents diverse
genres (e.g., sonata, madrigal, jazz, barbershop) and cultures

7^
D

Performs on instruments, alone and with others,avariedrep^rto^re of music
^^^ national standards for ^rts education, p.^^xpli^ly stated^
mtemet^onnectionsDl^usic
Level ^11^ middle 5choolB^r.^igh(Orades^^
^ Performs on an instrument (e.g., band or orchestra iristrumen4 keyboard instrument,
frer^ed instrument such as guitar, electronic instrument accurately and
independently,alone and in small and large ensembles, with good posture, good
playing position, and good breath, bow, or stick control
^ Performs with expression and technical accuracy onastring, wind, percussion, or
other classroom instrumentarepertoire of instrumental literature that may include
modest ranges and changes oftempo, key, and meter
^ Performs music representing diverse genres and cultures, with expression appropriate
for the work being performed
^ Plays by ear simple melodies (e.g.,folksongs^onamelodic instrument and simple
accompaniments^., strummed, l,l^,^,vi,ii chords^ onaharmonic instrument

^

Improvises melodies,variations, and accompaniments
^^^^^^ national standards for ^rts education, p. ^^xplicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^lvlusic
Leveling middle ^chool^r.r^igh(Oradeso^
^ Improvises simple harmonic accompaniments
D Improvises melodic embellishments and simple rhythmic and melodic variations on
given pentatonic melodies and melodies in ma^or keys
^ Improvises short melodies, unaccompanied and over given rhythmic
accompaniments, inaconsistentstyle(e.g, classical, blues,folk, gospels meter (e.g.,
duple, tripled and tonality (e.g., ma^or,pentatonic^

^^^

^

^^^^^^^^

composes and arranges music within specified guidelines
0^^^ national standards for ^rts education, p^7 (explicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^usic
Level 11L middle 5choolB^r.^igh(Orades^^^
^
^
^
^

Knows how the elements of music are used to achieve unity and variety, tension and
released and balance in musical compositions
composes short pieces within specified guidelines(e.g.,^8^form, limited range,
simple rhythms^
arranges simple pieces for voices or instruments other than those for which the
pieces originally were written (e^,aguitaraccompanimentforafolksong^
^sesavariety of traditional and nontraditional sound sources and electronic media
(e.g., synthesiser, seo^uencer^when^omposing and arranging

MUSIC - STANDARD: 5
• Reads and notates music
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CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 27 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Reads sixteenth and dotted notes and rests in 6/8, 3/8, and alia breve (2/2) meter
signatures
• Reads at sight simple melodies in both the treble and bass clefs
• Knows standard notation symbols for pitch, rhythm, dynamics (e.g., piano, forte,
crescendo, diminuendo), tempo, articulation (e.g., accents, legato, staccato, marcato),
and expression (e.g., phrasing)
• Uses standard notation to record musical ideas
MUSIC - STANDARD: 6
• Knows and applies appropriate criteria to music and music performances
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 28 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Music
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
. ;
• Identifies specific music events (e.g., entry of-oboe, change of meter, return of
refrain) when listening to music
• Understands how the elements of music are used in various genres and cultures
• Understands the basic principles of meter, rhythm, tonality, intervals, chords, and
harmonic progressions
• Knows criteria that affect the quality (e.g., use of elements to create unity, variety,
tension/release, balance) and effectiveness (e.g., expressive impact) of music
performances and compositions
MUSIC -STANDARD: 7
• Understands the relationship between music and history and culture
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 28 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Music
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Understands distinguishing characteristics (e.g., relating to instrumentation, texture,
rhythmic qualities, melodic lines, form) of representative music genres and styles
from a variety of cultures
• Understands characteristics that cause various musical works (e.g., from different
genres, styles, historical periods, composers) to be considered exemplary
• Understands the functions music serves, roles of musicians (e.g., lead guitarist in a
rock band, composer of jingles for commercials, singer in Peking opera), and
conditions under which music is-typically performed in various cultures of the world
THEATER - STANDARD: 1
• Demonstrates, competence in writing scrips
•

CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 30 (Explicitly stated)

D

internet Connections^^heatre

7^

^evel^^i^le^choolB^^igh(Orades^)
^ Creates characters, environments (e.g., pl^ee, time, ^osphere^mood), and actions
that create tension and suspense
^ defines and records dialogue and action
^ Creates improvisations and scripted scenes based on personal experience and heritage,
imagination, literature, and history

D

^ses acting skills
C^^^^^^tional standards for ^rts education, p.^(^xplicitly stated)
Internet Connections^^heatre
^evel^l^iddle^chool^r.^igh (grades ^)
^ understands ho^v descriptions, dialogue, and actions are used to discover, articulate,
and justify character motivation
^ ^ses basic acting skills (e.g., sensory recall, concentration, breath control, diction,
body alignment, control of isolated body parts) to develop characterisations that
suggest artistic choices
D Invents character behaviors basedonthe observation of interactions, ethical choices,
and emotional responses of people
^ Interacts as an invented character in improvised and scripted scenes

^

designs andproduces informal and formal productions
C^B^^^^ational^tandardsfor^rts^ducation,p^l (explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^^heatre
l^evel 111^ middle ^choo^r.^igh(Orades^)
^ understands the functions and interrelated nature of scenery, properties, lighting,
sound, costumes, and makeup in creating an environment appropriatefor the drama
^ understands technical requirements for various improvised and scripted scenes
^ f^evelopsfocused ideas for the environment using visual elements(e.g.^ line, texture,
color, space),visual principles (e.g., repetition, balance, emphasis, contrast, unity),
and aural qualities (e.g., pitch, rhythm, dynamics, tempo, expression) from traditional
and nontraditional sources
D selects and creates elements of scenery,properties, lighting, and sound to signify
environments, and costumes and makeup to suggest character

D

directs scenes and productions
C^^^^ national standards for ^rts education, p.^1 (explicitly stated)
IntemetConnections^^heatre
^evel 111^ middle ^chool^r.^igh(Orades^^)
D ^lans visual and aural elementsfor^mprovised and scripted scenes
^ ^rgani^esrehearsalsfor improvised and scripted scenes

7^
^^^D^Al^A^^

^

Understands how informal and formal thean^,ftlm, television, and electronic media
productions create and communicate meaning
^A^A^ational standards for Arts education, p^^^^itl^ stated^
Internet ^onnections^^heatre
^e^el^l^iddle^choo^r^igh^Orades^
D Understands the effect of puhlicit^,stud^ guides, programs, and physical
environments on audience response and appreciation of dramatic performances
^ Articulates the meanings constructed from one's own and others'dramatic
performances
^ Understands the perceived effectiveness of artistic choices fr^und in dramatic
performances
^ Understands the perceived effectiveness ofcontrihutions^e^, as playwrights, actors,
designers, directors^ to the collaborative process of developing improvised and
scripted scenes
^ Applies research from print and nonprint sources to script writing, acting, design, and
directing choices

^f^A^^ ^A^^A^^^
D Understands the content in which theatre, film, tele^on, and electronic media are
performed toda^ as well as in the past
O^A^A^ational standards for Arts education, p^^plicitl^ stated^
Internet ^onnections^^fneatre
^e^ellll^iddle^chool^r^igh^rades^
^ Understands similarities and differences among archetypal characters ^e^,^e
trickster, the villain, the warrior, the superhero^and situations in dramas from and
about various cultures and historical periods
D Understands the knowledge, skills, and discipline needed to pursue careers and
a^ocational opportunities in theatre, film, television, and electronic media
^ Understands the emotional and social impact ofdramatic performances in one's own
life, in the community and in other cultures
^ l^nowswa^s in which theatre re^lectsaculture
^ l^nows how culture affects the content and production values of dramatic
performances
D Understands how social concepts such as cooperation, communication, collaboration,
consensus, self-esteem, risl^ taking, s^mpath^, and empathy appl^ in theatre
^5^A^A^^
D

^Al^^A^^^

Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes related to the visual arts
^A^A^ational standards for Arts education, p^^^plicitl^ stated^
Internet ^onnections^^Bisual Arts
^
^e^ellll^iddle^chool^r^igh^Orades^
D

Understands what maizes differer^art media, techniques, and processes effecti^e^or
ineftecti^ in communicating ^ari^us ideas
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•

Knows how the qualities and characteristics of art media, techniques, and processes
can be used to enhance communication of experiences and ideas

VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 2
• Knows how to use structures (e.g., sensory qualities, organizational principles, expressive
features) and functions of art
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Knows some of the effects of various visual structures (e.g., design elements such as
line, color, shape; principles such as repetition, rhythm, balance) and functions of art
• Understands what makes various organizational structures effective (or ineffective) in
the communication of ideas
• Knows how the qualities of structures and functions of art are used to improve
communication of one's ideas
VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 3
• Knows a range of subject matter, symbols, and potential ideas in the visual arts
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
*•
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Knows how visual, spatial, and temporal concepts integrate with content to
communicate intended meaning in one's artworks
• Knows different subjects, themes, and symbols (through context, value, and
aesthetics) which convey intended meaning in artworks
VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 4
• Understands the visual arts in relation to history and cultures
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Understands similarities and differences among the characteristics of artworks from
various eras and cultures (e.g., materials; visual, spatial, and temporal structures)
• Understands the historical and cultural contexts of a variety of art objects
• Understands how factors of time and place (e.g., climate, resources, ideas,
technology) influence visual, spatial, or temporal characteristics that give meaning or
function to a work art
VISUAL ARTS - STANDARD: 5
• Understands the characteristics and merits of one's own artwork and the artwork of others
CNAEA: National Standards for Arts Education, p. 34 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Visual Arts
">
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 5-8)
• Distinguishes among multiple purposes for creating works of art

7^

D

D

Understands possible contemporary and historic meanings in speeifiearrworl^s

^

Understandshowone^sownartwor^^^ll^^^o^^^^^^^^^^^
cultures, may elicit^^^f responses

Understands mat group and ^l^^l influences contribute to human developmen4^^tity,
and behavior
^ect^^l^8enchmar^s for science literacy, p^l^^plicitly stated^
r^O^ curriculum ^tandardsforsocial studies,p^7^plicitlystated^
Internet connections behavioral studies
l^evel 111^ Ivliddle^choolB^^igh grades o^
^ Understands that each culture has distinctive patterns ofbehavior that are usually
practiced by most ofthe people who grow up in it
^ Understands that usually within any society there is broad general agreement on what
behavior is ^unacceptableB^but that the standards used to ^udge behavior varyfor
different and different subgroups andmay change with time and tn response to
different and economic conditions
D Understands that punishments vary widely among, and even within, different societies
^ Understands that technology, especially in transportation and communication, is
increasingly important in spreading ideas,valnes, and behavior oattemswithina
society and among societies
^ Understands that various factors ^e^g,wants and needs, talents, interests, influence of
family and peers and media^affect decisions that individuals mal^e

^

Understands various meanings ofsocial group, general implications ofgroup membership, and
different ways that groups function
^ro^ect^0o^8enchmarl^s for science literacy, pD 1^7 ^plicitly stated^
^^^ curriculum standards for social studies, p^^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^ehavioral studies
^evel 111^ middle 5chool^r^igh grades ^^^
D
^
^
^

^

Understands that affiliation withagroup can increase the power of members through
pooled resources and concerted action
Understands that ^oiningagroup often haspersonal advantages ^e^g^, companionship,
sense of identity,recognition by others inside and outside the groups
Understands that group identity may createafeeling of superiority,which increases
group cohesion, but may also occasion hostility toward andBor from other groups
Understands that people sometimes react to all members ofagroup as though they
were the sameand perceive in their behavior only those dualities ^hat fit
preconceptions ofthe groupie, stereotyping^ which leads to uncritical judgments
^e^, showing blind respect for members of some groups and equally blind disrespect
for members of other groups^ ^
Understands thatavariety of factors^, belief systems, learned behavior patterns^
contribute to the ways in whichgroups respond differently to their physical and social
environments and to the wants a^needs of their members

7^
D

D
^

D

Understandshow language, literature, mearts, architecture, omerartifacts,tradit^^^
beliefs, values, ^d behaviors contributetothe development and transmission of
culture
Understandsmattherearesimil^^^tddifferenceswithingroupsaswellasamong
groups
Understands thatalargesocietymay be made up of many groups, and these groups
may contain many distinctly different subcultures^^, associated with region, ethmc
origin, social class, interests, values^

Understands that interactions among learning, inheritance, and physical development affect
human behavior
^ect^Ool^ benchmarks for science literacy, p^l^^^plicitly stated^
^55^urriculum^tandardsfor^ocial studies, p^7^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^ehavioral studies
^evellll^iddle^choo^r^igh grades ^^
D Understands that all behavior is affected by both inheritance and experience
D l^nows that some animal species are limited toarepertoire of genetically determined
behaviors and others have more complex brains and can leamawide variety of
behaviors
^
^ Understands that the lev^ of skillapersoncan^reach in any particular activity
depends onavarietyoffactors^e^,innate abilities, amount of practice, the use of
appropriate learning technologies^
^ l^nows that human beings can detectatremendous range of visual and olfactory
stimuli and that the strongest stimulus they can tolerate may be more thanatrillion
times as intense as the weakest they can detect, but there are many kinds of signals in
the world that people cannot detect directly
D Understands that paying attention to any one input of information usually reduces
the ability to attend to others at the same time
^ Understands that learning often results from two perceptions or actions occurring at
about the same time, and the more often the same combination occurs, the stronger
the mental connection between them is likely to be
D Understands that occasionallyasinglevi^id experience will eonnect two things
permanently inpeople^s minds
^ Understands that language and tools enable human beings to leam complicated and
varied things from others

D

Understands conflict, cooperation, and interdependence among individuals, groups, and
institutions
^ect ^^1^ benchmarks for science 1^iteracy,p^ 171 ^plicitly stated^
^^ curriculum ^tandardsfor social studies, p^^^plicitly stated^
Internet OonnectionsD^ehavioral^tudies^
l^evellllBlvliddle^choo^r^igh grades o^
^

Understands that beingamember^a group can increase an individuals social power
and also can increase hostile action^^toward or from other groups or individuals

^0
D
^
^
D

D

Understandst^atmost^^^^formalormformalproceduresforarhitrating
disputes among their memhers
Understands ho^variousinstitutions(e.g.,han^,schools, hospitals, the military)
influencepeople, events, and elements of cultureandho^people interact ^ith
different institutions
Understands ho^vrole, status, andsocial class mayaffect interactions ofindividuals
and social groups
Understands ho^v tensions might arise het^veen expressions ofindividuality and group
or institutional efforts to promote social conformity

Understands that scarcity of productive resources requires choices that generate opportunity
costs

NCEE: Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.2,^(Explicitly stated)
NCEE: Erame^vorx for Economics, pp.^12 (Explicitly stated)
Internet ConnectionsDEconomics
l^evel^l: middle Schoo^r.^igh(Orades^)
^ Understands that scarcity of resources necessitates choice at ooth the personal and
the societal levels
D ^no^vs that all decisions involve opportunity^costs and that effective economic
decision taxing involve ^eighir^gth^ costs and ^enerits associated ^vith alternative
choices
D Understands that the evaluation of choices and opportunity costs is suo^ective and
differs across individuals and societies
^ ^novBs that productivity can he measured as output per ^vorxer, per hour, per
machine, or per unit of land
D Understands that increasing lahor productivity is the ma^or^vay in ^vhichanation can
improve the standard of living of its people

^

Understands characteristics of different economic systems, economic institutions, and
economic incentives
NCEE:Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.7,9, 23 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE:^ramev^orxfor^Economics,ppD 1^17 (Explicitly stated)
IntemetConnections^Economics
^evellll:^iddleSchoo^r^igh(Crades^)
^
^
^
^

Understands that employers are billing to pay ^vages and salaries to ^vorxershecause
they expect to sell the goods and services those ^vorxers produce at prices high
enough to cover the ^vages and salaries and all other costs of production
^no^vs that inacommand economic systemacentral authority, usually the
govemmen4maxes the ma^or decisions ahout production and distribution
^no^vs that inamarxeteconomic^system individual households and business firms
maxe the ma^or decisions ahout production and distrihutioninadecentrali^ed manner
following their self-interests ^
Understands that national econon^s vary in the extent to ^vhich they rely on
government directives(central planning) and signals ^rom private marxets

8^
D

Understands the types of specialised economic institutions foundmmarket
economies (e.^., corporations, parmerships,coop^^atives,lahor unions, hanks,
nonprofit organisations)
D Understandsthat economic incentives such as ^vantin^ to acquire money or ^oods and
services and ^antin^ to avoid loss are po^verfulforces affecting the ^ay people
hehave
^ Understands that entrepreneurs respond to incentives such as profits, the opportunity
to he their o^vnhoss, the chance to achieve recognition, the satisfaction of creating
ne^ products, and disincentives such as losses and the responsibility, lon^ hours, and
stress of runnin^ahusiness
^ Understands that inamarket economy the pursuit of economic self-interest directs
people and husinesses in most oftheir economic decisions (e.^., to ^vork, to save, to
invest)
^ Understands that many non^economicfactors(e.^., cultural traditions and customs,
values, interests, abilities) influence patterns of economic oehavior and decision
making

^

Understands the concept of prices and the interaction of supply and demand inamarket
economy
NCEE^ Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.17, 19 (Explicitly stated)
N^^^rame^ork for economics, pp^ l^^(^plici^ly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics ^evellll^iddle Schooler, r^i^ (grades o^)
D l^no^vs that relative prices refer to the price of one ^ood or service compared to the
prices ofothers^oods and services
^ Understands that relative prices and ho^^hey affect peopled decisions are the means
hy^hichamarket system provides ans^v^rs to the ha^ic economic o^uestions^^nat
^oodsand services ^ill he produced7^o^^vill they he produced7^io^villhuythem7
^ Understands that the price of any one product is influenced hy and also influences the
prices of many other products
^ Understands that scarce ^oods and services are allocated inamarket economy
through the influence of prices on production and consumption decisions
D Understands the ^la^ of demands ie, an increase in the price ofa^ood or service
encourages people to look for suhstitutes, causing the quantity demanded to decrease,
and vice versa)^
^ Understands that an increase in the price dfa^ood or service enahles producers to
co^er higher costs and earn profits, causing the quantity supplied to increase (and vice
versa), hut that this relationship is true only as lon^ as other factors influencing costs
of product and supply do not change

D

Understands hasic features ot^ttiar^et structures and exchanges
NCEE: Voluntary National Cogent Standards in Economics, pp.11,16, 21, 2^
(Explicitly stated)
NCEE: ^rameworl^ tor Economics, pp.22^23, 24^26 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
l^evel^: middle School. r^igh(Orades6^)
^ Understands that not all competition is on the hasisot^price^or identical products
and that non^price competition includes style and duality differences, advertising,
customer services, and credit policies
^ Understands how competition among huyerso^aproductresults in higher prices ^or
the product
D Understands that the United States government uses laws and regulations to mamtain
competition, hut sometimes the government reduces competition unintentionally or
in response to special interest groups
^ Understands that money encourages people to specialise hecause they can operate
more et^iciently in an exchange (i.e., sell what they produce to anyone, hot ^ust to
someone who has something they want)

^

Understands unemployment, income, and income dis^ihutioninamar^et economy
NCEE:Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.29, 42,44 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE: ^rameworl^ tor Economics, pp.23, 31D32 (Explicitly stated)
IntemetConnections^Economics
l^evel 1^1: middle School. r^igh(Crades 6^)
^ ^nowsthe tour hasic categories o^ earned income: wages and salaries, rent, interest,
and profit
^ Understands that wages and salary are int^uencedhytorcesot^ supply and demand tor
lahor, as well as an individuaBsproductivity,education, training and skills
^ l^nows that the government defines ^thelahor^orce^ as people at least 16 years old
who either havea^oh or are actively looking t^orworl^
^ Understands that the unemployment rate (i.e., the percentage ot^ the lahort^orce
considered to oe^ unemployed) rises duringarecession, and the economy^sproduction
is less than its potential level

ECO^O^C^ ^^1^^^^0^6
^ Understands the roles government plays in the United States economy

^

NCEE:Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.36, 40 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE: r^ramewor^t^or Economics, pp 26^27 ^Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
l^evel 111: middle School. r^igh(Orades 6^) ^
D

l^ows that inamar^eteconomy.the government helps markets to operate
e^cientlyhy protecting property^hts (i.e. the right to exclude others rromusinga
good or serviceand the right to tranter ownership) and hyprovidingasystemot^
weights and measures andastandard and stahle currency

D

^

Understands that governments provide puhlic goods oecat^seof^ne properties of
shared^onsurnption(i^,non^rival products that c^oe^ed^^^ltaneo^lyoyrnore
^an one person without reducing the amount of^P^^ctavail^ole for others to
^nsume)andnon^exclusion(i^,puhlicgoodsandserviceprovi^eoenefltstomore
than one person at the same time, and ^heir use cannot derestricted only to those
people who have paid to use them)

Understands savings, investment, and interest rates
NCEE^ Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, p^ 27 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
^evel^l^iddleSchoo^r.^igh(Grades^)
^ Understands mat funds are channeled f^om savers to borrowers trough haru^s.

D

Understands hasic concepts ofUnited States flscal policy and monetary policy
NCEE^ Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, p.47 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE^Erameworl^for Economics, pp. 34^^ (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
^
l^evel 111^ middle School, r^igh (Grades ^^)
^ Not appropriate for this level

ECO^^C^DS^^^^
D Understands how Gross DomesticProduct and inflation and deflation provide indications of
the state of the economy
NCEE^Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.42, 44 (Explicitly stated)
NCEE^Prameworl^ for Economics, pp.2^, ^2^^ (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
^evelllll^iddle School. r^igh(Gradeso^)
D
^
D
D

Knows that inflation refers toasustained increase in the average price level of the
entireeconomy
Knows that deflation refers toasustained decrease in the average price level of the
entire economy
Understands that inflation reduces the value of money and that peopled purchasing
power declines if their incomes increase more slowly than the inflation rate
Knows that Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the total market value, expressed in
dollars, of all final goods and services produced in the economy inagiven year and is
used as an indicator of the state ^f the economy

D

^derstandshasic concepts ahout international economics
NCEE^ Voluntary National Content Standards in Economics, pp.11,13, 16(Explicitly stated)
NCEE^Erameworl^ for Economics, pp. 3^0 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Economics
^evel^l^l^iddleSchoo^r. High (Grades 6^)
^ Knows that exports are goods and services producedinone nation hut sold to huyers
in another nation
D Knows that imports are goods or services hought^rom sellers in another nation
^ understands that international trade promotes greater speciali^ation,which increases
total world output, and increases material standards ofliving
D Knows that an exchange rate is the price ofone nations currency in terms of
another nation^scurrency, and that exchange rates are determined hytheforces of
supply and demand
D understands that extensive international trade requires an organised system for
^ exchanging money herween nations (i.e.,aforeign exchange market)
^ Knows that despite the advantages of international trade (e.g., hroader range of
choices in huying goods and services), many nations restrict the freeflow of goods
and services throughavariety of devices l^own as ^harriers to traded (e.g., tariffs,
quotas) for national defense or hecause some companies and workers are hurt hy^ree
trade

^
D

^

^

understands that increasing international interdependence causes economic
conditions and policies in one nation to affect economic conditions in many other
nations
Knows how the level of real GDP per capita is used to compare the level of economic
development in different nations

Knows the availability and effective use ofhe^lth services, products, and information
Joint Health Committee on Health EducationTerminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Health
^ev^l 111^ middle SchoolBJr. High (Grades 6^)
D
^
D
^
^

Know^ the costsand validity of common health products, serviees, and information
Knows how to locate and use community health information, products, and services
that provide valid health information
Know^w^y^ to influence the consumer health serviee system (e.g., assertive
consumerism, selecting provided communicating complaints)
Know^^eommunity health consumer organisations and the advocacy services they
provide (e.g., American Heart association, American ^ung association, Diahetes
association)
Knows situations that require professional health services (e.g., management of
health conditions such as asthm^diaoetes)

^

^5
D

Knows environmental and external factors that affect individual and community health
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p^ 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet ConnectionsDHealth
^evel^^iddle5chool^High(Crades6^)
^ Knows cultural heliefs,socioeconomic considerations, and other environmental
factors withinacommunity that influence the health of its memoers(e^,
relationship of^alues,socioeconomic status, and cultural experiences to the selection
ofhealth^care services)
^ understands how various messages from the media, technology,and other sources
impact health practices(e^,healthfads, advertising, misconceptions ahout
treatment and pre^entionoptions)
^ Knows local, state, federal, and international efforts to contain an environmental
crisis and preventarecurrence(e^, acid rain, oil spills, solid waste contamination,
nuclear leal^s,o^one depletion)
^ understands how peer relationships afreet health (e^, name calling, prejudice,
exclusiveness, discrimination, ris^tal^inghehaviors)

^

understands the relationship of tamily health to individual health
Joint Health Committee on Health EducationTerminology,p^ 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Health
^e^ellll^^i^l^^choolBJ^High(Orades6^)
D Knows strategies that improve or maintainfamily health (e^, how one^s personal
hehavior can affect the hehaviorandfeelings of otherfamilymemhers)
^ understands the development of adolescent independence
D Knows how communication techniques can improvefamilylife(e^g^, talking openly
and honestly with parents when problems arise)

H^^T^ ^T^^O^^^^
^ Knows how^o maintain mental and emotional health
Jo^n^ Health Committee on HealtnEducationTerminology,p^ 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections^Health
^e^ellll^iddle5choolBJrHigh(Crades6^)
D
^
^
^
^

Knows strategies to manage stress and feelings caused hy disappointment, separation,
or loss^(e^, talking over prohlems with others, understanding thatfeelings of
isolation and will pass, examining the situation leading to thefeelings)
Knows characteristics and conditions associated with positive self-esteem
Knows appropriate ways to huildandmaintain positive relationships with peers,
parents, and other adults (e^g, interpersonal communication)
understands the difference hetw^en safe and risl^y or harmful oehaviors in
relationships
^
Knows ^^hnio^ues tor seeding he^and support through appropriate resources
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HEALTH -STANDARD: 5
• Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Health
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Knows injury prevention strategies for family health (e.g., having a personal and
family emergency plan, including maintaining supplies in readiness for emergencies;
identifying and removing safety hazards in the home)
• Knows strategies for managing a range of situations involving injury (e.g., first aid
procedures, abdominal thrust maneuver, cardiopulmonary resuscitation)
• Knows potential signs of self- and other-directed violence
• Knows the various possible causes of conflict among youth in schools and
communities, and strategies to manage conflict
• Knows how refusal and negotiation skills can be used to enhance health
HEALTH -STANDARD: 6
• Understands essential concepts about nutrition and diet
Joint Health Committee on Health, Education Terminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Health
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Understands how eating properly can help to reduce health risks (in terms of anemia,
dental health, osteoporosis, heart disease, cancer, malnutrition)
• Knows appropriate methods to maintain, lose, or gain weight according to individual
needs and scientific research
• Knows eating disorders that affect health adversely (e.g., anorexia, overeating,
bulimia)
• Knows the principles of food safety involved with food storage and preparation (e.g.,
proper refrigeration, hand washing, proper cooking and storage temperatures)
HEALTH -STANDARD: 7
• Knows how to maintain and promote personal health
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Health
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Knows personal health strengths and risks (e.g., results of a personal health
assessment)
• Knows how positive health practices and appropriate health care can help to reduce
health risks (e.g., good personal hygiene, health screenings, self-examinations)
• Knows strategies and skills that are used to attain personal health goals (e.g.,
maintaining an exercise program^makfng healthy food choices)
• Understands how changing information, abilities, priorities, and responsibilities
influence personal health goals -^ • Knows, how health is influenced b^the interaction of body systems
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HEALTH - STANDARD: 8
• Knows essential concepts about the prevention and control of disease
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Health
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Understands how lifestyle, pathogens, family history, and other risk factors are
related to the cause or prevention of disease and other health problems
• Knows communicable, chronic, and degenerative disease processes and the differences
between them
• Understands personal rights and responsibilities involved in the treatment of disease
(e.g., proper use of medication; the influence of family and culture on the treatment
of disease)
HEALTH -STANDARD: 9
* Understands aspects of substance use and abuse
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Health
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
. ;
• Knows conditions that may put people at higher risk for substance abuse problems
(e.g., genetic inheritability, substance abuse in family, low frustration tolerance)
• Knows factors involved in the development of a drug dependency and the early,
observable signs and symptoms (e.g., tolerance level, drug-seeking behavior, loss of
control, denial)
• Knows the short- and long-term consequences of the use of alcohol, tobacco, and
other drugs (e.g., physical consequences such as shortness of breath, cirrhosis, lung
cancer, emphysema; psychological consequences such as low self-esteem, paranoia,
depression, apathy; social consequences such as crime, domestic violence, loss of
friends)
• Knows public policy approaches to substance abuse control and prevention (e.g.,
pricing and taxation, warning labels, regulation of advertising, restriction of alcohol
consumption at sporting events)
• Knows community resources that are available to assist people with alcohol, tobacco,
and-other drug problems
HEALTH -STANDARD: 10
• Understands the fundamental concepts of growth and development
Joint Health Committee on Health Education Terminology, p. 106 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Health
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Understands how the human bodyxhanges as people age (e.g., muscles and joints
become less flexible, bones and muscles lose mass, energy levels diminish, senses
become less acute)
• Knows the similarities and differences between male and female sexuality
• Understands the processes of conception, prenatal development, and birth

A/J

D

Knows strategies forcoping with concemsandstressrelated to the changes that occur
during adolescence

D

Understands and l^nows how to analyse chronological relationships and patterns
^OH5^8asic Edition, pp. ^-^1 (Explicitly stated)
^HS^U^S. History, Expanded Edition, p.l^(Explicitly stated)
^H^ ^orld History, expanded edition,p ^(Explicitly stated)
Internet OonnectionsDHistory
Level HL^iddleSchoo^r.High(Grades^)
^ Knows how to diagram the temporal structure of events in autobiographies,
hiographies, literary narratives, and historical narratives, and understands the
differences hetween them
^ Knows how to construct and interpret multiple tier time lines(e^g., atime line that
contains important social, economic, and political developments in colonial history^
atime line that compares developments in the English, French, and Spanish colonies
inform America)
^ Knows how to calculate calendar time ^.C.(hefore Christ) or ^.^.E.(hefore the
Common Era), and ^.f^.(^nno Domini) or C^E. (in the Common Era), determining
the onset, duration, and ending dates of historical eventsor developments
D Understands patterns of change andcontinuity^in the historical succession of related
events
D Knows how to impose temporal structure on their historical narratives(e.g.,worl^ing
hacl^ward from some issue, prohlem, or event to explain its causes that arose from
some beginning and developed through suhseo^uent transformations over time)
D Knows how to periodic events ofthe nation into hroadly defined eras 1st

^

Understands the historical perspective ^lCH^8asic Edition, pp. o^l (Implied)
l^CHS^ U.S.History,Expanded Edition, pp. 18-19 (Implied) Cagnon^ Historical Literacy, p. 25
(Explicitly stated)
^CHS^^orldHistory,expanded edition, pp. 18-19 (Implied)
Internet Connections-History
Level 11^ Elementary (grades 5-^)

^

^
^
^
^
D
^
D

Knows how to^view the past in terms ofthe norms and values ofthe time 2nd
Understands that specific individuals hadagreat impact on history
Understands that specific ideas had an impact on history
Understands that ^chance events^ had an impact on history
Understands that specific decisions and events had an impact on history
Evaluates historical fiction according to the accuracy of its content and the authors
interpretation
predicts how events might have rumed^ut differently in one^s local community if
specific individuals or groups had chosen different courses of action 1st
^

8^
D

l^akes effective use ofbasic tools
Project ^1^8enchmarksfor Science literacy, p.^(^plied)
internet connections ^if^ Skills
^evel^l^iddleSchoo^r.^igh(Orades^)
^ Useshandandpowertoolstoshape,fasten,andunfastensuchmaterialsaswood^
plastic, and soft metal, exercising reasonable safety
D mspects, disassembles, andreassemblessimplemechanicaldevicesanddescribes the
various parts

D

Usesavarietyofbasic and advanced movementforms
^^SPE^ational Standards for Physical Education, p.^(E^plicitly stated)
^IDOE^ Physical Education Standards Draft, pp.^7(^mplied)
^^SPE^ Outcomes ofPhysical Education, p.7(E^plicitly stated)
Internet ^onnections^Physical Education
^evel^Upper Elementary (Orades^)
^ Uses matureform in object control skills(e.gi,underhandand overhand throw, catch,
hand dribble,foot dribble, kick and strike, batting, pun4p^ss)
^ Uses basic sport^specific skills ^bravarietyofphysical activities (e.g., basketball
chest pass, soccer dribble, fieldingasoftballwimaglove)
^ Uses matureform and appropriate sequence in combinations of fundamental
locomotor, object control, and rhythmical skills that are components of selected
modified games, sports, dances (e.g., combining steps to perform certain dances^
combining running, stopping, throwing, shooting, kickingfor sideline soccer)
D Uses mature form in balance activities onavariety of apparatuses(e.g., balance
board, large apparatus, skates)
D Uses beginning strategies for net and invasion games(e.g., keeping object going with
partner using striking pattern, placing ball away from opponent inaracket sport,
hand and foot dribble while preventing an opponent from stealing the ball in
basketball)

P^^5^^^EO^^^^^S^l^^^^^^
^ Uses movement concepts and principles in the development of motor skills
^ASPE^ationalStandardsfor Physical Education, p.7(E^plicitly stated)
IvlDOE^ Physical Education Standards Draft, plO(^lmplied) r^ASPE^ Outcomes ofPhysical
Educations p.7(E^plicitly stated)
Internet ^onnections^Physical Education
l^evel 11^ Upper Elementary (grades ^)
^ Uses information fromavariety^f internal and external sources to improve
performance (e.g., group projects, student journal, self^assessment, peer and coach
review)
^ Understands principles of practi^^nd conditioning that improve performance
^ Understands proper warm-up and^ol^down techniques and reasonsfor using them
^ Uses basic offensive and defensive strategies in unstructured game environments (e.g.,
limited rules, modified eo^uipmen4 small numbers of participants)

^

^

understands me benefits^^s^ associated wimparticip^i^^ohysic^l activity
l^^^E^ Outcomes of^hy^i^ Education, p7 (Explicitly st^ted^
Internet Oonnections-^hysical Education
l^evel Hipper Elementary (grades ^-^
^ Knows abotitopporttmitiesforp^rtieipation in physical activities both in and ot^t of
school (e.g., recreational leagues, intramural sports, clttbs^
D chooses physical activities based onavarietyoffactors (e.g., personal interests and
capabilities, perceived social and physical benefits, challenge and enjoyments
^ Knowsfactors that inhibit physical activity (e.g., stibstanceabt^se^
^ Knows how to modify activities to be more health-enhancing (e.g., walking instead of
riding, taking the stairs rather than the elevators
^ understands detrimental effects of physical activity (e.g., mt^sclesoreness, overuse
injtiries, over-training, temporary tiredness, and discovering inability^
^ understands activities that provide personal challenge (e.g., risk-taking, adventure,
and competitive activities^

D

understands how to monitor and^naintainahealth-enhancing level of physical fitness
^^^^^ national standards for ^hysi^al^d^cation,p^O(^xplicitly stated^
MOOE^hysical Education standards Oraft,pp^,^,l^,l^(^mplied^
^^^E^ntcomes of^hysical Education, p 7 (Explicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections-^hysicalEdncation
^evel Hipper Elementary(^rades^-^
^ Engages in activities that develop and maintain cardio respiratory endtirance(e.g.,
timed or distance walkBrt^n and other endtirance activities ataspecified heart rate^
^ Engages in activities that develop and maintain muscular strength (e.g., ptish-tips,
pull-ups, ctirl-tips, isometric strength activities, jump rope^
^ Engages in activities that develop and maintain flexibility of the major joints(e.g., sit
and reach, trtmk twists, and arm-shotilder stretches^
^ Knows the effects of physical activity and nutrition on body composition
^ Kndws how to monitor intensity ofexercise^e.g., heart rate, breathing rate,
perceived exertion, and recovery rate^
^ Meets health-related fimess standards for appropriate level ofastandardized physical
fitness test (e.g., aerobic capacity, body composition, mtiscle strength, endurance, and
flexibility^
^ Knows the characteristics ofahealthylifestyle(e.g., daily health-enhancing physical
activiry,proper nutritions
D ^ses information from fimess assessments to improve selected fitness components
(eg, cardio respiratory endurance, m^sctilar strength and endtirance, flexibility, a^nd
body compositions
^
^ participates in moderate to vigorous physical activity inavariety of settings (e.g^.,
gymnastics clubs, commtmity sponsored yotith sports^

D

Understandsme social andpersonalresponsibilityassociatedwithparticipation in physical
activity
NASPE^ National Standards for Physical Education, pp.11,13, 14 (Implied)MOOE^ Physical
Education Standards ^raft, p. 14 (Explicitly stated)
NASPE^OutcomesofPhysical Educations 7 (Implied)
Internet ^onnections^Physical Education
I^e^el 11^ Upper Elementary (grades 3^)
D I^nows how to develop rules, procedures, and etiquette that are safe and effecti^efor
specific activity situations
^ ^orksina^roup to accomplishaset^oal in both cooperative and competitive
^cti^ities
^ Understands the role ofphysical activities in learning more about others oflike and
different back^rounds(e.^, render, culture, ethnicity,and disability)
^ Understands the physical challen^esfaced by people with disabilities(e.^., wheelchair
basketball, dancing withahearin^ disability)
^ Understands the origins of different sports and how they ha^ee^ol^ed

D

Understands ^nd applies the basic principlesof presenting an argument
^E^ National Standardsfor^i^ics and ^o^emmen4p.^(Implied)
^ESP^ National Oeo^raphy Standards, p. ^^ (Explicitly stated)
^ES^^ National health Education Standards, p.^3 (Implied)
N^^ National Science Education Standards, p. 17^ (Implied)
^ame^ale^ workplace basics, p.^4 (Implied)
Internet connections ^ife Skills
I^e^el 111^ Middle School, rli^h(^rades^)
^ Evaluates arguments that are based on quantitative data and mathematical concepts
^ questions claims that use ^dereferences such as ^leadin^ experts say..B^ or are
based on the statements ofpeople speaking outside of their expertise (e.^.,
celebrities)
D questions conclusions based on ^ery small samples ofdata, biased samples, or samples
tor which there^is no central sample
^ Makes basic distinctions between information that is based onfact and information
that is based on opinion
D Identifies and o^uestionsfalse analogies
^ Identifies and questions arguments in which all members ofa^roup are implied to
possess nearly identical characteristics that are considered to be different from those
of another ^roup
^ compares and contrasts the credibilityof differing accounts of the same e^ent
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THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 2
• Understands and applies basic principles of logic and reasoning
SCANS: Report for America 2000, p. xviii (Implied)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, p. 64 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
• Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
. Uses formal deductive connectors ("if...then," "not," "and," "or") in the
construction of deductive arguments
• Understands that some aspects of reasoning have very rigid rules but other aspects do
not
• Understands that when people have rules that always hold for a given situation and
good information about the situation, then logic can help them figure out what is
true about the situation
• Understands that reasoning by similarities can suggest ideas but cannot be used to
prove things
». Understands that people are using incorrect logic when they make a statement such as
"if x is true, then y is true; but x isn't true, therefore y isn't true"
• Understands that a single example can never prove that something is true, but a single
example can prove that something is not true
• Understands that some people invent a general rule to explain how something works
by summarizing observations
• m"'
• Understands that people over generalize by making up rules on the basis of only a few
observations
• Understands that personal values influence the types of conclusions people make
• Recognizes situations in which a variety of conclusions can be drawn from the same
information
THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 3
• Effectively uses mental processes that are based on identifying similarities and differences
(compares, contrasts, classifies)
CCE: National Standards for Civics and Government, p. 16 (Explicitly stated)
ACTFL: Standards for Foreign Language Learning, pp.54, 56 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: National Standards for History: Basic Edition, p. 77 (Implied) NRC: National Science
Education Standards; p. 135 (Implied)
NASPE: National Standards for Physical Education, p. 48 (Explicitly stated)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, pp.90, 202 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Compares consumer products on the basis of features, performance, durability, and
cost, and considers personal tradeoffs .
• Understands that an analogy not only contains some likenesses but also some
differences
—
• Selects criteria or rules for category membership that are relevant and important
• Orders information and events chronologically or based on frequency of occurrence
• Orders-information based on impotence to a given criterion
• Articulates abstract relationships between existing categories of information
• Creates a table to compare specific abstract and concrete features of two items

//i,/
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.
•

Compares different sources of information for the same topic in terms of basic
similarities and differences
Identifies the abstract relationships that form the basis for analogies

THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 4
• Understands and applies basic principles of hypothesis testing and scientific inquiry
NRC: National Science Education Standards, p. 121 (Explicitly stated)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, p, 64 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Understands that there are a variety of ways people can form hypotheses, including
basing them on many observations, basing them on very few observations, and
constructing them on only one or two observations
• Verifies results of experiments
• Understands that there may be more than one valid way to interpret a set of findings
• Questions findings in which no mention is made of whether the control group is very
similar to the experimental group
• Reformulates a new hypothesis for study after an old hypothesis has been eliminated
• Makes and validates conjectures about outcomes of specific alternatives or events
regarding an experiment
THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 5
• Applies basic trouble-shooting and problem-solving techniques
CCE: National Standards for Civics and Government, p. 26 (Explicitly stated)
SCANS: Report for America 2000, p. xviii (Implied) Camevale: V/orkplace Basics, p. 182
(Explicitly stated)
Camevale: Workplace Basics, p. 64 (Implied)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 6-8)
• Identifies alternative courses of action and predicts likely consequences of each
• Selects the most appropriate strategy or alternative for solving a problem
• Examines different alternatives for resolving local problems and compares the
possible consequences of each alternative
THINKING AND REASONING - STANDARD: 6
" Applies decision-making techniques
JHESC: National Health Education Standards, p. 22 (Implied)
NCSS: Curriculum Standards for Social Studies, p. 149 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - Life Skills
Level III: Middle-School/Jr. High (Grades-6-8)• Identifies situations in the community and in one's personal life in which a decision is
required
.._.•_Secures factual information needfefto evaluate alternatives
• Identifies the values underlying thtfaltematives that are considered and the criteria
that will be used to make a selection among the alternatives

D
^
D
^
D
^
D

predicts the consequences of selecting each alternative
l^al^es decisions based on the d^ta obtained and the criteria identified
When appropriate, tal^es action to implement the decision
l^al^es effective decisions about consumer products based on important criteria,
including external features, performance, durability, cos4^tid personal tradeoffs
Analyses personal decisions in terms of the options that ^vere considered
Usesadecision^mal^ing grid ormatri^ to mal^e or study decisions involvinga
relatively limited number of alternatives and criteria
selects appropriate locationsfor specific service industries within the community

U^^^^A^^^5^0^^ ^^^^A^^^
D Understands the characteristics of societies in the Americas,Westem Europe, and Western
Africa that increasingly interacted afterl^O
N0rl5^8asic Edition, p^77^plicitly stated^
N^^U^^istory,E^panded Edition, p^^^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^r^istory
^evel 11^ Elementary ^Orades^
D Understands the migration and settlement patterns of peoples in the Americas ^e^,
the archaeological and geological evidence thate^plains the movement of people
from Asia to Americas, thespreadofhuman societies and the rise of diverse cultures
rromhunter^gatherer^ to urban dwellers, ^^eofme^erin^ land bridged
D Understands the significance ofbeliefs held by both Native Americans and Europeans
^e^g^, Native American beliefs about their origins in America, ideas ofland use held
bv Native Americans and Europeans^
D Understands social, economic, and cultural characteristics of European society ^e^g^,
the customary European family organisation, gender roles, property holding,
education and literac^,linguisticdiversity,religion^
^ l^no^sthe geographic characteristics ofWestem and central Africa and understands
the impact ofgeogranh^ on settlement patterns, cultural traits, and trade ^e^, in
political kingdoms such as l^ali,^onghai, and 8enin^ in urban centers such as
^imbu^tuand^lenne^
D compares political, social, economic, and religious systems of Africans, Europeans,
and Native Americans ^ho converged in theWestem hemisphere af^erl^^^e^,
concepts ofpolitical authority, civic values, and the organisation and practice of
governments population levels, urbani^ation,family structure, and modes of
communications systems of labor, trade,concepts of property,and exploitation of
natural resources^ dominant ideas and values including religious beliefs and practices,
genderroles, and attitudes toward natures
^ Understands the economic, social, and cultural influence of location and physical
geography on different Native American societies ^e^,^roo^uois and pueblo,
Northwest and southeast societies^
^ Understands ho^ the l^oha^l4^neida^^nondaga,^ayuga, and Seneca united toform
the Iroo^uois nation and to solve conflicts peaceably
D l^no^s legends ofpre^olumbus^plorations and the technological, scientific, and
geographicfactors that led to the age of exploration in the Americas

^5
D

Understands cultural and ecological interactionsamongpreviousiy unconnected people
resulting from early European exploration and colonisation
NC^8asic Edition, p^^plicitly stated^
NC^5^U^5^istory,E^panded Edition, p^^^^^^
mtemetConnections^^istory
^evel^^ Elementary grades ^^
^ ^nows thefeatures of the ma^or European explorations that took place between the
l^th and 17th centuries ^e^, the routes and motives of^panish, French, f^utch, and
English e^plorers^ the goals and achievements of ma^or expeditions^ problems
encountered on the high seas^ fears and superstitions ofthetimes^ what sailors
expected to find when they reached their destinations^
^ Understands aspects of the Spanish exploration, conquest, ^^immigration to the
Americas in me centuries following Columbus^, Spanish interactions with the
A^tec,mca,andFueblo^ the expeditions ofCabe^ade^aca and Francisco ^aso^ue^de
Coronado in the American ^outhwest^ the conquest of^panish American

D

Understands why the Americas attracted Europeans,why they brought enslaved Africans to
their colonies and how Europeans^truggledfor control ofNorth America and the Caribbean
NC^5^8asic Edition, p^l^plicitly stated^
NC^5^U^5^istory,E^panded Edition, p^l^lmplied^
Internet Connections^^istory
^evel 11^ Elementary grades ^^
^ Understands the lives of free and indentured immigrants who came to North America
and the Caribbean from Europe^e^g^, religious, political, and economic motives of
free immigrants from different parts ofEurope^ why indentured servants risked the
hardships ofbound labor overseas^ opportunities and challenges encountered by
European immigrants^
^ Understands growth and change in the European colonies during the two centuries
following their founding ^e^, the arrival of Africans in the European colonies in the
17^ century, the rapid increase of slave importation in thel^th century^
^ Understands peaceful and conf^ictory interaction between English settlers and Native
Americans in the New England, ^fid^Atlantic, Chesapeake, and lower ^outh colonies
^e^g, how Native American and Europeansocieties influenced one another, differing
European and Native American views ofthe land and its use^
^ Understands the similarities and differences in backgrounds, motivations, and
occupational skills between people in the English settlements and those in the French
and Spanish settlements

Ul^E^^A^^^O^D^Al^A^^
D Understandshowpolitical,religious,andsocial institutions emergedin the English colonies
N^5^ Basic Edition, p.^^plicitlv stated^
N^^^U.5.^istorv,E^panded Edition, p. ^^(E^plicitl^ stated^
Internet Connections ^istorv
^evelll^Elementarv(^^es^
^ Understands the influence ofEnlightenment ideas on American society (e.g.,
Benjamin Pranklin^s experiments with electricitv^
^ Understands the development of colonial governments (e.g., how earlv colonies
differed in the wavthev were established and governed, how characteristics of
colonial self-government such as the right to vote and hold office were rejected in
the Ivlavflower Compacts
^ Understands Puritanism in colonial America(e.g^, how Puritanism shaped New
England communities, the changes in Puritanism during the 17th centurv, opposition
toeing Barnes l,whv Puritans came to America, the Puritan ^amilv structured
^ Understands how and whvfamilv and community li^e differed in various regions of
colonial North America (e.g., ^illiamshurg, Philadelphia, Boston, NewYork,Prench
Quebec, ^antaPe^
Ul^^^^A^^^^^O^Y ^A^A^^5
^
D Understands how the values and institutions of European economic life took root in the
colonies and how slaverv reshaped European and African life in the Americas
NOrl5^ Basic Edition, p.^(E^plicitlv stated^
NC^5^U.5.^istorv,E^panded Edition, p^(E^plicitlv stated^
Internet Connections^r^istorv
^evelll^Elementarv(C^des^
^ Understands the factors that shaped the economic svstem in the colonies and the
Americas (e.g., labor systems, natural resources, relations with other countries and
the home country
D Understands economic life in the New England, Chesapeake, and southern colonies
(e.g., environmental and human factors^ the work people did^ the crops that
plantation, veoman, and familv farmers grew^ the New England merchants trading
triangles
^ Understands elements of African slaverv during the colonial period in North America
(e.g., relocation of enslaved Africans to the Caribbean and North America, the slave
trade and ^the middle passaged

^^^
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 6
• Understands the causes of the American Revolution, the ideas and interests involved in
shaping the revolutionary movement, and reasons for the American victory
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 86 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 72 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the major consequences of the Seven Years War (e.g., the English
victory, the removal of the French as a power in North America, the reduced need of
the colonists for the protection of the mother country)
• Understands the events that contributed to the outbreak of the American Revolution
and the earliest armed conflict of the Revolutionary War (e.g., opponents and
defenders of England's new imperial policy, the idea of "taxation without
representation," the battle at Lexington and Concord)
• Understands the major ideas in the Declaration of Independence, their sources, and
how they became unifying ideas of American democracy (e.g., major terms, why the
document was written, what the signers risked)
• Understands the major developments and chronology of the Revolutionary War and
the roles of its political, military, and diplomatic leaders (e.g., George Washington,
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Samuel Adams, John Hancock,
Richard Henry Lee)
• Understands perspectives of and the roles played in the American Revolution by
various groups of people (e.g., men, women, white settlers, free and enslaved AfricanAmericans, and Native Americans)
• Understands the United States relationships with European countries and the
contributions of each European power to the outcome of the Revolution (e.g.,
relations with France, Holland and Spain; consequences of the Treaty of Paris; Ben
Franklin's negotiations with the French)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 7
• Understands the impact of the American Revolution on politics, economy, and society
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 87 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 80 (Implied)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the major political issues in the thirteen colonies after their
independence from England (e.g., arguments over the Articles of Confederation,
arguments over how to govern themselves)
• Understands the factors that led to Shay's Rebellion
• Understands the social, political, and economic effects of the American revolutionary
victory on different groups (e.g., rural farmers, wealthy merchants, enslaved and free
African Americans, abolitionists,^wornen who contributed to the war effort)

//,4
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 8
. Understands the institutions and practices of government created-during the Revolution and
how these elements were revised between 1787 and 1815 to create the foundation of the
American political system based on the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 89 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 82 (Explicitly stated)
• Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the factors involved in calling the Constitutional Convention (e.g.,
Shay's Rebellion)
• Understands the issues and ideas supported and opposed by delegates at the
Constitutional Convention (e.g., enduring features of the Constitution, such as the
separation powers, and checks and balances; the Virginia Plan; the New Jersey Plan;
the Compromise; abolition)
• Understands the significance of the Bill of Rights and its specific guarantees (e.g., the
relevance of the Bill of Rights in today's society)
• Understands the differences in leaders (e.g., Alexander Hamilton and Thomas
Jefferson) and the social and economic composition of each political party in the
1790s
• Understands the issues thar impacted the lives of farmers in western Pennsylvania
during the Whiskey Rebellion
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 9
• Understands the United States territorial expansion between 1801 and 1861, and how it
affected relations with external powers and Native Americans
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 92 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 94 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the factors that led to U.S. territorial expansion in the Western
Hemisphere (e.g., Napoleon's reasons for selling the Louisiana Territory,
expeditions of American explorers and mountain men)
• Understands the War of 1812 (e.g., causes, sectional divisions, Native American
support of the British, defining the war)
• Knows the foreign territorial claims in the Western Hemisphere in 1800 and the
impact on American foreign policy (e.g., the origins and provisions of the Monroe
Doctrine; the claims of Spain, France, Britain, and Russia; nations that declared their
independence in 1823; how President Monroe dealt with European attempts to
reestablish control)
• Understands the impact of territorial expansion on Native American tribes (e.g., the
Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek and Seminole removals, the significance of
the Trail of Tears, the original lands held by various tribes of the Southeast and those
held in the Old Northwest territory) ',
• Understands the origins of Manifest Destiny and its influence on the westward
expansion of the United States (eJgj, its role in the resolution of the Oregon dispute
with Great Britain, how it led to (& Mexican-American war)

f/l)
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Understands elements of the relationship between Texas and Mexico in the mid-J9,h
century (e.g., the Texas War for Independence, American settlement in Mexico s
Texas, the American defeat at the Alamo)
Understands events that led to the Mexican-American war (e.g., the idea of Manifest
Destiny, U.S. annexation of Texas, the invasion of Mexico by U.S. troops) and the
consequences of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo

UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 10
• Understands how the industrial revolution, increasing immigration, the rapid expansion of
slavery, and the westward movement changed American lives and led to regional tensions
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 94 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 101 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the lives of immigrants in American society during the antebellum period
(e.g., factors that led to increased immigration from China, Ireland, and Germany;
how immigrants adapted to life in the United States and to hostility from the nativist
movement and the "Know- Nothing" party)
• Understands the major technological developments that influenced land and water
transportation, the economy, international markets, and the environment between
1801 and 1860 (e.g., the importance of the spinning jenny, steam locomotive, and
telegraph; the development of the canal system "after 1825 and railroad system after
1860)
• Understands social and economic elements of urban and rural life in the early and
mid-19th centuries (e.g., the impact of the factory system on gender roles and the
daily life of men, women, and children; factors that caused rapid urbanization; city
life in the 1840s; differences in urban and rural children's' lives, life in New England
mill towns in the early 1800s, the impact of the canal and railroad on the locations
and size of cities after 1820)
• Understands popular and high culture in growing urban areas during the 19th century
(e.g., novels, theater, minstrel shows, P.T. Barnum's "American Museum")
• Understands how slavery shaped social and economic life in the South after 1800
(e.g., how the conon gin and the opening of new lands in the South and West led to
increased demands for slaves; differences in the lives of plantation owners, poor free
black and white families, and slaves; methods of passive and active resistance to
slavery; escaped slaves and the Underground Railroad)
• Understands elements of early western migration (e.g., the lure of the West and the
reality of life on the frontier; motivations of various settlers; Mormon contributions
to the settlement of the West; differences in the settlement of California and Oregon
in the late 1840s and 1850s; routes taken by settlers of the Western U.S.;
interactions between settlers and Native Americans and Mexicans in the western
territories)
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 10
• Understands how the industrial revolution, increasing immigration, the rapid expansion of
slavery, and the westward movement changed American lives and led to regional tensions
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 94 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 101 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the lives of immigrants in American society during the antebellum period
(e.g., factors that led to increased immigration from China, Ireland, and Germany;
how immigrants adapted to life in the United States and to hostility from the nativist
movement and the "Know- Nothing" party)
• Understands the major technological developments that influenced land and water
transportation, the economy, international markets, and the environment between
1801 and 1860 (e.g., the importance of the spinning jenny, steam locomotive, and
telegraph; the development of the canal system after 1825 and railroad system after
1860)
• ' Understands social and economic elements of urban and rural life in the early and
' mid-19th centuries (e.g., the impact of the factory system on gender roles and the
daily life of men, women, and children; factors that caused rapid urbanization; city
life in the 1840s; differences in urban and rural children's' lives, life in New England
mill towns in the early 1800s, the impact of me canal and railroad on the locations
and size of cities after 1820)
• Understands popular and high culture in growing urban areas during the 19th century
(e.g., novels, theater, minstrel shows, P.T. Bamum's "American Museum")
• Understands how slavery shaped social and economic life in the South after 1800
(e.g., how the cotton gin and the opening of new lands in the South and West led to
increased demands for slaves; differences in the lives of plantation owners, poor free
black and white families, and slaves; methods of passive and active resistance to
slavery; escaped slaves and the Underground Railroad)
• Understands elements of early western migration (e.g., the lure of the West and the
reality of life on the frontier; motivations of various settlers; Mormon contributions
to the settlement.of the West; differences in the settlement of California and Oregon
in the late 1840s and 1850s; routes taken by settlers of the Western U.S.;
interactions between settlers and Native Americans and Mexicans in the western
territories)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 11
• Understands the extension, restriction, and reorganization of political democracy after 1800
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 96 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 110 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
„

Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands elements of suffrage-m the" antebellum years (e.g., contradictions
between the movement for universal white male suffrage and disenfranchisement of
free African Americans and women,- the influence of the West and western politicians
in supporting equality in the political process)

lh
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Understands why the election of Andrew Jackson was considered a victory for the
"common man (e.g., the "spoils system," Jackson's interest in providing the
"common man" with opportunities to serve in the government)
Understands divisive issues prior to the Civil War (e.g., the Missouri Compromise and
its role in determining slave and non-slave land areas, the issues that divided the
North and the South)

UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 11
• Understands the extension, restriction, and reorganization of political democracy after 1800
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 96 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 110 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands elements of suffrage in the antebellum years (e.g., contradictions
between the movement for universal white male suffrage and disenfranchisement of
-. free African Americans and women, the influence of the West and western politicians
in supporting equality in the political process)
• Understands why the election of Andrew Jackson was considered a victory for the
"common man (e.g., the "spoils system," Jackson's interest in providing the
"common man" with opportunities to serve in the government)
• Understands divisive issues prior to the' Civil War (e.g., the Missouri Compromise and
its role in determining slave and non-slave land areas, the issues that divided the
North and the South)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 12
• Understands the sources and character of cultural, religious, and social reform movements in
the antebellum period
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 97 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 114 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands how literary and artistic movements fostered a distinct American
identity among different groups and in different regions
• Understands the major characteristics of the abolition movement in the antebellum
period (e.g., different viewpoints within the abolitionist movement, arguments of
those opposed to and those who supported slavery, the Underground Railroad)
• Understands the religious revivals that swept the nation in the early 19th century
(e.g., the importance of the Second Great Awakening, the messages of Great
Awakening leaders such as Charles Finney and Peter Cartwright)
• Understands the role of women iiv the reform movements in antebellum America
(e.g., the contributions of individuals of different racial and social groups, the types of
reforms women sought, how fashion became a part of the movement for women's
rights)
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 13
• Understands the causes of the Civil War
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 100 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 122 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History

• Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands slavery prior to the Civil War (e.g., the importance of slavery as a ^
principle cause of the Civil War, the growing influence of abolitionists, children's
roles and family life under slavery)
• Knows the locations of the southern and northern states and their economic
resources (e.g., the industries and small family farms of the industrial North, the
agricultural economy and slavery of the South)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 14
• Understands the course and character of the Civil War and its effects on the American people
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 100 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 124 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
*

i

Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the technological, social, and strategic aspects of the Civil War (e.g., the
impact of innovations in military technology; turning points of the war; leaders of
the Confederacy and Union; conditions, characteristics, and armies of the
Confederacy and Union; major areas of Civil War combat)
• Understands the provisions and significance of the Emancipation Proclamation (e.g.,
reasons Abraham Lincoln issued it, public reactions to it in the North and the South)
• Understands the impact of the Civil War on social and gender issues (e.g., the roles of
women on the home front and on the battlefield; the human and material costs of the
war; the degree to which the war united the nation; how it changed the lives of
women, men, and children)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 15
• Understands how various reconstruction plans succeeded or failed
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 101 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 128 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands military, political, and social factors affecting the post Civil War period
(e.g., the basic provisions of the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments, and the political
and social forces that opposed and supported them, how the lives of African
Americans were changed by these amendments; demobilization of the Union and
Confederate armies; how the leadership of Presidents Lincoln and Johnson affected
reconstruction)
':
• Understands changes in social relations in the South during Reconstruction (e.g., the
role of the Freedmen's Bureau, |gL impact of emancipation in the South, how former
slaves improved their position in society, how people from the North traveled to aid
in Reconstruction)

hd

D

^
^

Understands theses of ^frican^mericansduring^e reconstruction era(e.g., the
progressof^lacl^^econstruction^ and the impact oflegislati^e reform programs,
contrihutionsofindi^idual^frican^mericanswhoser^edasteachersandpohttcal
leaders, why some aholition leaders voiced opposition to the l^th amendments
Understands the impact of the reconstruction period on politics in the South (e.g.,
the increase in corruption in the post^i^il^ar period, the importance of pol^cal
cartoonists in drawing attention to corruptions
Understands how economic conditions andfamily life in the North and South changed
o^er the war years

U1^^^S^^5^^0^^^S^^^^^^^^
D Understands how me rise of corporations, hea^ industry, and mechant^edfarming
transformed American society
^^S^8asic edition, p. 10^ (^plicitly stated^
^lO^S^ U.S. rlistory,^panded edition, p 1^8 (^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnectionsD^listory
^e^elll^lementary (grades ^^
^ Understands the impact ofsignificant achievements and individuals of the lately
cenmry (e.g., the effects of ma^or technological, transportation, and communication
changes mat occurred after*1870; careers ofindustrial and financial leaders of the late
l^th century^
^ Understands me economic and soc^ changes that occurred in late^th century
American cities (e.g.,where industries and transportation expanded; geographic
reasons for huilding factories^ commercial centers, and transportation huhs; why
different groups mo^ed from the farms to the hig cities and how they adjusted; lining
conditions in the growing cities^
^ Understands social development and lahor patterns in the latel^th century ^est
(e.g., ma^or technological and geographic influences that affected farming, mining,
and ranching; conflicts among farmers, ranchers, and miners during settlement; life
on the Oreat plains and the idea of^frontier^
D Understands environmental issues of the latel^th century (e.g., environmental costs
of pollution and depletion of natural resources; efforts of reformers to control
pollution and promote concern for the natural environments
U^1^0S^^^^^^^^S^^^^^^^^7
D

Understands massive immigration afterl870 and how new social patterns, conflicts, and ideas
of national unity developed amid growing culturaldi^ersity
^OrlS^8asic^dition,p.l0^(^plicitlystated^
^^rlS^ U.S. ^istory,^panded edition, p. l^(^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnectionsDr^istory
l^e^elll^lementary (grades ^^
D

^

Understands patterns of immigrant life after 1870(e.g.,where people came from and
where mey settled; how irnmigrarn^formedanew American culture; the challenges,
opportunities, and contributions of different immigrant groups; ways in which
immigrants learned to li^e and worl^inanew country^
Understands me experiences of d^rse groups and minorities in different regions of
the country (e.g., the experiences c^f^frican Americans, ^sian Americans, and

^
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Hispanic Americans; the anti-Chinese movement in the West; the rise of lynching in
the South; the impact of Jim Crow laws on African Americans)
Understands social activities in the late 19th century (e.g., new forms of popular
culture and leisure activities at different levels of American society, entertainment
for children)

UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 18
• Understands the rise ofthe American labor movement and how political issues reflected
social and economic changes
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 107 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 152 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands changes in business and labor practices during the late 19th century (e.g.,
reasons for child labor and it consequences, changes in business operation, how
workers lives were affected after the Civil War)
• Understands characteristics ofthe labor conflicts ofthe late 19th century (e.g., causes
and effects of escalating labor conflicts, causes and effects of coal mine strikes, the
organizing efforts of Mother Mary Jones)
• Understands major political* issues and events jof the late 19th century (e.g., the issues
and results of the 1896 election, why third parties were established, the importance
of Thomas Nast's political cartoons, the lives of important political personalities)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 19
• Understands federal Indian policy and United States foreign policy after the Civil War
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 108 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 159 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands significant events for Native American tribes in the late 19th century
and how they responded (e.g., survival strategies of Native American societies during
the "second great removal," movement to reservations in western states, the effect
of government policies on Native American nations and Native American land
holdings between 1870 and 1900)
• Understands the expansion of U.S. territories in the post-Civil War era (e.g., areas
the U.S. annexed, primary interests in these areas)
• Understands critical features of the Spanish-American War (e.g., conditions that led
to the war with Spain in 1898, character and outcome of the war, leading
personalities of the Spanish-American War)

tft,
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 20
• Understands how Progressives and others addressed problems of industrial capitalism,
urbanization, and political corruption
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. Ill (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 165 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands Progressive ideas and reform efforts (e.g., the Progressive idea of a
democracy responsive to the needs of an industrial society, Progressive attempts at
social and moral reform, conditions that inspired these reforms)
• Understands political and legislative elements of the Progressive movement (e.g.,
how the Progressives promoted political change and expanded democracy at state and
local levels; the leadership of Presidents Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson and their ideas
for reform; the 16th, 17th, and 18th amendments; the movement for women's
suffrage)
• Understands issues and perspectives of different groups during the Progressive era
' (e.g., African Americans and their alternative programs; women, Native Americans,
organized workers)
• Understands how migrants from rural areas and immigrants from other lands
experienced life in growing" urban centers and J>ow they coped (e.g., schools,
settlement houses, religious groups, philanthropists)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 21
• Understands the changing role of the United States in world affairs through World War I
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 112 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 171 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands various U.S. foreign policies in the early part of the 20th century (e.g.,
the Open Door policy; places the U.S. claimed, occupied, or protected in the
Caribbean after the Spanish-American War; the importance of the Panama Canal)
• Understands World War I prior to U.S. intervention (e.g., the causes in 1914, reasons
for declaration of U.S. neutrality, locations of Allied and Central Powers, the extent
of War in Europe and the use of new weapons and technology)
• Understands U.S. involvement in World War I (e.g., how the American
Expeditionary Force contributed to the Allied victory, Wilson's Fourteen Points, the
negotiation of the Versailles Treaty, the national debate over treaty ratification and
the League of Nations)
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 22
• Understands how the United States changed between the post-World War I years and the eve
of the Great Depression
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 114 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 178 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands efforts to restrict immigrants and diverse groups of people in the postWorld War I era (e.g., the closing of the "Golden Door," nativism and antiimmigrant attitudes)
• Understands how urban life changed in the 1920s (e.g., how scientific management
and technological innovations, including assembly lines, rapid transit, household
appliances, and radio, transformed production, work and daily life; how
improvements in steel construction and elevators contributed to the changes; why
people prized home ownership; why people left the cities for the suburbs)
• Understands the rise of a mass culture in the 1920s (e.g., the media and recreation
' available in the 1920s; how increased leisure time promoted the growth of
professional sports, amusement parks, and national parks; the impact of recreational
areas on the local environment)
• Understands influences on/African American culture during the 1920s (e.g., the
Harlem Renaissance)
• Understands the effects of women's suffrage on politics (e.g., the major events of
women's suffrage movement from the Seneca Falls Convention of 1848 to the
ratification of the 19th amendment; how the 19th Amendment changed political life
in America)
• Understands how women's lives changed after World War I (e.g., their contributions
in schools, hospitals, settlement houses, and social agencies; how the spread of
electrification and household appliances improved the life of homemakers)
• Understands aspects of Prohibition (e.g., smuggling)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 23
• Understands the causes of the Great Depression and how it affected American society
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 117 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S.-History, Expanded Edition, p. 188 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections -^History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands economic aspects of the Great Depression (e.g., the causes and
consequences of the stock market crash of 1929; the factors that contributed to the
Great Depression; the effects of the depression on farmers, city workers, and
military veterans)
• Understands the environmental and social impact of the Great Depression (e.g., the
effects of the Great Depression and Dust Bowl on American farm owners, tenants,
and sharecroppers; the effects of the depression on diverse groups and on local
communities)
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 24
• Understands how the New Deal addressed the Great Depression, transformed American
federalism, and initiated the welfare state
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 118 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 193 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the background and leadership styles of depression-era presidents (e.g.,
Herbert Hoover, Franklin D. Roosevelt)
• Understands the influences on and impact ofthe New Deal (e.g., how legislation and
policies affected American workers and the labor movement, the condition of
working men and women in the United States in the 1930s, how the New Deal
affected the lives of local families, how women contributed to New Deal programs)
• Understands the significance and legacy ofthe New Deal (e.g., major New Deal
programs still in effect today, support for and opposition to Roosevelt's "court
packing" proposal and why he abandoned this proposal)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 25
• Understands the causes and course of World War II, the character of the war at home and
abroad, and its reshaping ofthe U.S. role in world affairs
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 119 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 199 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands events leading to U.S. involvement in World War II (e.g., reasons for
American isolationist sentiment and its effects on international relations and
diplomacy; American responses to German, Italian, and Japanese aggression in
Europe, Africa, and Asia from 1935 to 1941, global involvement of nations and
people before World War II; the location of Pearl Harbor and events that brought the
U.S. into the war)
• Understands significant military aspects of World War II (e.g., major turning points
ofthe war; Axis and Allied military campaigns in the European and Pacific theaters;
the financial, material, and human costs of the war and their economic consequences
for the Allies and the Axis powers; the locations of the major theaters of war in
North Africa, Europe, and the Pacific; the diverse contributions of men and women
during the war)"
• Understands events on the U.S. home front during World War II (e.g., economic and
military mobilization; the internment of Japanese Americans and the implications for
civil liberties)

IV
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UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 26
• Understands the economic boom and social transformation of post-World War II
United States
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 122 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 206 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the impact of postwar scientific research on contemporary society (e.g.,
the work of pioneers in modem scientific research, the significance of research and
scientific breakthroughs in promoting the U.S. space program)
• Understands how the American economy changed in the post-World War II period
(e.g., reasons for sustained economic growth, economic opportunities for members
of the armed forces)
• Understands influences on American society during the post-World War II years (e.g.,
the effects of the G.I. Bill, the influence of popular culture and the mass media)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 27
• Understands how the Cold War and conflicts in Korean and Vietnam influenced domestic and
international politics
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 123 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 214 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands influences on international relations after World War II (e.g., the
"flawed peace" resulting from World War II, the effectiveness of the United Nations
in reducing international tensions and conflict)
• Understands shifts in international relations after World War II (e.g., effects of
popular uprisings against communist governments in Eastern Europe on U.S. foreign
policy, U.S. relations with Israel and how Arab-Israeli crises influenced U.S. foreign
policy, how the modem state of Israel became an independent country after World
War II)
• Understands the characteristics and impact of the Vietnam War (e.g., the war's effect
on Vietnamese.and Americans; effects on postwar politics and culture; the location
of the war in Southeast Asia; how the war escalated during the 1960s)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 28
• Understands domestic policies in the post-World War II period
NCHS: Basic ^Edition, p. 125 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 210 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
-^
• Understands the civil rights movement during President Truman's presidency (e.g.,
his support of civil rights, the effect on the Democratic party)
• Understands the impact of the Kegnedy and Johnson administrations on domestic
affairs (e.g., the domestic policie?of the "New Frontier," legislation and programs
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enacted during Johnson's presidency, how Jacqueline Kennedy developed the Camelot
images to depict her husband's presidency)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 29
• Understands the struggle for racial and gender equality and for the extension of civil liberties
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 125 (Explicitly stated)
'NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 220 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the development of the civil rights movement (e.g., the Supreme Court
case Brown v. Board of Education and its significance in advancing civil rights; the
resistance to civil rights in the South between 1954 and 1965; how the "freedom
ride," "civil disobedience," and "non-violent resistance" were important to the civil
rights movement; Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech in the context
of major events)
•. Understands the involvement of diverse groups in the civil rights movement (e.g., the
agendas, strategies, and effectiveness of African, Asian, Latino, and Native
' Americans, as well as the disabled, in advancing the movement for civil and equal
rights; regional issues important to diverse groups and their efforts to attain equality
and civil rights after World -War II )
. ;
• Understands the development of the post-World, War II women's movement (e.g.,
the major issues affecting women and the conflicts these issues engendered, the
emergence of the National Organization for Women, post-World War II attitudes
toward women)
• Understands the Warren Court's interpretation of freedom of religion (e.g., the
importance of the separation of church and state and freedom of religion in
contemporary American society, local and regional issues regarding religious freedom)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 30
• Understands developments in foreign policy and domestic politics between the Nixon and
Clinton presidencies
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 128 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 229 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands domestic politics from Nixon to Carter (e.g., the effectiveness of
different social and environmental programs under the Nixon, Ford, and Carter
administrations; the Nixon administration's involvement in Watergate, and the role
of the media in exposing the scandal; how "law and order," the "Silent Majority,"
and the "New Federalism" were used by the Nixon administration)
• Understands elements of both the Reagan and Bush presidencies (e.g., the impact of
the "Reagan Revolution" on federalism and public perceptions of the role of
government, reasons for Reagan *r popularity, how each administration dealt with
major domestic problems)
• Understands the events that influenced U.S. foreign policy from the Carter to the
Bush administrations (e.g., Reagan^efforts to reassert American military power and
rebuild American prestige; crisis areas around the world and some of the major peace
initiatives made during the Carter administration; geographic changes after the fall of
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the U.S.S.R and communist states in eastern Europe; places in the Middle East,
Central America, the Caribbean, Africa, and Asia where U.S. advisers and military
forces were involved during the Reagan and Bush years)
UNITED STATES HISTORY - STANDARD: 31
• Understands economic, social, and cultural developments in the contemporary United States
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 129 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: U.S. History, Expanded Edition, p. 237 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands changes in the contemporary workplace (e.g., how scientific and
technological changes and the computer revolution affect the economy and nature of
work, of education and skills required for available jobs)
• Understands the factors that prompted new immigration in contemporary American
society (e.g., new immigration policies after 1965, areas of the world from which
. most immigrants have come)
• Understands influences on religion in contemporary society (e.g., how changing
immigration patterns affected religious diversity, issues related to religious belief)
• Understands aspects of contemporary American culture (e.g., the international
influence of American culture, increased popularity of professional sports, influence
of spectator sports on popular culture, ' sports and entertainment figures who
advertise specific products)
• Understands contemporary issues concerning gender and ethnicity (e.g., the range of
women's organizations, the changing goals of the women's movement, and the issues
currently dividing women; issues involving justice and common welfare; how interest
groups attempted to achieve their goals of equality and justice; how African, Asian,
Hispanic, and Native Americans have shaped American life and retained their cultural
heritage)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 1
• Understands the biological and cultural processes that shaped the earliest human
communities NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 138 (Explicitly stated)
• NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 41 (Explicitly stated)
• Internet Connections - History
Level 11: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands scientific evidence regarding early hominid evolution in Africa (e.g.,
daily life of individuals and communities in early hunter-gatherer populations; major
anthropological discoveries, their locations, and their discoverers)
• Understands the social and cultural characteristics of hunter-gatherer communities in
various continental regions (e.g., similarities and differences between hunter-gatherer
communities in Africa, Eurasia, arid the Americas and their responses to local
environments; characteristics of Cro-Magnon communities of western Eurasia;
location and composition of archaeological discoveries and what understanding these
bring to Neanderthal culture and community life)

/;->
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WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 2
- Understands the processes that contributed to the emergence of agricultural societies around
the world
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 139 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 45 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the role of agriculture in early settled communities (e.g., how
archaeological evidence explains the technology, social organization, and cultural life
of settled farming communities in Southwest Asia; differences between wild and
domestic plants and animals; how patterns of settlement were influenced by
agricultural practices)
• Understands the development of early agricultural communities in different regions of
the world (e.g., differences between hunter-gatherer, fishing, and agrarian
communities; social, cultural, and economic characteristics of large agricultural
settlements and their unique problems; the development of tropical agriculture in
• Southeast Asia)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 3
• Understands the major characteristics of civilization and the development of civilizations in
Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Indus Valley .
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 141 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 52 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands influences on the development of various civilizations in the 4th and 3rd
millennia BCE (e.g., how the natural environment of the Tigris-Euphrates, Nile, and
Indus Valleys shaped the early development of civilization; different characteristics
of urban development in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Indus Valley)
• Understands the characteristics of writing forms in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the
Indus Valley and how written records shaped political, legal, religious, and cultural life
• Understands how economic, political, and environmental factors influenced the
civilizations of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Indus Valley (e.g., the impact of trade
networks connecting various regions of Southwest Asia on Mesopotamian
civilization; the importance of commercial, cultural, and political connections
between Egypt and peoples of Nubia along the upper Nile; how geography and
climate affected trade in the Nile Valley)

D

Understandshow agrarian societiessp^^^^^ewstates^^rged^in the ^rdand^nd
millennia 8^
^0^^8asic edition, p. l^^plicitly^tated^
l^^^^orld history, expanded edition, p.^^plicitly^^
Internet ^onnections^^istory
^evel^^lementary(Orades^^
^ Understands how the development of different ty^es of tools influenced Chinese
civilisation (e.g., the uses and significance ofbron^etool^ma^ing technology,
weapons, and luxury goods in the ^rd and ^nd millennia ^^ the unique nature of
Chinese writing tools, surfaces, and styles in the ^ndmilletmium 8^
^ Understands significant characteristics of early Ol^inese society and religion (e.g., the
influenceofthenatural environment on ^uang^ef^ellow^iver^ civilisation
compared to its impact on Mesopotamia, ^gypt, and tbe^ndus^alley^ early Chinese
urban societies and how they compare to those of^esopotamia and the Indus galley,
the nature of^hang ancestor worship and what it illustrates about concepts oflife and
death in ^hang society^
^ Understands the role oftechnology in early agrarian societies (e.g., how the advent of
the plow intluenced new agrarian societies in southwest ^sia, the mediterranean
basin, and temperate ^urope^ how megalithic^tone buildings, such as ^tonehenge,
indicate the emergence of complex agrarian societies in ^urope^ char^gesfor
humankind and civilisation brought on by thebow and arrow and by pottery^ what
physical evidence indicated about the characteristics ofthe agrarian society of
ancient ^gypt and the lite of the ^haraoh^

D

Understands the political, social, and cultural consequences of population movements at^d
militarisation in Eurasia in the second millenniums^
^0^15^ 8asic edition, p. 1^3 (^plicitly stated^
^1^5^ v^orld history, expanded edition, p.^(^plicitly stated^
Internet ^onnectionsDr^istory
l^evelll^lementary (grades ^^
^ Understands how the rise of pastoral societies was linked to the climate and
geography ofthe central ^sian steppes, and how l^inship^based pastoral society
differed from the social organisation of agrarian states
^ Understands how the invention of the chariot affected southwest ^sian societies
(e.g.,how the chariot changed transportation, the development of chariot warfare,
how the chariot contributed to the spread of new ideas and tecrmology^
D Understands characteristics ofl^ycenaeanOreel^ society and culture (e.g., the
political and social organisation of the l^ycenaear^^ree^s as revealed in
archaeological and written records, how geography influenced the development of
Mycenaean society, the significance ofthe story of the siege of^froy^
^ Understandspossible causes ofthe^decline and collapse ofmdus galley civilisation
(e.g., possible causes for the disappearance of cities such as ^ohen^f^aro, the role
changes played in thefalloflndus cities^

B^B^

D

Understands majortrends in Eurasia and Africa from ^000 to 1000 BCE
^C^^ Basic Edition, pBl^^pli^i^^^
internet ConnectionsD^istory
l^evel^Elementary^rades^
^ ^ows areas ofEurasia and Africa where cities and dense farming populations
appeared between ^000 and 1000 BCE, and understands the connection between the
spread of agriculture and the acceleration of world population growth
D Understands how new ideas, products, tecrmio^ues, and institutions spread from one
region to another and the conditions under which people assimilated or rejected new
ideas or adapted them to cultural traditions

^^^^^^^D^fA1^^^7

D

Understands technological and cultural innovation and change from 1000 to 600 BCE
^Cr^5^ Basic Edition, p^ 1^7 ^plicitly stated^
^Cr^^^orld history, expanded edition, p^70^plicitly stated^
Internet ConnectionsD^istory
l^evel 11^ Elementary grades ^6^
^ Understands patterns of Phoenician political organisation, culture, and trade in the
^edite^anean basin ^e^g, dominant t^ade routes, traded goods of majo^ Phoenician
port cities such as Carthage^
^ Understands the development of C^ree^city^states^e^, common features of C^ree^
city-states in the Aegean ^egion^ the political, social, and legal character of the polish
how geography influenced the location and development of ^ree^ city-states^
D Understands elements of Judaism and how it compares to other religions ^e^, the
differences between Jewish monotheism and the polytheism of southwest Asia, the
ethical teachings of Judaism illustrated in stories from the Hebrew scriptures, the
major events in the early history of^udaism through the Babylonian Captivity^
^ Understands major technological, military,and political events in the development of
^ushite society ^e^, the importance of^ile galley trade and the decline of the r^lew
kingdom asfactors in the rise of the l^ushite state in the 1st millennium BCE, how
iron was used in ^ushite society and which uses were most important to the l^ingdom^
^ Understands characteristics of pastoral nomadic societies^e^, the importance of the
horse to the development of pastoral nomadism and cavalry warfares reasonsfor
conflict economic interdependence between pastoral nomadic peoples of Central Asia
and major agrarian states of Eurasia, the location and range ofnomadic peoples in
thel^ millennium BCE and how they moved thei^ herds and belongings^
D Understands geographical and architectural features ofEgypt and ^ush^e^,the
locations of Egypt and ^ush on the African continent and the geographic features
that either assisted or hampered communication between these two l^ingdoms,what
architectural evidence suggests about the relationship between Egypt and ^ush^

^^
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WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 8
. Understands how Aegean civilization emerged and how interrelations developed among
peoples of the Eastern Mediterranean and Southwest Asia from 600 to 200 BCfc
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 149 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 78 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the social and political characteristics of Greek city-states (e.g.,
significant similarities and differences between Athenian democracy and Spartan
military aristocracy; hierarchical relationships in Greek societies and the civic,
economic, and social tasks performed by men and women of different classes; the
location and political structure of the major Greek city-states)
• Understands the major cultural elements of Greek society (e.g., the major
characteristics of Hellenic sculpture, architecture, and pottery and how they reflected
or influenced social values and culture; characteristics of Classical Greek art and
architecture and how they are reflected in modem art and architecture; Socrates'
values and ideas as reflected in his trial; how Greek gods and goddesses represent nonhuman entities, and how gods, goddesses, and humans interact in Greek myths)
• Understands significant military developments of the Persian Empire (e.g., major
events of the wars between .Persia and the Greek city-states; reasons for Persia's
failure to conquer the Aegean region; the growth of and geographic influences on the
Persian Empire, from the reign of Cyrus I through the wars with Greece; sources of
the conflict between the Greeks and the Persians; the four major battles of the
Persian wars)
• Understands Alexander's achievements as a military and political leader (e.g., reasons
for the disintegration of the empire into smaller areas after his rule; the campaigns,
battles, and cities founded in Alexander's imperial conquests)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 9
• Understands how major religious and large-scale empires arose in the Mediterranean Basin,
China, and India from 500 BCE to 300 CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 151 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 86 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the origins and social framework of Roman society (e.g., the geographic
location of different ethnic groups on the Italian peninsula in the late 6th century
BCE and their influences on early Roman society and culture, how legends of the
founding of Rome describe ancient Rome and reflect the beliefs and values of its
citizens, what life was like for the common people living in Rome and Pompeii)
• Understands shifts in the political and social framework of Roman society (e.g.,
political and social institutions of the Roman Republic and reasons for its
transformation from Republic to Empire; how values changed from the early
Republic to the last years of the Empire as reflected through the lives of such Romans
as.Cincinnatus, Scipio African us, Tiberius Gracchus, Cicero, Julius Caesar, Augustus,
Nero, Marcus Aurelius, and ConsajjSine)
• Understands the significance of Jesus" of Nazareth (e.g., the story of the life of Jesus,
the messages of Jesus' prominent parables)
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•

Understands events in the rise of Christianity (e.g., the life of Paul the Apostle and
his contribution to the spread of Christian beliefs, how Christianity spread widely in
the Roman Empire, how the New Testament illustrates early Christian beliefs)
• Understands the fundamental elements of Chinese society under the early imperial
dynasties (e.g., policies and achievements of the Qin emperor Shi Huangdi, the life of
Confucius and the fundamentals of Confucianism and Daoism, what life was like for
ordinary people in ancient China as illustrated in Chinese folktales)
• Understands the commercial and cultural significance of the trans-Eurasian "silk
roads" to the Roman and Chinese Empires and the peoples of Central Asia
• Understands the origins of Buddhism and fundamental Buddhist beliefs (e.g., the life
story of Buddha and his essential teachings; how the Buddhist teachings were a
response to the Brahmanic system; the contributions of the emperor Ashoka to the
expansion of Buddhism in India; how Indian epic stories reflect social values, and
how the Jakata tales reveal Buddhist teachings)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 10
• Understands how early agrarian civilizations arose in Mesoamerica
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 152 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 94 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
-;

Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the major characteristics and contributions of Olmec civilization (e.g,
how maize cultivation influenced the development of the Olmec civilization, the
major contributions of Olmec civilization to Mesoamerican civilization, the
achievements of Olmec civilization circa 1200 to 400 BCE, how geography
influenced the development of Olmec civilization, the essential aspects of the Olmec
civilization)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 11
• Understands major global trends from 1000 BCE to 300 CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 153 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Knows the different forms of slavery or coerced labor in various empires (e.g., the
Han empire, the Maurya empire, the Greek city-states, the Roman empire)
• Understands how new religious or ethical systems contributed to cultural integration
of large regions of Afro-Eurasia
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 12
• Understands the Imperial crises and their aftermath in various regions from 300 to 700 CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 156 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition,"p. 100 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
^
• Understands possible reasons for thTdecline of the Roman and Han Empires (e.g.,
possible factors that motivated nomadic peoples to move into the Roman Empire

12*

^dOnina,^omrnonpatternsof^^^
chronologicalorderofsignifl^^^ricaleven^^r^ornefron^^^^^^
mroughmereignof^ustinian,nowdifferencesinarch^ectu^can^^^
alienation between the ^as^eman^ western hal^s of ^hel^oman^mptre^
D Understands^ariouscharacteristicsofOh^stiani^8nd8uddhism^g.,rne^odsused
tospreadmetworeligions^onewareasandpeople;possibleaspectsofOh^stianitv
and8uddhismthatappealedtopeople living between me ^rdand^oenturies^;
the approximate geographic realms of8uddhisrn,^nristiani^,^tnduism,an^
Confucianism until the^eenturv^
^ Understands fundamental ^indubeliefs(e^,howthe concept of dharmareflectsa
social value forthe idealising, husband and wife, brother and f^ien^I; me concepts of
8rahma,dharma, and l^arrna, the caste system, ritual sacrifice, and reincarnations
D Understands signiflcantreligiousandculturalfeaturesofu^eOuptaera(e^,Oupta
achievements in art, literature, and mathematics; the relationship among various
religions in India during ^uptatimes^
D Understands the influence ofr^induism and buddhism in ^ast and Southeast Asia(e^g.,
the role oftrade in spreading these religions; the geographical limits ofr^ino^u and
8uddhistinfluence;the presence and influence ofr^induism and buddhism in India,
Malaysia, and southeast Asia; how ocean current affected cultural contact between
India and Southeast Asia, and the evidence for this contacts

D

Understands the causes and consequences ofthe development oflslamic civilization between
the7th and l^th centuries
r^^S^asic edition, p. 1^7 (^plicitlv stated^
^C^S^v^orldr^istorv, expanded edition, p. 10^ (^plicitlv stated^
Internet Connections^rlistorv
l^evelll^lementarv(^rades^
^ Understands the spread oflslam in Southwest Asia and the Mediterranean region (e^g.,
the life ofMuhammad, his devotion to ^od, and the basic beliefs and values he
preached; how Islam spread in Southwest Asia and the Mediterranean and evidence for
its influence; importance to Islam of the r^egira^ir^ah^, the ^.a^abah, the ^ur^an,
theSunnah,the ^, the dailvpraver^Salat^, the poor due ^^a^at^ and I^amadan^
^ Understands the influence oflslamic ideas and practices on other cultures and social
behavior(e.g., the origin and development oflslamic law; the influence oflslamic law
and Muslimpractice on familv life, morals, marriage, inheritance, and slaverv; the
possible appeal of Islam to culturally diverse non^Muslims across Afro^^urasia in the
Abbasidera^
D Understands how the 8vzantine state withstood attacks between the ^th and 10^
centuries (e^g., militarv technology and the successful defense of^vzantium against
Arab Muslim attach
D Understands the effect of geographv on different groups and their trade practices
(e.g., nomads, town^dwellers, trade practices on the Arabian peninsula; me goods
traded andthe origins of these goods^
^ Understands the significance of8aghdad(e^g., the trade network and goods traded, its
role asacenter of commerce in the ^thtol^th centuries C^
^ Understands the impact of the indention of paper on various cultures (e^g., Chinese,
Muslim, later European cultures a^ its route from its source through Muslim lands to
^urope^

^^
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WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: U
• Understands major developments in East Asia and Southeast Asia in the era of the
Tang Dynasty from 600 to 900 CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 159 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 114 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands geographic and political features of Tang China (e.g., the imperial
conquests of the empire in Southeast and Central Asia; the locations of major cities in
Tang China and their attraction for diverse people of differing religions; major
geographical features of the area incorporated by the Tang Dynasty, the location of
the network of canals, and how the Great Canal changed life in China; features of
government and administration of Tang China)
• Understands characteristics of Japanese society through the imperial period (e.g.,
aspects of the indigenous development of Japanese society until the 7th century CE;
the establishment of the imperial state in Japan and the role of the emperor in
government; the political, social, and cultural role of women and their contributions
• to the court of Heian; how the geography of Japan affected its development and its
relations with China and Korea)
• Understands the importance of the commercial state of Srivijava and the Straits of
Malacca in Southeast Asia as a trade link between India and China (e.g., how the
monsoon winds and geography of the strait contributed to Srivijava's wealth and
power)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 15

•

Understands the political, social, and cultural redefinitions in Europe from 500 to 1L00 CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 159 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 118 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level 11: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the influence of the monastery in European development (e.g., the
importance of monasteries, convents, and missionaries from Britain and Ireland in
the Christianizing of Western and Central Europe; the individual duties of monks and
nuns)
-;.
• Understands the development of the Merovingian and Carolingian states (e.g., their
success at maintaining public order and local defense in western Europe)
• Understands the significance of Norse migrations and invasions (e.g., how Norse
explorations stimulated the emergence of independent lords and the knightly class;
locations of Norse settlements, including routes to North America, Russia, Western
Europe, and the Black Sea)
• Understands the significance of Charlemagne (e.g., his government, laws, conquests,
personal values)
• Knows the life story and major achievements of King Alfred of England, and
understands how he earned the title "Alfred the Great"

12A
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WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 16
. Understands the development of agricultural societies and new states in tropical Africa and
Oceania
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 161 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 122 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Knows the routes by which migrants settled the Pacific Islands and New Zealand and
the navigational techniques they used on long distance voyages
Level III: Middle School/Jr. High (Grades 7-8)
• Understands influences on state-building in West Africa (e.g., how the natural
environments of West Africa defined agricultural production, and the importance of
the Niger River in promoting agriculture, commerce, and state-building; the growth of
the Ghana empire; how Islam, labor specialization, regional commerce and the transSaharan camel trade promoted urbanization in West Africa; the governing system of
the royal court in Ghana, and how the effectiveness of imperial efforts was aided by a
belief in the king's divinity)
• Understands the establishment of agricultural societies on the Pacific Islands and New
Zealand (e.g., the plants and animals that early migrants carried with them; how
these "introductions" affected the existing island flora and fauna; possible links
between the cultures of Southeast Asia, the Pacific Islands, and New Zealand)
• Understands the role of oral history in understanding West African history (e.g., the
griot "keeper of tales" and other sources used to understand history)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 17
• Understands the rise of centers of civilization in Mesoamerica and Andean South America in
the 1st millennium CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 162 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 124 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the significant features of Mayan civilization (e.g., locations of Mayan
city-states, road systems, and sea routes in Mesoamerica and the influence of the
environment on these developments; the role and status of elite women and men in
Mayan society as indicated by their portrayal in Mayan monumental architecture;
the importance of religion in Mayan society; the structure and purpose of Mayan
pyramids; ceremonial games among the Mayans)
• Understands different farming methods of Teotihuac n and Moche civilization (e.g.,
agricultural methods, water utilization, and herding methods used by the Teotihuacan
and Moche peoples, and how the natural environment of the Andes helped to
influence these methods)
• Understands methods used to study Zapotec, Teotihuac n, and Moche civilizations
(e.g., locations of these communities and their major archaeological remains, what
archaeological evidence such as.elay pottery and figures reveal about Moche
civilization, what remains of placed cities reveal about the structure of Zapotec and
Teotihuac n civilization)
"*"
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D

Understands ma^orglohal trends from ^^ to 1^0 C^
^lC^S^8asic edition, p. l^^plieitly stated^
Internet Connections^J^istory
^evel^l^lementary(Crades^
^ Understands ma^or changes in the religious map ofJ^tirasia and ^f^icaoetween 3(^0
and 100^ C^ (e.g., me success ofCliristianity,8uddhism, Hinduism, and ^slam in
making converts among peoples of differing ethnic and cultural traditions^
^ ^ows me maritime and overland trade routes lin^ingregions of ^f^o^^urasia and
understands the importance of international tradefor African and Eurasian societies

D

Understands me maturation of an interregional system of communication, trade, and cultural
exchange duringaperiod of Chinese economic power and Islamic expansion
^C^S^8asic edition, p. l^(^plicitly stated^
l^C^S^^orld history, expanded edition, p. l^^(^pli^itly stated^
Internet Connections^J^istory
^evelll^lementary(Crades^^
^
D Understands the impact of urbanisation and commercial expansion on Chinese
society hetweenthelOthandl^th centuries (^e.g., the effects of ma^or technological
and scientific inventions in the Song era on Chinese life, China'strade with Southeast
^sia and the lands rimming the Indian C^cean, how this trade affected China
internally^
^ Understands different elements of Japanesefeudal society (e.g., Japanese government
during the ^amal^ura and ^shil^aga periods, and whether it was feudalisms the rise of
the warrior class infeudal Japan and the values it prescrihed^ how the economic and
social status of women and peasants changed infeudal Japanese society^ how art and
aesthetic values were cherished in the warrior culture in Japan and what this art
reveals ahout Japanese values^ how the Japanese successfully defended themselves
against Mongol invasions in the l^th century^
^ Understands the cultural characteristics of Islamic society (e.g., the importance of
scientific, literary,and artistic contributions made hy the Islamic civilisation hetween
theB^h and l^th centuries^ how these contributions helped communication
oetween different islamic peoples^ the diverse, multiethnic character of the islamic
stated
^ Understandsfeatures of trade routes in ^sia, Europe, and ^^ica (e.g., how goods
traveled from ^ast^sia to Europe and the importance ofthe Indian ^cean to the
societies of^sia,^ast^^rica, and ^urope^ the usefulness ofthe camel in desert
transportation andtrade^

^^

^0
D

Understands me redeflnitionofEt^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1^C^5; 8asic Edition, p. l^(E^pli^^^^
^IC^^^orld history, expanded edition, p. 1^0 (Explicitly ^tated^
Internet Connections^^istory
^evel 11^ Elementary (Crades^
^ Understands the significance of developments in medieval English legal and
constitutional practice and their importance for modem democratic thought and
institutions
D Understands the systems of feudalism and manorialism (e.g., u^ie principles of
feudalism, manorialism, and serfdom, and theirwidespread use in parisofEurope in
thellm century; how population growth and agricultural expansion affected the
legal, economic, and social position ofpeasant men and women; how tlie lives of
peasants and serfs differed; how their lives were affected oy the manors and ca^tles^
^ Understands the influence of Christianity in Medieval Europe(e.g., how successful the
Christian states were in overthrowing Muslim powers in Central and southern ^oeria,
the reasons for andconsequences of the European Crusades against ^yria and
^alestine^
^ Understands the lives ofdifferent groups ofpeople in Medieval Europe (e.g., life in
Jewish communities andwhat^lews added to ^he cultural and economic development
ofEurope; the influence ofidealsofchivalry and courtly love on feudal society; how
the status ofwomen changed in medieval European life^ Understands the
significance ofthe university in Medieval Europe (e.g., how universities contributed
to literacy,leaming, and scientific advancement; why universities werefounded in
certain parts of Europe; th^ meaning of the word ^university^
^ Understands the significance ofv^illiam the Conqueror in English society (e.g.,why
William invaded England; how he won control ofEnglandafrer the 8a^tle of
castings; what changes he made in governing England^
^ Understands aspects ofthe architecture ofMedieval Europe (e.g., different
architectural styles from this period; how some elements may still oe seen in local,
modem architectures

^

Understands the rise of the Mongol Empire and its consequencesfor Eurasian peoples from
1^00 to 1^
^Crl^ 8asic Editions 1^ (Explicitly stated^
^Crl5^ ^Borld history, expanded edition pl^ (Explicitly stated^
IntemetConnections^^istory
^evel 11^ Elementary (Orades^^
^
^

Understands the significance of Chinggisl^han (e.g., the ma^or achievements of
Chinggisl^han, the geographical extent ofChinggis^han^s conquests, the role
military technology may have playedin the success ofMongol military campaigns^
Understands Mongol interaction with different cultures(e.g., how Mongol rule
affected economy,society,and culture in China and ^orea; how southeast Asians and
Japanese resisted incorporationinto the Mongol empire; how citizens responded to
Mongol rule^
^
^

B^
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WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 22
• Understands the growth of states, towns, and trade in Sub-Saharan-Africa between the 11th
and 15th centuries
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 170 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 150 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands influences on the economic development of Sub-Saharan empires (e.g.,
the importance of agriculture, gold production, and the trans-Saharan caravan trade
to the growth of the Mali and Songhay Empires; the importance of trade within the
major city-states and populations of Sub-Saharan Africa)
• Understands social and religious features of West Africa (e.g., what art reveals about
the societies and rulers of Benin and Ue-Ife, the story of Solomon and Sheba and the
role of Sheba in African history)
• Understands the emergence of commercial towns on the East African coast and the
significance of Swahili as the language of trade
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 23
• Understands patterns of crisis and recovery in Afro-Eurasia between 1300 and 1450
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 171 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 154 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the origins and impact of the plague (e.g., how the plague started and
spread across Eurasia and North Africa; the impact of the plague on daily life in
urban Southwest Asia and Europe; how Christian and Muslim communities responded
to the plague, and how the plague changed the lives of survivors)
• Understands major changes in the social, political, and cultural characteristics of
European society after the 14th century (e.g., the effect of population decline on
European agrarian and commercial economies; causes of and major figures in the
Hundred Years War; the causes of peasant rebellions in Europe between 1300 and
1500; how the techniques of painting, sculpting, and architecture changed in this
period).
• Understands the-origins and early expansion of the Ottoman Empire up to the
capture of Constantinople in 1453
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 24
• Understands the expansion of states and civilizations in the Americas between 1000
:
and 1500
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 172 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 160 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
-*Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands how the Aztec Empqgarose in the 14th century (e.g., major aspects of
Aztec government, society, religionHind culture; the construction of Tenochtitl n,
the "Foundation of Heaven")

/?*
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•

Understands social and political elements of Incan society (e.g., Incan methods for
expansion and unification of their empire, daily life for different people in Incan
society, the food plants that formed the basis of Incan as compared with Aztec
agriculture)
Understands what archaeological, artistic, and written sources can illustrate about preEuropean life in the Americas

WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 25
• Understands major global trends from 1000 to 1500 CE
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 173 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands influences on the growth of long-distance exchanges between different
regions (e.g., the continuing spread of Islam, and the importance of Muslim
civilization in mediating long-distance commercial, cultural, and intellectual
exchanges; why new ports, manufacturing centers, merchant communities, and long• distance trade routes emerged in the region of the "Southern Seas," from the Arabian
Sea to the coasts of China)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 26;
• Understands how the transoceanic inter-linking of all major regions of the world between
1450 and 1600 led to global transformations
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 176 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 168 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the interregional trading system that linked peoples of Africa, Asia, and
Europe on the eve of the European overseas voyages
• Understands what contributed to increasing oceanic travel in the 15th and 16th
centuries (e.g., major Spanish and Portuguese technological innovations in
shipbuilding, navigation, and naval warfare; navigational inventions such as the
compass, astrolabe, and quadrant; trade routes of prominent Asian and European
explorers and how prevailing wind currents influenced these routes; the features of
Chinese and Arab sailing vessels that made long-distance travel easier)
• Understands the character and impact of Portuguese maritime expansion to Africa,
India, and Southeast Asia upon local populations (e.g., relations between King
Affonso II of the Kongo and Portuguese, why Bartholomew de las Casas was
considered the "defender of the Indians")
• Understands features of Spanish exploration and conquest (e.g., why the Spanish
wanted to invade the Incan and Aztec Empires, and why these empires collapsed after
the conflict with the Spanish; interaction between the Spanish and indigenous
populations such as the Inca and the Aztec; different perspectives on Cortes' journey
into Mexico)
-*- • - .
• Understands the cultural and biological exchange between the Americas and AfroEurasia in the late 15th and 16th centuries (e.g., the exchange of animals between the
Americas and Afro-Eurasia; how'tfie exchange of plants between the Americas and
other countries affected societies ami commerce; the roots of "cowboy" culture in
the Americas)

uH

D

^owsthema^raccornplish^entsofColumbus(e.^^^^^off^^astof
^icaandto^^^tnerica^

^^R^^^^OR^ ^^^^R^^7
D Understands how European society experienced political, economic, and cultural
transformations in an age ofglobal intercommunication between ^^0 and ^7^0
^C^5^8asic Edition, p. 177 (Explicitly stated^
^C^5^^orld history, expanded edition, p. 17^ (Explicitly stated^
mtemetConnectionsD^istory
^evel^^ Elementary (Orades^
^ Understands the social characteristics ofEuropean society from l^(^tol7^ (e.g.,
how lifestyles were different among varied social classes in eat^^y modem Europe,
changes in institutions of serfdom, changes in the social status of women^
^ Understands significant contributions of the Renaissance and Reformation to
European society (e.g., maior achievements in literature, music, painting, sculpture,
and architecture in 16mDcentury Europe^ the life and accomplishments of select
figures ^rom the Renaissance to the Reformations
1 Understands the English civil war and the Revolution of!688 (e.g., how these events
affected govemmen4 religion, economy,and society in England^ how the English
Revolution influenced polit^eal institutions and attitudes in the English colonies and
the outbreak ofthe American Revolutions new^eedoms granted to the English
people after!688^ Understands the significance ofthe^cienti^c Revolution and
the ^ge of Enlightenment (e.g., the impact ofastronomical discoveries ft^om
Copernicus to ^ewton^ principal ideas of the Enlightenment, from rationalism to
theories of educations the word devolution" and what is meant by the term
scientific Revolutions the lives and achievements ofsignificant figures of the
scientific Revolutions how Oiderot's encyclopedia contributed to the ^ge of
Enlightenments
^ Understands the role of gunpowder in changing European warfare(e.g., through the
necessary redesign of fortifications^
^OR^0^5^OR^^^^^^R^^8
D Understands how large territorial empires dominated much ofEurasia between the 16th and
18th centuries
^C^5^8asicEdition,n^l7^ (Explicitly stated^
^Cr^^^orld^istory,expanded editions 18^ (Explicitly stated^
Internet Connections^^istory
^evel 11^ Elementary (grades ^6^
D
^

D

Understands the power and limit of imperial absolutism under the ^ing^ynasty(e.g.,
variations in control over society and the bureaucracy^
Understands how China viewed its rolein the world during the ^ing dynasty (e.g.,
why China's attitude toward external political and commercial relations changed after
the ^heng^e voyages from l^^tol^, the Chinese belief that other countries
hadatributary relationship to the celestial empires
Understands political and cultural^achievements of the Ottoman Empire (e.g., the
signif^ance of the capture of Con^antinople for Christians and C^ttomans^ how the
Ottoman military succeeded agains^various enemies^ artistic, architectural, and
literary achievements ofthe Ottoman Empire in the l^th and ^6thcentu^ies^

^^

achievementsof5uliemantheMagnifieent;theextentofthe Byzantine and Ottoman
empires in the l^th and l^theenturies^
^ Understandspoliticalachievementsofthe^a^avidandMughal empires ^e^, how
Persia wasunifiedbythe^ur^ic5afavids,thepoliti^alandculturalachievementsof
the^afavidOoldenAgeunder5hahAbbasI,theMughalconquestofIndiaar^dhowthe
^^ic warrior class united diverse peoples ofthe Indian continents
^ Understands the network ofAfro^Burasian trade in the I^th and 17th centuries ^e^,
the importance oflndian textiles, spices, and otherproducts in the trade; how spices
brought to Burope by ^asco da Oama initiated the spice trade between India and
Burope^

D

Understands the economic, political, and cultural interrelations among peoples of Africa,
Burope, and the Americas between 1^00 and 17^0
1^^5^ Basic Bdition,p^ 1^1 explicitly stated^
l^OH^ ^orldr^istory,expanded edition, p^l^^xplicitly stated^
Internet ^onnections^^Iistory
I^evel 11^ Blementary grades ^^
^ Understands Buropean influence in the Americas between the l^th and l^th centuries
^e^g^,Buropean activity and control in the Americas in theform of territorial
empires, trading^post empires, plantation colonies, and settler colonies; how the
Netherlands, Bngland, and France became na^al, commercial, and political po^ersin
the Atlantic basin; the locations of the British and French in the Americas, and their
interest in trade there; the concept of mercantilism and its advantages and
disad^antagesfor the colonies and the mother country^
D Understands features of the labor system and economy in the Americas^e^,why
sugar, tobacco, coffee, tea, and other crops growninme colonies became so
important in the world economy; different ^obs performed by indigenous peoples in
the Americas^
^ Understands elements ofthe transatlantic African slave trade ^e^, how slaves were
transported to the Americas via the ^middle passaged; how Buropean firms and
governments organized and financed the slave trade; conditions of slave life on
plantations in the Caribbean, Brazil, and British ^orth America; how slaves resisted
servitude and preserved their African heritages
^ Understands elements ofthe slave trade in Africa ^e^, how the Atlantic slave trade
affected population, economic systems, family li^e,polygynous marriage, and the use
of male and female slave labor invest and central Africa; what narratives reveal
about the experiences of Africans sold into slavery^

^

Understands the transformation in Asian societies in the era ofBuropean expansion
^rI5^ Basic edition, p^l^^plicitl^ stated^
^0^5^ ^orld history, expanded edition,^ 1^ explicitly stated^
Inteme^onnections^I^istory
^
l^evel 11^ Blementary grades ^^
^

Understands the impact ofBurop^ military and commercial involvement in Asia
^eg, how the Netherlands, Bnglan^and France became naval and commercial powers
in the Indian Ocean basin in the 17th and l^th centuries; the impact ofBritish and

^B

^5
^ren^h commercial andmili^arypenetrationonpolitics, economy, and society in
India; whytheDutchwantedmilitaryand commercial mfluencemlndonesiaandhow
thisimperialismaffectedthe^gion^seconomyandsociety;why^stantradewasso
important within the British ^onomic and political structured
D Understands social andpolin^al features ofJapanese society uno^erthe^ol^ugawa
shogunate(e.g., centralized feudalism inJapanandhow Japan achieved political
stability, economic growth, and cultural dynamism; the nature of the relationship
hetween Japan and European powers hetween the l^th and I8th centuries^
^ Understands the role of art in conveying ideas in China and Japan (e.g., how nature is
portrayed in Chinese and Japanese orush paintings^
^ I^nows what groups of people in India most frequently converted to Islam hetween
theism and 18m centuries, and the ma^or vehicle for conversion

D

Understands ma^orglohal trends from 1^0 to!770
^C^5^8asic edition, p. 18^ (^plicitly stated^
^Cl^^v^orld History, expanded edition, p. ^00 (^plicitly stated^
Internet Connections^History
^evelIl^lementary(Crades^^
^ Understands ma^or shifts in world demography and urbanisation between l^^O and
1770 and reasonsfor these changes
^ Understands the ma^or changes in world political ooundaries that too^ place oet^een
1^0 and 1770, and how far European nations had extended political and military
influence in Africa, ^sia, and the Americas as ofthemid^!8th century
^ Understands how the acceleration of scientific and technological mnovationsinthis
era affected social, economic, and cultural life in various parts of^the world (e.g., the
hroad effects ofnavigational and shipbuilding innovations such as astrolahe and
lateen sails^

^^^^^^^^^^

^

^^^^^^^^^

Understands the causes and consequences of political revolutions in the late!8th and early
l^th centuries
^C^5^8asic edition, p. 187 (^plicitly stated^
^C^5^vBorl^istory,^panded edition, p^O^(^plicitly stated^
Internet Connections^^istory

^

^evelll^lementary (grades ^^
D Understands theideas and events that shaped the devolution in France (e.g., the
causes^character, and consequences of the American and French revolutions; the
meaning of the revolutionary slogan in ^rance,^iherty,^quality,^ratemity,^and
the social ideals it embodied; the legacy ofleading ideas ofme revolution; how the
wars ofthe revolutionary and Napoleonic periods changed Europe and ^apoleon^s
effects on me aims and outcomes^ftherevolution; connections oetween political
events in the Americas and France hetween 1770 and 181^^
^ Understands the origins and development ofl^atin American independence
movements (e.g., how the ^me^c^, French, and Haitian revolutions and ^outh
American rebellions influenced th^development of independence movements in
l^atin America; the political and ideological oo^ectives, and the success of the
independence movements hetween 1808 and 1830; how the colonial powers and

^^
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independent countries of Latin America changed between 1790 and 1828; the role of
geography in the outcome of the Latin American independence movements)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 33
• Understands the causes and consequences of the agricultural and industrial revolutions from
1700 to 1850
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 188 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 210 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the emergence and impact of industrialism in 18th-century England (e.g.,
the effects of the agricultural revolution on population growth, industrialization, and
patterns of land-holding; major characteristics of industrialization; how the industrial
revolution affected population shifts; how the industrial revolution in the textile
industry changed the way people worked; how figures such as John Kay, James
. Hargreaves, James Watt, Edmund Cartwright, and Richard Arkwright contributed to
industrialization in England)
• Understands the impact of the industrial revolution in Europe and the Atlantic Basin
(e.g., connections between population growth, industrialization, and urbanization; the
quality of life in early 19-century cities; the effects of urbanization on the
development of class distinctions, family life, and the daily working lives of men,
women, and children; advances made in communication and transportation; effects
upon the political and economic status of women)
• Understands aspects of the abolition movement in the 18th and 19th centuries (e.g.,
the organization and arguments of movements in Europe and the Americas that
sought to end slavery, and how the trans-Atlantic slave trade was suppressed; why
and how the slave trade continued after it had been outlawed; major accomplishments
of the American abolitionist Frederick Douglass)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 34
• Understands how Eurasian societies were transformed in an era of global trade and the
emergence of European power from 1750 to 1870
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 190 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 216 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections -'History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands changes in social and political elements of the Ottoman Empire during
the 18th and 19th centuries (e.g., reasons for the empire's retreat from the Balkans
and Black Sea region; the lives of different members of Ottoman society such as the
janissary, attendees of the Palace School, the role of women)
• Understands political characteristics of Egypt (e.g., the impact of the French
invasion of Egypt in 1798, the reign and major accomplishments of Muhammad Ali
of Egypt," why he was known as the "father of modem Egypt")
• Understands aspects of Russian expansion and settlement in the late 18th and 19lh
centuries (e.g., why Russia was successful in wars of expansion against the Ottoman
empire; why and how Russia expanded across Asia into Alaska, and along the
California coast; what archaeological evidence reveals about daily life in the Russian
settlements at Sitka and Bogeda Bay)

nz

^7
D

Understandstheadvanceof8ritishpowerinlndi^tiptol^^,itssocialand
economic impac4andthccffortsoflndianstoresistEuropean conquest and achieve

cultural renewal
Understands Chinesepoliciestowardforeigntradeand immigration to other countries
(e.g., why Chinaresisted political contactand trade with Europeans, and how the
opium trade contributed to European penetration of Chinese mar^ets^ motivations
behind the Chinese tradingpolicy and China^sdesire to ^eepoutforeigners^
motivations behind Chinese immigration to the U.^.^nd^outhea^t^sia^
^ Understands events and ideas that led to the modernisation of^Iapan (e.g., the
internal and external causes of the Ivlei^i restorations the goals and policies of the
^ei^i state, and the impact ofthese upon ^apan^s modernisations what Commodore
Matthew l^erry accomplished in ^apan in the l^Os and what his voyage meantfor
the^apanese^
^ Understands the emergence ofEuropean trading companies and their impact on
Indian culture(e.g., the origins ofboth the French and British East India companies,
what their charters enabled them to do, and how the home countries viewed the role
of these companies in Indian the trading relationship between the East India
companies and Indian rulers^
D

^O^^^O^D^l^^^^

^

Understands patterns of nationalism^^e-building, and social reform in Europe and the
Americas from 1^0 to 1^1^
^
^C^5^8asic Edition, p. 1^ (Explicitly stated^
^lC^5v^orld history, expanded edition, p.^^(E^pucitly stated^
Internet Connections-History
^evelll^Elementa.y(Crades^^
^ Understands the emergenceof nationalist movements in Italy and Germany (e.g., the
ma^or leaders of unification and nationalism in Italy and Germany,and why these
movements succeeded^ the appeal ofGaribaldi^s nationalist I^edshirts to Italians^
^ Understand causes oflarge-scale population movements ^rom rural areas to cities in
continental Europe and bow these movements affected the domestic and wording
lives ofmen and women
^ Understands the impact of cultural achievements onl^th-century Europe and
America (e.g., movements in literature, music, and the visual arts, and ways in which
they^haped or reflected social and cultural values^
^ Understands mepolitical and social changes in l^th-centuryl^atin America (e.g.,
where democracyfailed and succeeded in ^atin American nations after independence
was achieved, how geography possibly influenced nation-building in ^atin America,
tbe class system in l^atin America and its racial core^
^ Understands aspects of education inl^th-centuryEurope(e.g., aspects of the basic
school ^lay for male and female students in thel^th century^ how significantly
education, or lac^ thereof, affecied the lives and prospects of l^th century
Europeans^ differences in the daily lives of children f^om wording, middle class, and
upper classfamilies^
^
^ Understands how ma^or events in the United states affected the rest of the
hemisphere

^^

WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 36
• Understands patterns of global change in the era of Western military and economic
dominance from 1800 to 1914

o48

NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 194 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 234 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the impact of new inventions and technological developments in various
regions of the world (e.g., how new inventions transformed patterns of global
communication, trade, and state power; how new machines, fertilizers, transport
systems, and commercialization affected agricultural production; significant
inventions and inventors in 19th-century Europe and America)
• Understands the experiences and motivations of European migrants and immigrants
in the 19th century (e.g., why migrants left Europe in large numbers in the 19th
century and regions of the world where they settled; the consequences of encounters
between European migrants and indigenous peoples in such regions as the United
States, Canada, South Africa, Australia, and Siberia; the general appeal of Canada to
European immigrants in the second half of the 19th century)
• Understands factors that contributed to European imperialist expansion between
1850 and 1914 (e.g., advances in transportation, medicine, and weaponry that helped
European imperial expansion in the late 19th century)
• Understands political and economic changes in Japanese society in the 19th and 20th
centuries (e.g., Japan's rapid industrialization, technological advancement, and
national integration in the late 19th and 20th centuries; the death of the Meiji
emperor in 1912 and the main achievements of Meiji Japan)
• Understands events that shaped African relations with other countries (e.g., the rise
of the Zulu empire and its effects on African societies and European colonial
settlements; how the discovery of gold and diamonds in South Africa affected British
investors and race relations among Africans, Afrikaners, and British colonial
authorities; the relationship between European and African merchants and the types
of products traded between the two in the period after slavery ended)
• Understands major changes in the political geography of Africa between 1880 and
1914
• Understands trends in the population of Europe for the last three and a half centuries,
and at-what time Europe had the greatest number of inhabitants
• Knows the causes, course, and consequences of the Boxer Rebellion
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 37
• Understands major global trends from 1750 to 1914
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 196 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 242 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
"" ' \
• Understands major shifts in world population and urbanization in this era and how
factors such as industrialization, migration, changing diets, and scientific and medical
advances affected worldwide demographic trends (e.g., the changes large cities around
the world went through during this period, such as Guangzhou [Canton], Cairo,
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Tokyo, Buenos Aires, Bombay, San Francisco, and London) Understands the
experiences of immigrants to North and South America mihe 19 century
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 38
• Understands reform, revolution, and social change in the world economy of the early 20th
century
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 199 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 248 (Implied)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands factors that transformed American and European society in the early
20th century (e.g., how industrial development affected the culture and working lives
of middle and working class people in the United States, Japan, and Europe; major
scientific, medical, and technological advances in Europe and the United States at the
turn of the century; popular attitudes regarding material progress and the West's
global leadership)
• Understands the consequences of the significant revolutions of the early 20th century
(e.g., the prominent figures in the Mexican Revolution and its significance as the first
20 century movement in which peasants played a prominent role)
• Understands why Dr. Sun YAtsen is considered, an important figure in the history of
modem China
„
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 39
• Understands the causes and global consequences of World War I
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 200 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 252 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the origins and significant features of World War I (e.g., the
precipitating causes of the war; the factors that led to military stalemate in some
areas; which countries joined each of the two alliances - the Allied Powers and the
Central Powers - and the advantages and disadvantages for the formation of alliances;
major areas of combat in Europe and Southwest Asia)
• Understands the "immediate and long-term consequences of World War I (e.g., the
principal theaters of conflict in World War I in Europe, Southeast Asia, Sub-Saharan
Africa, East Asia, and the South Pacific; major turning points in the war; the shortterm demographic, social, economic, and environmental consequences of the war's
violence and destruction; the hardships of trench warfare) Understands the roles of
significant individuals, and the events that led to the Russian Revolution of 1917
(e.g., causes of the Russian Revolution of 1917 and how the revolutionary
government progressed from moderate to radical; the historical importance of
Russian leaders such as Tsar Nicholas II, Rasputin, and Lenin)
• Understands the rise of Joseph Stalin, and his impact on the Soviet Union (e.g., how
Joseph Stalin came to and maintained power in the Soviet Union, and how his
projects [collectivization, the first-Five Year Plan] disrupted and transformed Soviet
societyjn the 1920s and 1930s; wjgtt life was like for common people under Stalin's
rule)
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Understands how the homefront contributed to World War I (e.g., how massive
industrial production and innovations in military technology affected strategy and
tactics, and the scale, duration, brutality, and efficiency of the war)

WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 40
• Understands the search for peace and stability throughout the world in the 1920s and 1930s
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 201 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 258 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands treaties and other efforts to achieve peace and recovery from World
War I (e.g., the conflicting aims and aspirations of the conferees at Versailles, and
how the major powers responded to the terms of the settlement; why and how the
League of Nations was founded, and its initial goals and limitations; the nations that
were and were not invited to participate in the League of Nations; changes made to
political boundaries after the peace treaties ending World War I, and which countries
were winners or losers)
• Understands how the settlements of World War I influenced the Middle East, Africa,
Asia, and Latin America (e.g., the mandate system created by the League of Nations
and how it changed European rule in the Middje East and Africa, how World War I
settlements contributed to the rise of both Pan-Arabism and nationalist struggles for
the independence in the Middle East, how the.readjustment of national borders in
Africa after World War I affected people in East and West Africa)
• Understands the emergence of a new mass and popular culture between 1900 and
1940 (e.g., how new modes of transportation affected world commerce, international
migration, and work and leisure habits; how the new media • newspapers, magazines,
commercial advertising, film, and radio • contributed to the rise of mass culture
around the world; the new approaches to visual art represented by the works of Pablo
Picasso and Henri Matisse; the types of leisure activity and sports people enjoyed;
changes in clothing fashions for men and women, and how they reflected changes in
social attitudes and values)
• Understands the economic and social impact of the Great Depression (e.g., how the
Great Depression affected industrialized economies and societies around the world; the
human cost of the depression; how governments, businesses, social groups, families
and individuals coped with hardships of world depression)
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 41
• Understands the causes and global consequences of World War II
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 204 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 266 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the rise of fascism and Nazism in Europe and Japan (e.g., the ideologies
of fascism and Nazism, and how fascist regimes seized power and gained mass support
in Germany, Italy, Spain, and Japan; German, Italian, and Japanese military conquests
and drives for empires in the 193%; how Hitler, Franco, and Mussolini rose to
power; the causes of the Spanish Ci&il War and how this war coincided with the rise of
fascism in Europe; what Nazi oppression in Germany was like)
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Understands influences on the outcome of World War II (e.g., the major turning
points in the war; the principal theaters of conflict in Western Europe, Eastern
Europe, the Soviet Union, North Africa, Asia, and the Pacific; the political and
diplomatic leadership of individuals such as Churchill, Roosevelt, Hitler, Mussolini,
and Stalin)
Understands the human costs of World War II (e.g., how and why the Nazi regime
forged a "war against the Jews," and the devastation suffered by Jews and other groups
in the Nazi Holocaust; social problems as a consequence of the war)

WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 42
» Understands major global trends from 1900 to the end of World War II
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 205 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands major shifts in world geopolitics between 1900 and 1945, and
understands the growing role of the United States in international affairs
• Understands how new technologies and scientific breakthroughs both benefited and
imperiled humankind
WORLD HISTORY - STANDARD: 43'
'*
• Understands how post-World War II reconstruction occurred, new international power
relations took shape, and colonial empires broke up - '
NCHS: Basic Edition, p. 208 (Explicitly stated)
NCHS: World History, expanded edition, p. 270 (Explicitly stated)
Internet Connections - History
Level II: Elementary (Grades 5-6)
• Understands the shift in political and economic conditions after World War II (e.g.,
why and how the United Nations was established, where it has been active in the
world, and how successful it has been as a peacekeeper; the United States' economic
. position and international leadership post-World War I and post-World War II;
aspects of social and political conflict in China in the period following the war)
• Understands the development of the Cold War (e.g., how political, economic, and
military-conditions in the mid-1940's led to the Cold War; the significance of
international Cold War crises such as the Berlin blockade, the Korean War, the Polish
worker's protest, the Hungarian revolt, the Suez crisis, the Cuban missile crisis, the
Indonesian civil war, and the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia; how the United
States and the Soviet Union competed for power and influence in Europe)
• Understands political and social change in the developing countries of the Middle
East, Africa, and Asia after World War II (e.g., how Israel was created, and why
persistent conflict developed between Israel and both Arab Palestinians and
neighboring states; the African experience under European colonial rule; major social
and economic forces that compelled many Vietnamese to seek refuge in foreign
countries)"
~"
• Understands the position of women in developing countries (e.g., as compared to
their position in industrialized countries, how change has occurred in different
societies)
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Understands the searchfor community, stability,and peace in ^interdependent world
^H^8asic edition, p^l^^plicitly stated^
l^OH^ World History, expanded edition, p^7^^Implied^
Internet ^onnections^History
I^evelll^lementary^rades^
^ Understands global influences on the environment^^, how population growth,
urbanisation, industrialisation, warfare, and the global market economy have
contributed to environmental alterations^ how effective governments and citi^ens^
groups have been at protecting the global natural environments
^ Understands the impact of increasing economic interdependence in different regions
oftheworld^e^, how global communications and changing international labor
demands have shaped new patterns of world migration since World War II, the effects
of the European economic community and its growth on economic productivity and
political integration in Europe, the emergence of the pacific I^im economy and
economic growth in ^outhl^orea and Singapore in recent decades, the effects of new
transport and communications technology on patterns of world trade and financed
^ Understands efforts to improve political and social conditions around the world ^e^g^,
the progress ofhuman and civil rights around the globe since the I^^U^^
declaration ofHumanl^ights^ how the apartheid system was dismantled in ^outh
Africa and the blacl^ majority won voting rights^ the progress made since thel^7^s in
resolv^g convict het^een Israel and neighboring states^
^ Understands howfeminist movements and social conditions have affected thelives of
women around the world, and the extent of women^s progress toward social equality,
economic opportunity,and political rights in various countries
^ Understands scientific and technological trends of the second half of the ^Oth century
^eg^, worldwide implications ofthe revolution in nuclear, electronic, and computer
technology^ the social and cultural implications of medical successes such as the
development of antibiotics and vaccines and the conquest of smallpox the
^consumer societies^ of industrialized nations compared with those in predominantly
agrarian nations^
D Understands cultural trends of the second half of the ^Othcentury^e^, the influence
of television, the Internets and other forms of electronic communication on the
creation and diffusion of cultural and political information worldwide^ how the worlds
religions have responded to challenges and uncertainties in society and the worlds

^

Understands ma^or global trends since World War II
^^^^8asic edition, p^l^^plicitly stated^
Inteme^onnections^History
l^evelll^lementary grades ^^
^
^

Understands the causes, consequences, and ma^or patterns of international migration
in the lat^^th century compared^to world population movements of thel^th
century and the first half of the ^Oth ^
Understands the advancement ofhuman rights and democratic ideals and practices in
the world during the ^thcentury^^

^BBB^
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D

Understands long-term changes and recurring patterns in ^^^^^ty
^^5^8asic^dition^p^l^^plicitly stated^
Internet connections-history
^e^el^^ elementary ^rades^
^ Understands why humans ha^e built cities and how the characters functions and
number of cities ha^e changed overtime
D Understands major patterns of long-distance trade rrom ancient times to the present
and how trade has contributed to economic and cultural change in particular societies
or civilisations
^ Understands the economic and social importance of slavery and other forms of
coerced labor in various societies
^ Understands how ideals and institutions ofrreedom^e^uality^justice^ and citizenship
ha^e changed overtime and rrom one society to another
D Understands ways in which human action has contributed to long-term changes in the
natural en^ironment^in particular regions or worldwide
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